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PREFACE 
As a junior in college I had a professor noteworthy not only 
for his commentaries on the modern novel, but also for his comments 
on prefaces. Most of them, he repeatedly advised us, should be 
read after, not before, the book itself. So strong was his feeling 
on this point that many of the works he edited (as I later found 
out to my amusement) are printed precisely that way--with the 
introductory remarks following the text. It is curious to see a 
book set up in this maDDer, yet tbe more I consider the adVice he 
gave us the sounder I think it is, at least tor •AD1' prefaces. 
This one, ak any rate, is no exception to his ruling and functions 
more in an explanatory than a strictly prefatory way. 
THE TREES OF THE FIELD is a story of a boy's growing up, or 
rather the story of one step in that continuous process. The boy 
takes the step within a few hours because he learns something he 
hadn't known before. Later he finds out the implications of the 
step and knows what he must do, or,more important, how he must feel. 
It is a book concerned with feeling far more than with action, not 
only because feeling and attitude are more real to me, in the sense 
of natural,everyday occurrences, but because it seems that all 
truly human progress is made in the realm of attitude, for attitude 
must always precede action if the action is to have ~ meaning in 
human terms. 
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Part of the problem of growing up is the problem of change 
and loss and of finding out what and who one seems to be. It is 
the problem of knowing what to do (or of knowing if there is the 
necessity, or even the possibility of doing anything) in a 
G: 
ceaselessly changing and apparently purposless world where the 
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human creature seems to be a stranger. 
Tom Whipple is a young man who has grown up enough to be 
aware of change, to understand loss and death, and he has, in 
consequence, lost faith, not only religious faith, but faith in 
human possibilities, although he doesn't realize this in so many 
words. Tllrough a friendship with a young man a few years older 
than himself he begins to see that there may be other conclusions 
to come to than the ones he has managed so far. He admires and 
reveres this man, Nathan Marchand, as a living example of what is 
possible and as a person almost totally different from himself. 
But it begins to turn out that this is not the case, that the idol 
may not be one at all. 
The story is told mainly through the consciousness of the 
protagonist, Tom, with a kind of combination of the first person 
and the limited omniscient points of view. The technique is not 
stream of consciousness, but rather one which may be loosely termed, 
for lack of a better word, "associative." 
With the exception of the opening and closing sections of the 
story, the present action takes place at a bar. Nathan Marchand 
begins to tell a story which, as far as facts are concerned, has 
little bearing on Tom's problems, but which begins to reveal that 
Nathan is not the person Tom had previously thought. Because he 
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does not want to hear this, because they are drinking, and because 
it is a natural process, Tom doesn't pay close attention to the story. 
He hears only bits and snatches, or the parts that seem relevant to 
himself. Certain words, incidents, or feelings as described b,y 
Nathan call to Tom's mind other images, thoughts, and feelings. 
Nathan's story is told partly in dialogue, but mainly as scenes 
(pictures) in Tom's mind. As Nathan talks Tom makes up little plays, 
sometimes seeing Nathan, sometimes himself, as the main character. 
It may help to think of the two story lines, Tom• s and Nathan's 
as running parallel to each other and occasionally intersecting. 
1'he reader, however, is aware of Nathan's story only at the points 
of intersection and then only as Tbm sees it. 
Nathan's story runs chronologically in time for the most part, 
but Tom's story is without time order, the events of the past being 
as real and as important as the present ones, and, since they are 
relived, eternally new. The glimpses of the past are not flashbacks 
(although they serve in some instances the same purpose) because 
there is no going back. The past leaps forward into the present so 
that there is only one time. 
The tundaaental assumption of this technique is, then, that 
left to himself, without mechanical reminders and daily routine, 
man naturally has no conception of time. Left to himself, he 
orders life (finds order) not historically but emotionally and 
ps,ychologically. Thus the death of a cat, even someone else's cat, 
can stand for all death; thus one witless old man without a past 
can stand for all that a person might become after having started 
out young and happy; thus the sound of water from a tap may call 
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back the ditches running full with red water, and the joy of spring. 
It is much the same thing that Proust does in Swann's Way when the 
grown-up Marcel has the tea and the madeleine and his past comes 
back to him. Only here the distinction is not so clear cut; the 
past does not come back all at once, but here and there, little 
pieces at a time and continuously. Every individual event. is. then, 
surrounded and enriched (as if by overtones) by the connections 
between it and past events which evoked similar emotions or sensations. 
The fundamental assumption, to say it another way, is that man's 
consciousness is metaphorical. He sees, or at any rate feels 
everything in terms of something else. 
His training tries to teach him to categorize his experience 
neatly and to order it historically--to say ''last February," "that 
other movie." It tries to teach him to connect like things, e.g. 
two movies, two Februaries, two Christmases. But be connects 
unlike things--the cold of February with the touch of someone's 
band in mid-summer--things that appear unlike according to this 
training, but are actually vitally alike in his experience. His 
training keeps him from consciousness of his own associations most 
of the time; he continues to try to keep the world's time and not 
his own. Thus our seemingly inexelicable fears and joys. 
Although I bad thought about these ideas occasionally but 
very vaguely long before I began writing, I was led to tell this 
particular story in this particular "associative" way through 
rather indirect means. I came upon it by a back door, or, you might 
say, as I was attempting to crawl out of a bole I had fallen into 
(or perhaps dug myself into). I wanted to tell .:!ill!! story because 
I have long been interested in the type of characters and the issues 
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involved. Such a story normally (conventionally, and I use the 
word without its derogatory connotations) presented would probably 
take the form of the limited omniscient point of view with a heavy 
reliance on dialogue. Nathan talks, Tom listens and thinks. This 
way presented itself to me at first, and indeed, I wrote a first 
draft using it. However, it was not long in becoming apparent 
that this was a clumsy and heavy handed way of treating the story 
and a w~ that easily degenerated into the mechanical and thence to 
the boring. Several questions arose. First of all, would Nathan, 
being the person he is, talk that much, and just ~ (so that it 
might be duly written out) would he say? Second, assuming he 
would talk that much under certain circumstances, rather brilliant 
dialogue would be required to render him with aey justice as an 
unusual and sensitive human being and not just another garrulous 
drunk at a bar. Hereupon I realized the depth of the pit I was 
in, for dialogue is not my strong point. Indeed, I can write it 
only under certain carefully prescribed circumstances, and never 
for any extended period. Obviously something else had to be done. 
I reviewed the things I could do better than dialogue. I thought 
about Tom and Nathan and their situation. Eventually it occurred 
to me that when listening to a conversation a person hears what is 
relevant to himself (particularly in such a conversation) or makes 
the chance bits he may happen to hear relevant to himself. The 
conversation is interesting only in so far as the listener creates 
and sometimes acts in little plays his own mind makes up out of the 
fragments of the talk. Why not then present the pictures (the plays 
or images) and minimize the dialogue~ This was not only easier for 
me to do, but seemed a far more vital and useful means of creating 
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the impression I wanted to get. 
The same thing seemed true for the use of chronological time 
in the opening section. A story dependent on action is usually best 
(most naturally) told chronologically. One dependent on the workings 
of the mind, however, seemed best told without time. Indeed, the 
story being what it is, it would be almost impossible to tell it 
chronologically, for so little in the realm of physical event 
happens. Had it been told this way it would have been necessary, 
in order to make it at all interesting, to follow minutely the 
workings of the mind--step b,y step--(as is somewhat the case in 
Ulysses), and I was not prepared for anything as large scale as 
that, nor did the purpose of my story lend itself to that means. 
To have started with, say, Corinne• s call would have been (at least 
for me with my own limitations) uninteresting. It was much more 
fun the other way, and it seemed more psychologically real to me. 
As for the style of the story, it seemed sui table for the 
character through whose eyes the story is seen, and it seemed 
sui table for me. Style is a very personal thing. I have always 
thought that the search for style in aqy art is one of the fUndamental 
concerns of the artist. For style is a way of saying what you want 
to say. Probably almost everyone knows what he wants to say, but 
very few are ever able to actually say it, the leap into words 
proving too much for the living emotion to make. Once experience 
is put into words it is no longer the same experience--sometimes it 
is better, sometimes worse, but usually changed and no longer honest. 
The serious artist usually tries to be honest; he tries to say what 
b! sees and reels. 
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The problem of most young writers is that they write as the 
people they've read write, and about the same things. Unless you 
view art simply as construction (and sometimes even it you do) you 
try to get something alive down on the paper, something with at 
least some relation to the world, no matter how nebulous or 
peculiar a relation; you try to make the words grieve or sing. 
But just as our perceptions are trained so are our ways of 
expressing those perceptions. And most attempts at "new" styles 
are nothing more elaborate than efforts to combat this--to see and 
s~ in a truer and more honest way. This is why the search for 
style is so important. Bllt style is not a thing you create. You 
t'o 
have" look for it, and keep looking for it. 
It must finally be admitted, however, that all these reasons 
and explanations were not nearly so clear to me when I started as 
they are after I've written them. I had a problem, several 
problems. I hit upon a solution. It seemed natural and right and 
fun. It allowed me to say something of what I want to say. The 
explanations came later. Because in the end, as Henry James has 
so simply and truly, and as usual, so inimitably said, "One 
writes as one can." 
P. J. Terwilliger 
June 18, 1962 
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Chronological Diagram 
of the Opening of the Story 
Corinne calls Tom because she 
can't find Moses, the old man. 
Tom comes to Sparrow Street, finds 
the dead cat on the table and burns 
it in the incinerator. 
Tom goes to look for Moses and 
Nathan. (It is at this point 
that the stor.y opens.) 
Tom finds them in the bar, takes 
Moses home, and returns to Nathan. 
Nathan 
Nathan goes to the museum, sees 
the girl upon coming out. 
Nathan goes home extremely upset. 
Has a dream. 
Moses comes upstairs with the dead 
cat and puts it on the table in 
Nathan's apartment. 
They drink and go out, leaving ~· 
cat and one of the glasses on the 
table. 
THE TREES OF THE FIELD 
It was to~ dark now; along the streets the lights, lett over 
from. Christmas, were bright and lucid, reds and yellows retreating back, 
SJUll points of br1111ance, into the buildings, or collling out and flashing 
on hill as he passed under them, walk1ng slightly' bent against the cold. 
He could not remem.ber the lights going on, o~ that thq werea•t yet; 
then they were. And still he had not found them. 
It was beginning to snow now, again, as it had all dq, fitfully'. 
He could see it up ahead of. hill in. the lights as he approached, but as 
yet he could not feel it on his face. There were srprisingly' few people 
out. Supper time. In the whole block he had passed o~ three or 
tour--all men w1 th seedy coats and DO place to go, which made it seem 
unreal. 
It got dark without one's lalowing, sometimes: yet, DOW that he 
thoUght about it, he remembered that afternoon's darkness rising as 
he came down Sparrow Street in the light snow, feeling empt7 and slightly 
chilled, and arid, walking in someone' s footsteps, the onl.7 footsteps 
disturbing the white. The snow was beginning, faintly', to till them in 
too. Stul the;y were surprisingly clear, since the man was nowhere to 
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be seen on the street--only the footsteps. The man had disappeared. He 
had tel t the snow on his race then, as he looked up at the bllilding, 
with the evening rising steadU7 in tront ot him, wondering why Roger' s 
wite had called him. 
He had not connected the rising darkness with the night it had 
turned into because a.ttemoon seemed 80 tar aw&)", a ditterent d&)" • 
.And he had been looking tor them ever since. It was growing colder too 
now. He zipped his jacket up further and wished he had his woolen cap 
that he used to wear skiing. As usual he had forgotten his gloves and 
had to walk with his hands in his pockets. 
He stopped by a moVie marquee. The girl in the glass cage moved 
her hand toward the ticket button, and then, apparently seeing that he 
came no closer, stopped and waited, gazing at him and past him, waiting. 
He wondered it he should ask her. Bo, but where were they? He walked 
on, reeling the lights clash oTer him softl7 as he came under them, 
muted as thq were by the falling SDOW. 
In the snow, reeling it on his face, and walking in the footsteps 
on Sparrow Street, he had known the dark was rising. Yet in the winter 
)"'U could not tell as well; there was not as much light, and ot a differ-
ent kind, 80 that there seemed less to be pushed out by the dark, and 
)"OU didn't notice it 80 much, somehow, in the winter. When he had 
looked up at the apartment he halt expected to see the old man's plants 
on the window sUl. 
Last spring the darkness had risen as he came down that same street. 
Coming up oTer the long hill in the dusk, he had walked under his teet 
the ti.ny green nowers or the maple trees as they- spread all across the 
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sidewalk, and by' the time he reached Sparrow Street the dusk was deeper 
and the air was thick with the leftover warmth ot the dq and the long 
;yellow light that had just lett the sky. The waters ot the dark were 
rising then in the east, overfiowing, and spreading through the streets. 
But the sky" was still light. Up there he heard the nighthawk fi)ring, 
and he strained to see him, as the err noated down over the buildings, 
now beginning to be checkered with windows ot yellow. The street lights 
went on su.ddenl.7 and 11 t up the young leaves. A boy rode his bicycle 
swi.ttl.7 down the street, ringing the bell, tor no reason, and a stealthy 
cat crossed the sidewalk and peered into the grate, tilting her head. A 
man with a dog emerged trom one ot the apartments and frightened the 
cat away. She blended with a shadow and was gone. By the time he reached 
the end ot the street the windows carved ,.allow out ot the dark, and from 
the one above, the old man's, a writhing, jungle-shadow cascaded to the 
street. But it was only the light shining through the house:plants and 
the breeze svqing them--an Aceranthus, a Geraniu, a Christmas Cactus, 
a Coleus, and two African Violets, one white and one purple. 
In the winter the light was not like that. A man passed him. He 
saw up ahead the lights ot a bar, and began to gather himself to ask. 
He tel t the snow beginning to collect in his hair, now, and bnshed it 
awq, and had to put his hand, wet like that, back into his pocket. 
iaguely he was disappointed in Nathan, that he had .to be searching 
tor him all this time, and for the old man. Nathan was the sure one, 
the serene, the still, without confusion. In their little solar system 
Nathan was the center, the unmoving, brilliant and white. They all 
revolved around him in elipses, like the planets, not out ot love as 
Ari8totle would have one believe, but for the saae reason as the actual 
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·planets, a kind of gravi't7. And Kathan was the center. He himself came 
next describing his elipse. He thought ot himself as a ;yellow planet, 
less pure, less shining, :more erratic. Around himself, and around Nathan, 
was Roger, the rocky planet, gray and perhaps white, ve17 clearly' defined. 
Then around Roger his wife, Corinne, :more like a moon, pale blonde, only 
tain't:q shini.J:Ig. But it was Moses who was farthest out, the old man, the 
dark planet, the Pluto ot the group, in the cold and darkness ot outer 
space, scarcely' discemable, not knowable at all. But Nathan was the 
center who did not move, and so he felt vaguely disappointed in him, 
because he could not find them. 
Before, when he had stood wai t1ng tor her to open the door he had 
rs.embered the cool smell ot the bricks as he climbed the three fiights. 
It was a familiar, yet a strange smell too, like a dream in which you 
feel you have been in that place before, yet you're not sure (in the 
dream) but what you Jll81' have dreamed it and not been there at all •. 
That was what the smell always made him think. 
She answered the door and said, "I'm sorrr I had to call you, but 
I didn't know what to do." 
He had had to run up his own steps because he had heard the phone 
ringing as soon as he'd opened the ent17 door. So when he finally' picked 
it up he was breathing heavil;r trom running up the stairs, and that had 
embarrassed him. 
"They haven't come back yet. I don't have aD3' idea ot where they 
could be at all." 
"Well, they must be together," he said, "or Moses wouldn't stay out 
that long, would he?" Her race was pale and worried and a little annoyed. 
"No, he never does. He never goes out much when it's snowing 
anyway. He was in his apartment when I went shopping, but I got back 
by' three and they were gone." 
"Was Nathan home before you went out?" In her concern for the 
old man, whom she cared for as if he were actually a relative, not 
just an old man in the next-door apartment, she had forgotten to ask 
him in, and he felt peculiar standing there in the hall in the dim 
light, listening to her. 
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"Yes, I think so. He had gone to the m.uset1l11 in the morning. I 
knew because he stopped in to see 1f I was all right. He alwqs does 
that when Roger is awq, you know. I feel a lot safer since he moved 
in. But I think he did come back; I heard his door shut just a little 
before I left." 
"Well, they must have gone together, then," he said. "I wouldn't 
be upset. They'll be back before long." She was the' moon, pale, wan. 
"But you'd think Nathan would call, if he's with him. That's 
what's so tunny about it. That's why I called you. I was trying to 
call you for quite a whUe. If only Roger would get home." 
"I was in the library all afternoon." He felt he had to explain, 
although he knew there was no reason to. He could study better in the 
library than at home. It was not so lonely. But he did not tell her that. 
The warmth and odor of the bar when he opened the door came as a 
shock to him because he had been rem•bering the cool remote Slllell of 
the bricks. The change slightly unnerved him. He had, also, to stand 
still to allow his eyes to focus, and he felt people watching him. 
For a panicq JIOlllent he wondered it he had his ID card with him and 
then realized how foolish that was. The bartender was young, not much 
older than himself, and had his hair combed back in a dark, greasy 
wave. He was polishing a glass slowl.7, arrogantly. 
Because he had asked the question so •8D7 times since he had 
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started looking he had memorized it and had to make a conscious ettort, 
now, to avoid sqing it b,y rote. The bartender waited, shining the glass. 
"I'm looking tor an old man with a white beard. He's very big and heav;r, 
and a younger • • • • " 
"Nobody with a beard been in here tonight. I ain't seen 'em," the 
bartender interrupted une:xpectedl7. 
"Well, thank you." The dark and warmth was pushing behind him 
as he went out toward the light. It was colder now. His breath showed 
more white when he breathed through his mouth. On the counter, just 
below the bartender's right hand as he stood shining the glass there had 
been a bottle ot Maraschino cherries. When he was young he had sat 
b,y his grandfather at the bar, on the high stool, and had eaten a 
Maraschino cherry, holding it in his fingers, and atter sucking all the 
juice, nibbling at it because he did not know it he could have another 
one. As he chewed slowl7 to prolong the taste it came to him, what his 
grandlllother said once: "Never make two bites out of a cherry." He 
wondered why, and if, really, he should do it, and he was filled with 
delight, wondering what it meant, "Never make two bites out of a cherry." 
He watched the Sll1all glass, tilled to the brim with the smooth, clear 
amber, next to his grandfather• s hand. Then the hand picked it up, or 
rather, two or the square, blunt fingers picked it up, and then it came 
down again, and the fingers let it go, and the little glass was empty. 
" In the bell tower of a church the clock began to strike • and the 
notes rang out clearer than he had thought they would, through the 
snow. He counted them as they came, and when even the f'aint rever-
berations were gone, he began to listen to his own ·footsteps in the 
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light snow, remembering the tracks of the man, whom he could not see, 
down the white walk of Sparrow Street. It came in beats of two, the 
sound of his own walking, first and scarcely distinguishable, the soft 
thud or his heel (because it was rubber), and then atter a little paue, 
the sharper, quicker TAP or the sole and the simultaneous squeak or the 
snow; then the thud, and the tap of the other foot, very regularly. 
One could eypnotize oneself--in the snow. Up ahead he saw the lights 
of a second theater, and brushed the snow from his hair again. This 
time when he put bis hand back his .tingers felt sticky, and he spread 
them apart quickly, in the darkness of his pocket. He passed the theater 
without bothering to even look in. They would not be there. The lit 
marquee threw his shadow out long before him, so long it did not even 
seem his own shadow, but rather Nathan's, even though Nathan was not, 
actual.q, so much taller than himself. 
Sometimes for a person you think of an appropriate sqing, and 
then, in connection with that person you always think of it. "I ask to 
be melted. You can only ask of the metals that they be tender to the 
tire that melts them; to naught else can they be tender." That was what 
he thought of in connection with Nathan, and with the long shadow now. 
When he had first thought of it be could not remember exactly. But it 
seemed to app)3 even more to Nathan than to the picture of' Thoreau that 
hung over his desk and seemed to overlook the whole room, more than to 
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the man who had written it, and certainly' more than to that other 
picture, on the desk itself, or the straight, spare, iron old man, 
whom Nathan so exactly resembled, his great grandfather (who seemed in 
his mind the only p$rson who could cast a shadow equally as long as 
Nathan's), the minister, attar whom Nathan was named, and who, himself 
had seen Thoreau. 
When he had first seen that photograph of the old man he had been 
startled--because of the sim:llari ty, and then because of the difference. 
It had made him see Nathan, tor the first time, by' the very contrast, as 
being young. Nathan • s tew inches cast the long shadow, and the tour or 
ti ve years between them seemed to throw him forward indetini tely, into 
time--at least until be had seen the picture. Both ot them, the old and 
the young Nathan, austere, ascetic, with the ram-rod bodies and the strong 
boned, remarkable heads, and the same expression of uncompromising honesty 
that made it so difficult to look at Nathan very long. Yet the old man 
1i'as ditterent--aore set, more rigid. In him all, except the most essential, 
the very framework, was gone, pared away by' himself until no trace or 
sottness was lett, only rock and bone, in the mind and spirit, as well 
as the body. He did not ask to 'be melted. It was the old man's skeleton 
that looked out from within Nathan, but it had not yet entirely emerged. 
In Nathan there was yet a trace or fiexibUity. Nathan was the living 
nesh on the bones. But it had taken the picture to show him that. 
In the room, then, Nathan had 'been turned toward the bookcase, 
searching, and he had taken the pictlilre to the chair with him, so caught 
up by' the ~velation was he. He had wondered how long it would take, 
and it Nathan would ever become that first Nathan, the two ot them not 
altogether hwun, anachroni•s from the rigidity and sternness and strength 
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ot P\lritan New England trom which they had sprwtg. Himself so foreign, 
so undecided, alternative-ridden beside them, that he telt, then, suddenly 
shorn ot whatever strength he had had, and younger even, a ciisciple ot 
the young Kathan, as the young was or the old. 
"Yes," Nathan said, turning trom the bookcase and straightening 
to his tull height. "He was a tine man. I wish I had known him longer. 
I was only tive when he ciied, and he was ninety-eight, but I remember 
him pertectly. He was one ot those people who are so real that everr-
tbing beside them is overshadowed and made vague and unsubstantial." 
Now, walking in the snow looking tor Moses and tor Nathan, he was 
disappointed. The long shadow was JMginning to gro,r ·leas. -.di.tinct as 
he lett the lights behind him, and was beginning to blend into the 
darkness ot the old condemned apartment buildings he was approaching. 
The shadow stea.dil.y pierced and lost itself in the larger shadows until, 
tinalq, his teet themselves creased trom. out the light, and the shadow 
was gone. The darkness ot the old builciings soothed him, and he walked 
more slowly. 
He reached inside his jacket and into his shirt pocket. They were 
there. He had not forgotten them this time. The cellophane crackled 
lightly between his fingers. He stood still, now, lighting the cigarette. 
The match caught with a tin;y burst or tlaae which lit up the snowflakes 
near his hand. The end ot the cigarette glowed red, and he blew the 
smoke upward quietly, not being able to tell, in the cold, which was the 
smoke and which merely his breath. The old buildings with the darkened 
windows leaned over him. He listened to see it he could hear the snow, 
but there was not enough wind yet to make it seethe. Soon more people 
·would be on the street, but the buildings now leaned confidentially over 
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him, hovering, a litUe strange without their windows, very quiet. 
Apartment houses were alwqs to him more interesting than other 
houses. The concept of an apartment house was interesting, peculiar. 
Houses within a house, and people on top of people and underneath and on 
all sides, and no one bothered to see that all the people were the same 
kind. There waa.·a profound optimism in the idea that such different 
kinds of people could live on top, and all around each other, in relative 
harmony. In an apartment house you might not even know your neighbor. 
That didn't matter. There was still a kind of feeling, a patriotism 
for the apartment, !or the whole building with all the houses inside it. 
So that even if you did not speak to someone on the stairs, nevertheless 
they belonged in the house, and they were related to you, and you did not 
like them. to leave (even if you did not know them) and new ones to come 
in. And at night when you woke up you knew they were all there sleeping, 
and the whole building was sleeping, usually, or it they weren't, the 
sounds came faint and far awq through the walls or up the waterpipes or 
the radiators, even if it were th• sound of quarrelling, and you knew it 
was all right. 
They- were like Chinese boxes, the apartment houses, shells within 
shells, until you get down to the sullest one which is still a litUe 
box, and empty. The house itself was the biggest, the outside shell, 
the apartments were next, then the rooms, the people in the rooms, until 
final.ly you got down to the last litUe shell, if you ever got that far. 
As he watched, the old buildings seemed to lean down closer, darkly 
collforting, over him. He lmew he would have to go on soon. It vas growing 
late, and he had not found them. Behind the windows there was darkness, 
and the tullness of emptiness. 
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Strange to think, when you stood in Moses' apartment, cluttered 
with the newspapers, the unmade &rJIT cot, the red sofa, nondescript 
except for its Empire Curve and the springs sticking out; with the cat 
dishes on the. noor and the slippers with the braided trim worn halt off, 
and Moses himself, slumped in the only chair--old rummage-sale coats 
thrown in a chair, that was Moses--and the plants on the window sill, 
to think that just through the wall was Nathan and the pictumll of his 
great grandfather and Thoreau, surrounded by the light gray walls with 
the bookshelves, and the simple, necessar,y furniture. Clean, bare, com-
fortable because it was simple and there waa not more than the eye could 
take in. While at the s8llle time, on your side of the ..aJ.:; Moses lq 
drowsy in the chair with his streaked beard slumbering on his chest, and 
his grq, seamed face, like a puckered, overblown balloon, or a pumpkin, 
pale and going bad from inside. Uncle Moses Blackburn--with his indis-
tinguishable, untellable, unreal memories, as far as they knew, which 
was as far as he knew, and he couldn't remember whose uncle, if anyone's 
he was--on your side of the waU., and the cat called Cain asleep in the 
corner, huge and tiger-colored with the light gleaming on his tur and 
no mark on him but the one on his head that looked as if a fist had been 
dipped in black ink and imprinted into the very bone. 
Strange then to 1h1nk of Nathan and his great grandfather and 
Thoreau two inches away, and even stranger, perhaps, Roger and Corinne's 
apartment on the other side of the hall, with its frilly plastic curtains 
in the kitchen, and its television set and magazines, and Roger• s books 
on Zen Buddhism. Roger, the pale and coldly glinting planet, a blue 
arctic gleam, with c.inne the moon around him, dreamy, wan. 
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'. 
Whatever other wonders might be disclosed in that house on Sparrow 
Street. The possibilities were incalculable. That house with its smell 
ot cool bricks, as he ascended the stairs, which was not even his own 
house and which he had been to only' a rew times, actually. He dropped 
the ciprette into the snow at his teet, listening tor the hiss. Lightly, 
with his toot he covered the little hole it made in the snow and walked 
on out or the shadow ot the old buildings. 
Perhaps they were somewhere, waiting to be tollnd, although that 
was not like Nathan. They would know that someone would come to look 
tor them, so perhaps they sat waiting, or rather Nathan sat waiting, 
,-
and Moses sat with him, not knowing wb1' he sat, or who he was reall.y, 
be<?ause it you can't remember your past, what you were, how can you 
ever know what you are; you aren't ~boqy, and that was Moses. 
One ot the differences between himself and Nathan was that he 
was waiting, and Nathan was not. In the summer he had sat one night 
at the top ot his own steps, leaning against the brick with one toot 
on the steps and the other hanging ott the side, because that was the 
' 
most comfortable. In that instance he, had been waiting tor a girl he 
knew in school to come along with her car. Then, now very long atter, 
he could not remember exactly when, he had come down Sparrow Street 
walking back from the park because it was shorter, and with no intention 
ot stopping in because he had a paper due, and he had seen Nathan sitting 
in almost the same position as he had sat, so nearly' the same that he 
could reel the stones behind his back, with this dirterence: Nathan was 
-
not waiting. Nathan was never waiting (except now, in this other sense). 
Up ahead now, in the dark, was the sign tor "Frank 'Red' Priest• s 
Bar," suitably named, to judge trom the sign, freshly painted, red, and 
gleaming in the lights. It made, unaccountably, the disgust rise in 
him and his fingers spread again in the dark of his pockets. 
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The smell of this bar was a little different, although it had all 
the essential ingredients of all bars, warmth, the smell of bodies, the 
sour odor of beer, and the more sweet and piercing odor of whiskey. He 
stood, again waiting for his eyes to focus in the darkness which seemed 
even deeper than in all the others. It seemed now that he had heard 
about this bar somewhere--from one of his friends, perhaps. Something 
about the bartender, that he was a strangely kind man, that people liked 
to go there just to see him. But he was not sure but what he might 
easily have made that up himself', one other story he had made up and 
forgot that he had. The smell here was somehow more pleasant, perhaps 
more of people, probably because it was more crowded. He did not feel 
them watching him. They were paying no attention to him, he saw, when 
he could see again, but were crowded around the bar and in all the 
booths which went down the long line so that he could not make out the 
ones farthest back. At the far end of the bar, the bartender, a big 
round-headed man who seemed to be dressed all in white because he wore 
an apron, like a butcher, was cleaning glasses rhythmically of'f' the bar. 
On his own end two men had moved aside making a place tor him, and the 
bartender now came toward him, blocking out the lights of the bottles, 
which flashed out again behind him as he passed. 
They leaned forward at each other, the bartender big and white, 
above himself. "Have you seen azvthing of an old man with a beard? 
He's a big man, and a young man with him, very tall with reddish-brown 
hairt" He waited now, waiting to turn and go. 
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"What do you want of 'em?" 
He was startled, first at the idea that they might be there--so:me-
how he had tal t he would just go on searching--and second, at haviDg to 
justifY himself to the bartender. "They're friends ot mine. I want 
to take them ho:me." 
The bartender see:med satisfied, even relieved at the explanation. 
"Yeah, they're here. They been here about three hous. 
His grandmother had been tighUipped and angry with his grandfather 
when he ca:me ho:me drunk tro:m town. But that was not very often. And he 
had felt slighUy to bl811le too, tor having been along. He did not like 
it when his grandfather would begin to talk loudly and act foolish. His 
grandmo.ther was, he knew, disgusted. It was a tunny thing tor them all 
to feel. 
"His cat got killed, poor old guy-," the bartender said, leaning 
slightly toward him again. 
"Yes, I know." The incinerator fia:mes had leapt upward as he threw 
in the box. There was a hiss before he had ti:me to shut the door, then 
the clang, and, as he turned to walk away, the sudden nausea a:mong the 
SDlell of the cool bricks. 
,., 
And his hads which had felt bloodf since, 
although he had not really known it. 
"They're down at the end, next to the last booth." 
"Thank you. " 
The distance to them see:med interminable. He had the feeling that 
be could never get there. He did not want to get there. On the one 
side were the booths, and further away tro:m hi:m, on the other, the lights 
were shining on the rows and tiers of bottles, and the white figure of 
the bartender :moved among them. 
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There was Nathan with his head resting on his hands. One of them 
was bandaged,. apparently, and glowed strange and pale against his dark 
red hair. Moses was slumped against the wall on the opposite side. 
Asleep, he guessed. He was getting there. The bandaged band seemed to 
give off light of its own, almost a kind of halo. And there was a bottle, 
with four roses, red. He could distinctl.;r see how red they were. 
"Hello, Nathan." 
"Oh, Tom." Nathan raised his head am then moved, as if to stand. 
"Sit down, won't you." 
He sat beside Moses whose face he could not yet see, only part of 
the beard sticking out from the motheaten sweater. 
Nathan's face, too, was pale, and drawn tighter even than usual. 
He gestured vaguely with his hand toward Moses, and said quietly, and as 
1.t he were beP1g forced to explain, "The cat got killed." 
"Yes, I know. How did it happen?" The whiteness of the bandage 
bothered him. It reminded him suddenly' of the white Car stairs seal. 
The two images juxtaposed themselves in his mind, as if the hand were 
not connected to Nathan, but simply a hand with a white bandage, next 
to a white carstairs seal. And behind the hand the four red roses. 
"A car hit him, deliberately, I guess. So he says, &1\Y'how. Young 
boys." He moved the hand sligbtJ.;r against the dark table. 
The cat had lain on the table with the stain spread out to the 
whiskey glass. In the sink was the other glass, the faint pink still 
lingering aroW'ld its base. Then the box, carrying it down the stairs, 
knowing all the while that it was in there, into the basement. "What 
happened to your hand?" he asked with relief, managing to get it out. 
"I cut it on a glass." 
"Let me sea." Nathan held out the hand, palm up. He began to 
untie the handkerchief. 
The bartender was standing over them, large and white. "I didn't 
know he cut it," he was saying. "I thought he just threw the glass, but 
he must have smashed his hand down on top of it." 
"We ought to clean it out. I can't see very well here." Nathan 
had thrown a glass. 
The bartender motioned across the room. "In there. I'll help 
you if I can. He' 11 be all right. He • s aaleep." 
In the glare of the washroom lights he did not look at Nathan's 
face, onl,y at the hand. It was crisscrossed by' a network of tiny cuts. 
He threw the handkerchief away, steadfastly looking at the hand. The 
door awng back and the bartender came in holding the bottle of gin in 
his big hand. The gin looked gray against his apron. "Here, that's 
the best thing tor it." He was unscrewing the cap. Nathan watched the 
hand also, as it it were not his hand, or perhaps not a hand at all. He 
winced slightly as the gin flowed over it, and then was perfectly still 
again. 
"ipess there's no glass in it." 
"No, it looks all right, the bartender said. 11You'd better wrap 
it up again though." 
He found his own handkerchief in his shirt pocket and threw Nathan's 
' 
away. It made a little plop as it fell into the papers of the waste 
basket. "Thank you both," Nathan said, putting the hand down by his 
side. 
Moses' face rose up gray and hazy out ot the darkness as they 
approached, like the :moon on a dark and fogg, night. His head . ...-a 
leaned, now, against the back ot the booth, which wu maroon plastic 
with a zigzag pattem ot yellow rwm1ng through it. 
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"lie's like the monoliths ot Stonehenge," Nathan said unexpectedly, 
"That's what he reminds me ot.• 
"Jes," he said. About Moses there was that quality ot the essentially 
ineJCP].icable, ot some part, so• necessary part ot the puzzle being lost; 
it was impossible to know who he was. He could not remember, tor sure, 
~bing. Perhaps what he told was DOt himself at all, but a stor,y he 
had heard trom someone else, a long time ago and mixed it up with himself, 
so that he could not tell the difference. 
On the table was an extra glass. It was tor himself. Nathan vas 
pouring tor him, with his lett hand. He wanted to say, "Don't, Nathan," 
because still he could not get used to seeing Nathan here. It disgus~ 
him. 
Moses hand was a mass ot wrinkles with dirt in all ot them, seamed 
and creased, much like his grandfather's had been. Moses stole 
trom the drug store, trom the vegetable gardens in the park, and from the 
open markets. Ever,y 110nth a small check came to him, but nobody knew 
wbj,y. When it came he had been there once, and Moses had hummed down 
deep in his throat, like a square dance tune pla;yed in slower time. 
There he was, but one might just as well still be looking tor him. 
Nathan looked up suddeJicy', "It's not fair," he said. 
"No, it's not." But really he didn't care about it now. He had 
not realized that Nathan had drunk so much, Nathan who was the center, 
the white planet, the immovable, unchanging. No, it was not fair. 
"When he put it on the table the threads ot the table cloth seemed 
to take up the strain, ;you know, "Nathan said," like coffee spreads 
through a spoon of sugar if you just touch the tip or it. But he 
didn't notice it. It came right out to the glasses. I saw it." 
He wanteq to say "Don't. Nathan." "I'd better call Corinne," 
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he said, "She'll be worrying about him," and then ~ didn't you call 
yourself'?" 
"I don'~ know." Nathan said. "Wlv' don't you drink your drink?" 
"All right," he said, reeling ashamed or himself now. 
As he went into the phone Qooth the bartender watched him inquisi-
tively, so that when he came out he felt he must explain again. "I'm 
going to take them home. I guess I'd better get a taxi." 
"Yeah," the bartender said. "I got an idea. You'll need some 
help. He's a big man. I'll send one of' '1lf3' sons along, if' you want him." 
"Thanks a lot, That'll be a big help. It's tour fiights up." 
Back at the table he said, "We'd better take him home, don't you 
think." He was s~ding over Nathan. 
"Yes, but I don't think I'll go 7et. You take him. I want to stay 
a little longer." 
He was helpless against that. "All right," he said, "I'll be 
back then, after I take him. It probabJ3 won't be long." 
"All right," Nathan said. 
It waa still snowing, a little taster now, and the streets were 
getting slipper.y. He could s~e the snow in all the lights. The boy 
rode up in. f'ront with the driver. The back or his head was broad and 
peacef'ul.. In the back, in the corner, Moses was sleeping. 
"So that's )"'U old man's bar. I alwqs meant to stop in. It, 
looks nice and cozy. Now I'll have to tor sure." The taxi driver 
was small and wizened and wore a leather cap, slightl.)" tilted to the side. 
"Yeah, it's a nice bar," the boy said softly as the car pulled 
awq .from a light and went on into the snow. 
The dog had come up in the snow af'ter they plowed that morning, 
whft he was only' a pup, af'ter having been lost all night. He held 
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his toot out because it had been in a trap, and later he lost three 
toes, and never walked on the toot unless he was in a hurr;y, when he 
forgot. The night belen, they prqed, he and his grandmother, and it 
kept on snowing. He was a very small black puppy to be out in all that 
storm. 
"Here we are.•" the driver said with a little grunt, "fourth floor, 
ya S81'7" 
"Yes." For the moment before they got out the bartender's boy 
continued to sit still, serene and competent, and at peace. The boy 
was the first up the stairs, holding the old man under the arms. He 
and the driver eaeh had a leg, and even that seemed hea'Vl'• Near the 
top ot the second flight the ~ver suddenly dropped his leg, and the 
shoe made a hollow thump on the stairs which surprised them all and 
made the hall, f'or a moment, seem darker. As they maneuvered around 
the corner to the last flight, he became aware of Corinne looking tiown 
from the top landing into the comparative darkness. 
"Is that you, Tom?" 
"Yes." He waa putting a little and beginning to sweat. 
"Bring him in his room; I'll sit with him in there." 
As they la;d him on the bed, snoring now in broken snorts, he 
noticed the dark spots on the clothing, but avoided looking at them 
closely. At the same time an odor enveloped his face which was different 
f'rom the odor of' the liquor and an old man. He drew back, afraid he 
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would 'be sick. 
"There," the bo;y said, and straightened up. He was tul.ly as tall 
and almost as broad as his rather. 
"Yeah,• the taxi driver said, "I guess we made it, didn't we?" 
"Where' s Nathan?" Corinne said, looking back at the door. 
'He didn't want to come ;yet. I'm going back. You'll 'be all right, 
won't ;you.• 
"Oh, ;yes, I just wish Roger were here though. But he should be 
back soon." 
In the taxi again, in the corner, he remembered standing over the 
snoring old man with his race like a pale pumpkin going bad trom inside, 
and vi th .that odor. He wished he could take a shower. He tel t unclean. 
Back in tront ot the bar, the boy' waited tor him on the sidewalk 
while he paid the driver and thanked him. Together they- walked toward 
the door through the snow. "Was the old g1J1' your grandtather?" the 
boy asked. 
"No, just a triend. Thank you tor the help." He held out his 
hand, and they shook hands briefiy. 
"Ah, that's O.K. I don't mind going, I like it. Dad sends me 
lots ot times because I'm big tor 1113' age." The door opened on to the 
warmth. "Goodnight," The boy ran lightly, tor all his size, up the 
stairs. 
"How'd you make out?" the bartender asked. 
"Fine, thanks to your son. He did most or the work." 
"That• s O.K." the bartender said, "He's strong tor his age. Glad 
to 'be ot help." He paused, "It was the cat, huh? Jesus, that• s a shame. 
But what's the matter with the other tellow?" 
"I don't. know," he said, and then he was walking down the booths 
toward Na~. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * 
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It was a long wq again. He kept expecting to hear his own 
footsteps as he had in the snow, first the thud ot the heel, then the 
lighter tap ot the sole, but they did not come. There was too much 
noise in the bar. Not noise, reall,-, a murmuring, steady, soothing, so 
be could not hear the sound ot his footsteps, even though he listened. 
Last summer he had just come in trom the night shrouded balcony, 
having found nothing out there but a larger void to answer to his own, 
no consolation in the stars tor being empty, tor not caring, tor not 
doing his work (he was a would-be writer who seldom wrote). Out there 
helplessness had come over him as the cloud shadows used to come over the 
land--he had watched them-at once, and completel,-. Out there, mUes 
across the dark was his grandfather, still sitting up, probably, at home, 
in the kitchen, or more probably fallen asleep in the living room by the 
stove, with the television talking to nobody. So there was no use to 
stq out on the balCOJV'. Then it was f'u.rley to have so certai.nly known 
that the person coming up the stairs, the footsteps, was Nathan. F'unn,-
because Nathan had visited only' once betQre; in tact he had only' seen 
Nathan three or tour times since Roger had introduced them. 
The knock came; he opened the door, and there was Nathan, tall, 
unhurried, ever so sligbt.:cy formal, sqing "I was out tor a walk and 
thought I would stop by. I didn't ring the bell because I thought 
,-ou might have gone to bed. Do y-ou mind late evening visitors?" 
And himself, very glad to see Nathan (because ot the cloud shadows, 
and the television ·:jhere talldng to nobod,-), putting on the cottee. 
The white of tae bandage showed again before Nathan was clearly 
discernible. For the first time be noticed that the room was smoky. 
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"Hello, you're back," Nathan said slowly'. "That didn't take very 
long. How is he?" 
"He's sleeping. Corinne's there. Maybe he won't even remember in 
the morning." Nathan was sitting very straight now in the booth, but 
he leaned toward the table, pushing the drink forward, spilling just 
a little. 
"I would have come, but I shouldn't have been of much help." He 
sat back again. "Your drink." 
"Ob, that's all right''(he did not mean it to sound the wrq it 
seemed it vas sounding); 11 the bartender sent his boy along to help. It 
didn't take us very long." Nathan nodded. He was ashamed again because 
Nathan had been drinking, and be had not, and he didn't want to have that 
advantage. 
At the table, over the coffee, Nathan had sat with his hands arched 
high over the cup, with the steam rising to his interlaced fingers. It 
bad struck him then how different they were, and how curious they were, 
each about the other, precisely' because of that polarity. Nathan so still, 
so defined, and unchanging, with his hands over the cup like a temple, 
and himself there stirring his own coffee needlessly', not really' because 
it was not cool enough to drink, restless, tl.uid, mobile. 
Bow, here, in the bar, was Nathan, the bandaged hand glowing as it 
with a halo. Was that Nathan? Nathan had a picture of Thoreau over his 
desk, and a picture of his great grandfather, the old Nathan. Nathan 
was writing, so Roger had told him, a history ot philosophy. Nathan 
worked, unaccountably', tor a business magazine doing abstracts of articles. 
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So that he would have more time, Roger had said, but that was not enough 
to e.xplain it. Now, here, having pushed a drink toward him, was that 
Nathan? Nathan was the center and did not lllOVe. Nathan had said, with 
his bands in a gothic arch over the coffee "You have to ~ow what you can 
do and what you can't do, and where you must stop." 
The difference between them bad come to him very forcefully then, 
summed up on one idea--that Iathan bad a soul. He was the only person 
be had ever known who bad a soul, who had not tortei ted it somewhere along 
the vq~· That bad troubled him before that nigbt--al though it was only 
when be realized it--not having arJ.7 word, at least not the right word, 
to define Nathan, not knowing just what he was, so that now the word 
came with the force ot a :revelation. A soul. .And be, himself, so tar 
trom having one, having never known before, really, what the word meant. 
In Nathan there was no dross. Somehow it had been burned away, but in 
himself, everything that he bad done bad brought with it its own inevitable 
dross that clung to him and lived with him and was him. In the force o.r 
this new idea he saw them through different eyes, and it seemed then 
that, as the superstitious o.r all ages claim, their characters showed 
in their .races, Nathan's race strong with the skin like ivory, drawn 
back over the bones or the cheeks and up the forehead to the dark red 
hair. His own race, darker, foreign, impatient, changing • 
.And he had said, "But you can't know where to stop. How can you 
knowT You never know what you can do until you try, and then you never 
know it you've tried bard enough~" 
"There are SOile things that ought to be lett alone," Nathan said. 
"We have to try to find out where to stop." 
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"But you can't know until you try'; you can never know.• 
Nathan's hands arched lover as if to warm themselves. "You 
speak indealistically, or perhaps you are just making excuses. I 
speak realistica.lly. You always want everything, but it doesn't work 
that way. In teying to get everything you may not get anything. 
Theoreticall.y, as Thoreau says, man's capabilities have never been 
measured, but, actuall.y, man can only do so much. lb you know why? 
Because he has been hurt, he hai hurt himself; he has not.lived 
correctl.y, and he has dissipated his potential. So that when you are 
born, you are born wi. th all the sins or the world in your blood, all 
the weaknesses, all the failures, and your business is not to add to 
them, to do what you can, and to leave alone what you can't do. We 
meddle too much in other people's lives, and not enough in our pwn. 
It's not only' your own soul that your're dealing with. You have to be 
careful and know when to stop and where not to begin." 
A$ much as he admired Nathan for that he was not sure he was 
right, perhaps right for Nathan, but not for himself, maybe not even 
right for Nathan. So he said stubbornly, "But you can never be sure." 
The bandaged hand lay still upon the table, accusing him., challenging 
him. He drank his own drink, realizing that Nathan had been waiting for 
him. "Is it still snowing out?" Nathan asked. 
"Yes, a little harder now, I think." 
Nathan shifted and looked for the clock, comparing it to his watch 
"It's not very late, yet," he said. 
"No.~ Ever since the,r had the electricity they had had the electric 
clock. He remembered when his grandmother put it up, with its yellow 
race and large black numbers, and unless the electricity went orr it 
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was alWS¥S right. So that before he had owned a watch he would go into 
the kitchen to tell the time, and even afterward. It got to be a 
habit. Whenever he went into the k1 tchen he would look up, even it he 
had no reason to, and there it would be, faintly' humming and accurate. 
"Do you have school tomorrow?" 
"No, the day attar, because of the tests. It's good to forget about 
them tor a while," he added, but that didn't come out right either. So 
that this time he poured the drinks tor them both, and Nathan watched as 
it it were something he had not seen before. 
Nathan had said, with his hands arched over the coffee, while tram 
somewhere in the building he had heard a radio pl~g jazz, "It's a 
little like Calvinism, you know. These sects and movements in religion, 
even it you don't believe in them tor themselves, often illustrate on 
a smaller level a more universal principle. It you were a CalVinist you 
believed that you were either saved or damned. It was all planned 
before hand and you couldn't do ~hing about it. Nor could you know 
with certainty which you were. Bllt all your lite you kept trying to find 
out, and there were certain signs. It you were inclined to be prosperous, 
lucky, it your cat"Ue multiplied and the deer didn't eat your garden, it 
your children were pious, chances were you were saved. But you never 
!m!!!• And it's just the same now. When you're a child you think you 
can do and be a.J.'Wthing. Then one day you realize that what was always 
the tuture is the present and you aren't any or those things ;to.u thought 
you'd be, and you begin to wonder. From then on it's a process ot trying 
to find out what you £!• if you're saved or damned, and there are certain 
signs, but you can never know, and you keep on looking." 
"You keep trying to save yourself, too," he said. 
"Yes," Nathan said, "That's what 70u do; 70u have to; that' i all 
you can do. We can't really' believe that we're damned by the bad 
blood we were born with. You have to do what ,.ou can. The onl.7 
place we disagree, ,.ou and I, is in the method of the saving. I sa7 
we are saved by leaving things alone and by doing our work." 
In his first year at college he had sung many songs about being 
"saved." There had been all those songs, and all those friends who 
told him: "Ye must be born again," and had taken hin1 to the meetings 
during the vacations, usuall.y somewhere in the country at a camp. The 
meditations, the prqers, alwa;ys in that same prayer language, jargon 
(but he had not known the word then), the bjymns, the long walks, and the 
pressure--the pressure of so Jla.IV' believers that he felt himself the only 
one who thought there was a:rq other god, than this god who demanded you 
give him all. The pressure of so maqy people so firmly belieVing the 
same thing, saying "You have to accept Jesus; He's waiting for you; he's 
asking ;you to accept him. You must be born again; 70u have to be saved." 
If 1;Jl87 believed in one god, and he in another, they couldn't both 
be right, and he couldn't, fi.nally he learned that, believe in theirs, 
and it was then he began to doubt. He had been so sure, when he left 
home, because he had not ever met anyone as religious as himself, not church 
religion, but he knew God, God waa part or him, so that there was no 
separation, and the future stretched out as a prospect of getting to 
know better what God was, and what he, himself, must do to act in accordance 
with God. But they said, "Ye must be born again! you must accept Christ 
as ;rour saVior." They 11 ved their God too, mean and narrow, and demanding, 
and jo;rless as he seemed to be, and they- couldn't both be right. Then 
there were the .Mohammedans, the Buddhists, the Confucians, the Taoists, 
no end, and they couldn't all be right, and it was not just that they 
should all be wrong, and he wasn't enough of an egoist, or a madman to 
think hiuelf the only one. So he said, "If you will not be for all 
men, if you will not make yourself apparent to all, I will have no 
part ot you. I cannot." And now, in the well-lit lei tchen, himself 
grown now, over the coffee not steaming ai.17 more up to Nathan's inter-
laced fingers, all that pain came back. 
"Do you think," Nathan was sqing quietly in the same tone as he 
had asked about the snow, "that they did it on purpose?" 
"What?" he said, startled because the question was ·directed to 
himself and yet seemed directed to no one. 
"Do you think the.y hit the cat on purpose?" 
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"I .don't know." He wanted to say-, "How could I know? You haven't 
told me. You're the one who knows, not I. Why do you ask me a question 
like that?" Because all the way down the steps it was in the box, even 
though all he thought of was the smell of the cool bricks. But he .knew 
Nathan had forgotten, or was not thinking, or was thinking of something 
else. 
"He said they did, but you can't tell, you J.cnQw, about what he 
sqs. He sqs he saw them, but you know bow he is. 11 
"Yes," he said. There was one story only, curiously enough 
(because it obviously could not be true) that Moses ever told with any 
degree of consistency. He had beard it that night the jungle-shadow 
cascaded down the wall from out Moses' window, strange and tropical, 
startling him until he realized that it was just the houseplants with 
the light behind them, blowing in the wind. 
The room was cluttered, as alwqs, the newspapers strewn all over, 
over the card-table and under it, over the unmade army cot with the old 
rubber boots sticking out, boots such as .farmers, not fishermen, wear, 
in the place of the .:tel t slippers w1 th the braided trim which Moses now 
had on. Moses was bending over the nower pot watering them care.:tul.ly', 
almost, one might say, delicately. He seemed to .:till the window With 
his bulk. And he had wondered i.:t now, outside, the shadow o.:t the man 
waa thrown down over the building, mingled w1 th the shadow of the 
plants, a huge primitive shadow .from out o.:t the stone ages, somewhere 
in the jungle. 
The cat slept by the radiator, curled, with the light shining in 
the dark tur, and the mark seeming to be an outgrowth, a result of 
some deeP-qyed impression in the bone rather than &qf coloring o.:t the 
hair itself. 
Moses turned and aaw him looking and nodded his big head so that 
the beard waaged so.t'tly up and down his chest. "Ca-in," he alwqs 
pronounced it in two syllables, "done got the mark," explaining in his 
soft Southern drawl .from somewhere inside his chest, with his eyes com-
pletely vacant, devoid of 81V' intelligence, so it seemed. "God set the 
mark upon him.. There!" he pointed with unexpected violence and then was 
silent before he said "And it mean he is marked by God, like Cain." And 
then he had eat down heavily in the chair, slumped down like the old 
l"Ulllmage coats in a chair, thinking. "But it also mean that no man can 
hurt him, because • • • God put the mark on him.. Here it tells the 
story, • and he pointed to the black, worn, Gideon Bible that he had 
undoubtedly stolen somewhere. Then sitting there in the chair, while he, 
himself, stood, now, by the window, wondering what his own shadow would be 
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like down there among the plant shadows, Moses had told the rest or the 
story: How God had set the cat clown on the bed one day, just a kitten 
then, and one more strange thing, all white except for the mark. saying 
"And his name is Cain, because or the mark." Moses explained that part 
too, the being all white before, saying "living in this world darken him 
up some," while he, himself, came back :from the window and the plants W1 th 
their faint smell of wet soU. 
Every year the trost killed the meeding Heart, and every spring 
it came up again and seemed bigger than before, bigger than himself when 
he squatted down to look at it. It you took ott a heart you could gently 
pull the sides apart, the two halves, and there would be a queen sitting 
on a rosy throne, all white, and even with a crown and two delicate arms. 
And in each nower you could tind a queen. There was not one, from the 
very largest to the very tiniest, that did not have that little, perfect 
queen. 
But now Nathan was talking again, and the room was darker, after 
squatting there in the sun, and the lights up by the bar seemed to have 
liquid halos around them, red, and y-ellow, and amber, like the Christmas 
lights. 
"I heard him coming up the stairs," Nathan was saying. "He shutfies 
on each step. But there were the noises too. I didn't know what they-
were. The,y contused me. You see~" he paused as if to decide if the 
detail was relevant to the story, "I had been having a dream, and the 
noises contused me. " 
The bartender was in the pattem on the mirror now. He was a great 
white pyramid sbitting back and forth and through the liquid lights in 
the darkness. The juke box was playing a waltz--the "Black Hawk Waltz"--
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and he felt an impulse to ask Nathan to dance. There was something 
mysterious here. He wanted to say, "What were you doing having a dream 
in the afternoon. Why do you want to stay here? It is not fair," but 
he knew he could not say that. 
"He had the cat in his hands, and he was moaning. That was what 
the noises were. He stopped outside my door. Then I knew it was the 
sound or moaning, and when I opened the door he held it out to me." 
The box had been heavy as he carried it down the stairs, but the 
funn.y thing was that he couldn't remember putting it in the box, taking 
it up from the table as he knew he must have. He could remember it there 
on the table, all right, and the going down the stairs, and the slight 
hiss iD the incinerator before he could get the door shut, and then, 
afterwards, out there in the street, wh~n he had pushed the snow back 
from his hair, his fingers in his pocket spreading themselves, and he 
not really knowing why, just then, but he could not remember putting it 
in the box. 
"He put it on the table," Nathan said. 
"I know." It seemed that Nathan was waiting for an answer, some-
thing else. But he could say nothing else. The image or Moses was 
there standing in the door holding out the cat. What could you ~? 
It seemed, sometimes, that the cycle or the cats had been a symbol 
ot what had happened, like the cyclical theory ot history, . here the 
cyclical history or the cats •. Once there had been eighteen or them, at 
the zenith or the cycle; that had been the most. They all lived in the 
barn, and would come over to the porch during the day. Then, when his 
grandfather went to the barn the cats would follow him, one by one, in 
a long line, a single-file parade, along the fiagstone path in all their 
different colors and sleek hides, with their tails standing up straight 
in contentment, and waving ever so slightly'. That was the most there 
had ever been. Perhaps that had been the peak too or all the other 
things. He could not remember tor sure. But then the cats began to get 
fewer and fewer. They went awa:r and never came back, or maybe they got 
shot in the woods, or got poison somewhere, but there were fewer and 
fewer. You would think that they would have multiplied again. There were 
still enough. But not so. Even the kittens died, some or them from dis-
temper, or God knows what. And he buried them in a little stone cairn, 
and said bitter pra:rers over them, tor it was not just o£ God to take 
the lives o£ such small creatures- after he had prayed for them so much, 
and promised so much. Then one day there were no more left. Inconceivable 
to think bow that could come about. From eighteen to none. He had not 
thought or it in terms of the S1Jibolic cycle then, but none the less he 
had brought two new kittens home, outside kittens, and his grandfather 
had not objected at all, which he had thought a little strange then, but 
understood now. A male and a female. He named them New and Start. They-
had not been though, tor their kittens, only one and two at a time had 
somehow alwqs died, some born dead, some in birth, some afterward. .And 
then Start herself died. No new dynasty had sprung up. Only the tomcat, 
New, remained still at home, he and the dog, and the horse, and his 
grandfather. And all that time there had been the calves and the chickens 
and the horses going, because his grandfather could no longer take care 
o£ them, himself only vaguely realizing what was happening, only vaguely 
knowing his grandmother was gone too. So it seemed his whole life was 
haunted by cats dying, year after year, a.t'ter year. What then was there 
to say for this one cat, o£ this old man. 
-
StUl the bartender shifted, a white pyramid among the lights. 
"How does your hand feel now?• 
"It's better. It feels fine. Thank you for looking at it, and 
him also. You always do something, Tom, don't you?" Nathan said. 
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For a moment he did not know what that meant. Then he remembered. 
"No, not strictly speaking," he said, "things do to me, and I don't 
stop them." Which was quite different from that old man in the picture 
who had visited Thoreau; one could tell that just from the picture. He 
had acted, not just reacted, and that had been Nathan too, the old Nathan, 
for just to let things alone, that was action, that was a kind of strength 
most di.t'ficult to obtain. 
"Perhaps it comes to the same thing," Nathan said. 
"No, it doesn't," he wanted to say. "It's not the same thing at all. 
You know that yourself." 
"!(y dream," ·Nathan said, pausing to drink, picking up the glass a 
li ttl.e awkwardly in his left hand, "It was about Margot, and Helen, and 
Lois too." Now he was turning the empty glass in his fingers so that its 
transparency caught the lights and glinted. 
Once his grandfather• s brother had stopped by on his way home from 
town, and, before coming into the house, _.....hidden the pint of whiskey, 
wrapped as it was in the brown paper, under the peony bush. But the dog 
had seen. And when they were all in the house he saw him go by the 
window, hopping on his three legs gravely with the bottle in his mouth. 
So he said, "Uncle Press, look. • Then there had been shouting and running 
after the dog, which had been unwise, because it had contused him, so 
that, when they had almost caught him, he stopped, and on the 2!!! flat 
stone in the field behind the house, dropped the bottle, and it smashed. 
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They watched, all three, he, his grandfather, and his grandfather's 
brother, with a kind of ludicrous sadness (and in himself a wild and 
silly joy), while the liquid ran in dark streams over the rock, and the 
pieces ot glass, treed now from the brown paper, gleamed like diamonds 
in the sun. 
He wanted to sa:y again, "Don't, Nathan." Ghosts were going to rise 
up now out or Nathan's past, rise up out or the glass, like the genie, 
with all kinds ot powers, and whose will was strong enough to stop a 
genie. So that he almost said, "Don't Nathan," perhaps because Margot 
-
sounded like Martha--and himself, eighteen, and crazy in love. 
Nathan had told, once, a good story, not haunted 'by ghosts or 
dreams. 
'!he child, Nathan, was to go with his great grandfather, the old 
Nathan, to the park so that they might read Emerson and Thoreau there. 
He was not yet even tour years old, but the old Nathan thought it never 
too young to start. '!he young Nathan stood at the head or the stairs, 
all prepared and slicked down by his nurse, with his cap in his hand and 
her words in his ears to be "neat and proper" and a "regular young man." 
Then he ran down the long curved fiight and around the corner, and there 
he was at the library. The doors were very heavy, and he had never 
opened them before by' himself, but he turned the latch to the right-hand 
one and pushed as hard as he could. It swung op,en, and there was his 
great grandfather, tall and straight, at the far end or the library. 
looking out the ~ window into the garden, the two books in his hand. 
He turned and said, "Good morning, Nathan, come in," and the boy said, 
"Good meming, Grandpapa," and bowed slightly. The old Nathan pointed 
with his tree hand to something in the garden, and then said they were 
to walk to the park, and that he must now allow himself' to be tired, 
because it was unfitting to take the carriage, too luxurious, and not 
good f'or the health, and that the boy must become a man. So they 
walked, hand in hand. When they got there they sat on the bench and 
took of'f' their hats. The grandfather laughed because his hair was all 
wbi te and the boy's all dark-red curls, and because the lines of' their 
foreheads were the same; he traced them with his finger, and laughed. 
The joke was on the bo,r's rather and his father's father, because the 
boy was Nathan too. The old man told the boy that Nathan was a great 
prophet. The young Nathan kicked his f'eet and f'elt the bench on the 
backs or his bare legs; they were f'ar too short to reach the ground. 
He told him he had known &lerson and had visited Thoreau at Walden when 
he was a boy, in Thoreau • s last year there. Thoreau had shown him his 
beans and had given him the dipper to drink f'rom the pond. And when it 
was time to go, Thoreau put a sprig of' birch in his buttonhole. 
The boy did not know who those names were, but he knew they were 
great and good men and that his great grandfather had known them. Then 
his grandfather read to him about the clearness and purity of' Walden 
Pond, and he read f'rom the "Divinity" School Address." The child Nathan 
did not understand a word, but it was all greatness, and he was sitting 
in the sun with his grandfather, waving his legs, listening to the 
greatness, and a hummingbird came very near. 
Now there was to be another story. He knew he must hear it out, 
because it seemed, now, that no· matter what, Nathan must tell it, and he, 
no matter what, must listen, because Nathan was his friend. But the 
darkness of' the room and its smokiness was kind, and the presence of' 
the bartender reassuring now, so he said, gently (still wishing there 
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were some way that he would not have to hear, or Nathan to tell it) "Who's 
Margott" 
She was my wife," Nathan said. 
"N' eus-je pas una tois • • • • " The lights tor a moment nared up 
at the bar and subsided. Nathan shifted slightly in his seat, beginning 
to talk again. But inside his own head the young Rimbaud lamented, "N'eus-
/ ,. ....... , je pas '!!!!! fois une jeunesse ai.mable, heroique, tableuse, a ecrire sur 
des feuilles d'or • • • • Par queUe crime, par quelle erreur, ai-je 
mer11i ma taibless actuelle?" 
Out in the swamp, at night, you could hear the tomcats fighting in 
the hemlock trees, screaming in lust and rage and frustration and pain, 
out there, in the dark. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * 
Nathan's voice was calm, a stor.r teller's voice, the "once upon a 
time" voice with which the teller alwqs commences when the tale is unreal, 
and tar awq, and bas lost its original meaning, when he can't get back 
to what the events were, to what they meant, to how he felt, but when the 
story, has to . be told, when 1 t has some meaning in i tselt, as told, although 
not the original meaning, and he hopes that just in the telling something 
will be achieved, even though he doesn't know what. 
Nathan could have said, "Once upon a time." The genie waa not yet 
evoked; he slumbered in the tale itself, but doubtless he would come and 
*Had I not, ~. a promising n.ovable] youth, heroic, fabulous, wortl\Y 
to be written on leaves or gold • • • • By what crime, through what 
error, have I merited my actual weakness. 
Arthur Rimbaud 
Season in Hell ( Saison en enter) 
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must be guarded agiinst. 
"It was when I came out ot the museum that I saw her," Nathan 
said. "I stood on the steps tor a minute watching it snow. Then, when 
I started to cross the street to go through the park, I saw her go by, 
and I knew it was she right awq, although I could scarcely believe it." 
"Margot?• he said, not real.l3 caring (except that it sounded like 
lartha). 
"No, no. Julia.• Nathan's tone was one o£ real surprise, almost 
shook, at his mistake. "It couldn't have been Margot, you lmow." 
Be tel t he should be annoyed. How could he know. But really be 
did not care. It was not worth getting annoyed with. The pattern on 
the booth was an interesting one, maroon with yellow lines crossing 
diagonally through it. Nathan's voice was soothing. He wanted it to 
go on now, telling the stor.r. He did not like the sensation ot the 
uncompleted story~: so he said, simply and agreeabl,, "Oh." 
"Yes,• Nathan said, "and I had not seen her in over a year. I 
expected never to see her again.• Then Nathan drank again, and himself. 
This time it was his own hand that was shaking. He would not have noticed 
it it he had not watched it so closely. The liquor burned in his throat, 
teo, as if the ti•ues were rebelling, yet the taste was pleasant enough. 
Now Julia. Had she been one of the names in the dream~ All these women 
so suddenly associated with Nathan repelled him. They were a foreign 
concept. One did not think ot Nathan in terms ot love or sex. What 
woman would have been good enough tor him. Now all these names. It 
was not right. It made him feel, quite literally, sick. He waited tor 
the same smell that had come up from Moses, back there in the apartment. 
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"Then there was the dream. When I got home I had to lie down. You 
see, I was, well, shaking. I had a feeling it I didn't stop, it would 
somehow shake all rq sense out. Julia was in the dream too, and that 
was the worst or it. She ought not to have been there, don't you see." 
"Yes," he said. Now in the story came the dream. Women were not 
enough tor Nathan to put in the story; there must be a dream too. When 
one was the center, one ought not to dream. No dreaming is allowed. How 
did everyone get so tangled up, like the sea weeds down under the ocean, 
so dark and tangled. Why' couldn't they float tree on the top. 
"When I first lay down all I could think or was in words, 'What's 
going to become ot us, what's going to become or us.' But then all I 
could think or was their names. They kept repeating themselves over 
and over--Helen, Lois, Margot, Julia." 
F1nall.y' he could see them in black, block print letters, whirling 
in a circle, separated each from the other with a COIDII8.. In the center 
or the circle was a girl (Julia, Nathan said). The ring whirled raster 
as it to mock her, and the coaas dropped to the floor with a little 
tinkle. She began to cry quietly and hopelessly. Nathan tried to call 
out to her, but a hand came up from behind and covered his mouth. It 
was his wife's hand. She said, "Shh, shh, tor better or worse." He 
tried to call again, and pushed at the ring, but minute hands shot out 
or it and knocked him to the floor, whereupon the ring vibrated more 
wildly' than ever. There was his wife on the floor, dead, and there 
was·-a black animal beside her smiling up at him and showing its teeth 
for approval. 
The yellow pattern on the booth was crisscrossing crazil.y'. He 
wanted to cry out tor the bartender, or tor someone. .Nathan, .Nathan. 
But the bartender was still up there, in his apron, pouring the drinks 
and clearing the glasses. He seemed to look at him and nod. 
In the ring the girl was growing smaller and smaller, like a Tom 
Thumb. Her knees were drawn up, her arms around them, and her head 
was down, crying. Under his haad the black animal arched its back. 
Again he tried to call. Something hit him in the chest, something large 
and turrr. It began to tall and he put out his hands to catch it. A 
head poked out with long tongue that licked his face raspingly. When 
he tried to throw it down it clung around his neck, its tur across his 
race. He knew then he would have to kill it. He threw it into the 
comer where it lq, tor a moment, before squirming across the fioor into 
his wife's arms. Again his wife's hand reached up to him. It grew 
longer and longer and took hold or his. He threw it back, but it 
stayed in the air, white and long, waVing at him, languidly. He broke 
through the ring, but heard footsteps behind him, coming very slowly. 
At each step there was a strange, deep, long drawn sound he could not 
identi.t). He did not dare look behind him but kept going toward the 
girl, Julia. He said, "It will be all right now," but still the steps 
were coming behind him, and the sound was growing louder. He reached 
out and took her hands in his, and it was on:cy- then he telt that his 
hands were !!!· 
.Nathan sat very straight against the back or the booth, his head 
drawn ever so sligh~ back. 
"What happened then?" he said. 
"I woke up." Nathan's head came forward a little now, relaxing. 
"But the sound was still there. It was Moses. I opened the door and 
there he was.• 
"There he was," he said. The genie was there now, f'ull. blown. 
The story must be told. "Your wife, where is she. What happened to her?" 
he said, not because he wanted to lmow, but because he wanted the story 
to get on, to come to its end, to f'inish, so that he could go home. 
"She died in a car accident," Nathan said, "That was tour years ago." 
And there it was again, death. No matter how startling, or no 
matter how expected, death was, to him, alwqs unreal. He had seen 
death all his lite. Things had been dying around him as long as he could 
remember, yet he never could believe in death. Not that he thought you 
went ~ere after death. Simpl1' that he could not comprehend cessation 
of' being. For himself', yes, he had understood that when he was only a 
child, perhaps better than he understood it now, but he was very apt, 
when home on vacation, to inquire about someone who had died, whom he 
had been ~ had died. And even it he did not inquire, if' he remembered 
that tar, it did not change it at all, tor the people in his mind were 
so reai he could distinguish them f'rom the others only in a purel.1' 
academic way, and he was never convinced b.1 the distinction. Some people 
say when you tum your back the chair isn't there. So when you didn't 
think or someone they were dead, and when you did think or them they 
were alive, even it yau had gone to their f'uneral. It was impossible to 
distinguish between the image and the person, all you knew being the 
image in the first place. Oh, they faded away atter a whila:, the images, 
but it was the same process of' fading that alwqs happened whenever you 
didn't see a person f'or a long time. It made him wonder, sometimes, but 
then corpses are exhibited ma~ for the purpose of trying to convince 
humanity that there is such a thing as death. Perhaps he had just seen 
too much death too young, when the mind couldn't begin to contain it, 
and the answers given then had come to serve for all the other situations. 
He had stood with his Uncle Press (his grandfather's brother) in the 
back of the house by' the woodshed. His uncle, big and broad and yolinger 
b,y some ten years than his grandfather there in the red wool shirt, choP-
ping wood, and he said,' "What did you do with Great Grandma," for she 
had lived on the Old Whipple Farm where his grandfather had grown up. 
His uncle said, "She went awq on a trip." And he said, "No she didn't. 
She's dead. You killed her," (because he was angry at his uncle for her 
not being there an.r more). But his uncle said, "No, she's away on a trip." 
"That is a long time ago," he said. 
~es," Nathan said, "four years is a long time." 
So now the genie hovered over them, having sprung out of the dreu, 
and it sickened him, this story he was going to have to hear, all those 
names of women. Why was it there were alwa;rs women, even with Nathan, 
now, alwqs needing them and hurting them, and then having to go away. 
~couldn't one just do one's work. Why wasn't that enough. So even 
Nathan was not exempt, Nathan, the soul-saver. Even bere there were to 
be dreams, those ghosts that haunt ;you all day long after possessing you 
all night, that call you back with their boey, clutching fingers and 
eve-q night possess you again. So perhaps even this was a bad dream too, 
with Cain dead, the woman dead, a long search through the snow, and Nathan 
Marchand with his cut hand, here, refusing to go home, telling another 
nightmare. Nothing was sacred to dreams. They would not let even Nathan 
alone. 
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Someti.lles the dreaas would haunt you tor a dq and then let their 
successors take over, but sometimes th97 seemed to haunt you torever; 
once you had them they were you, and there was nothing you could do to 
cast them ott. He had had one like that, one he knew about, and there 
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was no telling how 1ll8ll1 he didn't know about. He was standing in a 
room, and suddenly it was dark and he was groping in the air tor the 
light string, his hand groping and groping there in the emptiness, and 
he could not tind it. Then the voice ot his grandmother spoke out ot the 
darkness, whe who bad alwqs been eo kind, sqing, "I won't help you 
tind it; I wouldn't help you at all." He knew then he had done some-
thing wrong, something terribly wrong, but be didn't know what. And 
that was just the trouble. One day he had woke up knowing the gull t, 
knowing as he saw the early light coming through the blinds, that he 
was evll, that all those years he had gone wrong, and that was why 
there was no jJy &IV more. Mqbe he could even trace back to the moment 
he started to become evll, but he didn't know it then, he was trying to 
do his best, or so it seeaed, and then, time, atter time, attar time, until 
there waa no good, no him, lett, not even the same person, and all that 
while not knowing, until he woke up seeing the light coming through the 
slats ot the blinds. .And he had to say, how did I get beret It was 
not what I meant. And all he could do was shake his head, and shake his 
head, and not understand, and now know what he could do because the 
precise nature ot the guilt was not clear. It was :more a question ot 
attitude than ot acts. It had to do, it seemed, with the loss ot God. 
When that had happened, when he had finally been torced, by himselt, 
to realize that there was no plan tor existence, no reason tor his being, 
nor tor al\YOne else's, no reaam tor the suttering and cruelty, no way 
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to reconcile it, no reason for aJV1;hing that happened to an;yone, then he 
had said to himself "What is the use. There is nothing to be done. We 
live out our lives, and we die, purposeless, and there is no relationship 
for us to anything else. We are not part of any whole, whose wholeness 
is beautiful. What is the use." And thinking that, it was as if he rose 
up in revolt against everything he had been, to destroy whatever it was 
in himself that was lite because it had dec6ived him, and he would 
destro.y the dec$iver for having kept him that long in belief. He could 
not rebel against a non-existent God--would that He !!£! evil so that 
one would have something to fight--so he turned on himself' who had known 
God and been in league with him, sqing, "Nothing matters, nothing at all 
that happens matters, nor does it matter what I do, for I am not responsible." 
And forthwith he divested himself of' all responsibility and let happen to 
himself' what would. Only two principles he kept: one, that he owed it 
to himself' to experience whatever the world, such as it was, had to offer, 
and two, that he ought to avoid, it possible, hurting others. But the 
first principle being what it was, in effect overshadowed and negated the 
second. Be let happen what would and took a kind of' grim satisfaction 
in seeing his expectations of' miser.v and emptiness come true. He, like 
Pilate, washed his hands of the whole affair, but he had not known, then, 
that he was doing it, nor what the implications were. And after all, this 
explanation was an explanation after the fact, f'ar clearer than the tangle 
of feelings and thoughts it sought to explain, and was satisfactor.v only 
in so far as that kind of explanation ever is. It was not something he 
had done, it was all the things he had done, it was himself'. That was 
why there was no more joy. And then, how to get back; was there the 
possibility of' it at all~ For five years he had been sinning and sinning 
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and not knowing it, but he felt hilllself not the less responsible, not 
the less evil. 
· But then you might have the great good fortune, the inconceivable 
good luck to have a Nathan come along and, just b7 his very being, save 
your soul, b7 a process as intangible and unconscious as the way in which 
you had lost it. Just b7 his being what he was, he began to save your 
soul, to make you aware that you had lost it, himselt not ~.)Qowing 
that he waa doing it, and you began to feel that ;you were getting back 
to what you were, at least that you were not going away aD1' more. Nathan 
had come to stand tor, to him, an altemative to the conclusion he had 
felt had no alternative. Nathan knew what be knew, lmew even more, but 
Nathan had not reacted in the force ot that knowledge in the same wq. 
Nathan had not said ''What is the use?" Nathan had not on:cy- reacted, he 
acted. He saw the world and stepped forward into it, did not merely sit 
b7 and observe. But the curious thing was that Nathan acted by choosing 
otten not to act, b7 keeping himself tree and whole, while he, himself, 
who appeared to act, to be vitall.y entangled in the world to be willing 
to experience all, was really o~ a passive agent. Nathan shaped his 
own world, or tried to, while he on:cy- allowed his world to shape him. 
He had not thought a man like Nathan was possible, had not been able to 
conceive ot such a being, so he looked on with awe and reverence, and 
had felt his soul beginning to be saved. Now here was that same Nathan 
to whom he owed so Jmloh, and he. ought to be able to do something tor him 
now, but the genie hovering over them, conjured out of the glass, and an 
old man's dead oat, and a dream, frightened him, and disgusted him, and 
made hill arid and uncaring. And that was perhaps worst ot all. 
Now Nathan was telling of his parents, of the beginning. Leaning 
back and trying to tell the whole stor,y in order, as it by ordering it 
in time he could somehow make some sense or it, some other order. Both 
hands were in his lap now, so that, across the table he gave the appear-
ance or being cut orr at the waist. His race was still, and a little 
tired. The genie was mercitul enough at first. It seemed also, a 
little W"aa'Mr in the bar than it had before, but not unpleasantly so. 
All the time there were new people coming; scarcely &n10ne seemed to leave. 
It struck him that it one had to deal with dreams and genies this was a 
good place, better than most, tor the big bartender was there who had 
said ''His cat got killed, poor P1'•" and who poured gin over Nathan's 
hand. 
For the first time he began to listen to the sounds ot the bar, whi.ch 
seemed, tor a while, to be a low bnmming, broken onl.y' by raised voices 
now and then, but attar a whUe he could hear other sounds too, the little 
click of the glasses as the;r were set down on the bar, the clinking or 
the ice against the sides, the liquid leap or the whiskey into the glasses, 
and then the stirring. 
Nathan's stor,y wove among the sounds, i tselt a pattern or sound, 
sometimes quite without meaning, so that he felt he ought to pq closer 
attention, but just did not care enough to make the effort. In his mind 
there wu an image he could not seem to get out--the pattern of the seats 
ot the booth, maroon with diagonal, golden stripes crossing each other, 
forming nattened diamonds. He listened to the sounds and saw the pattern, 
as it the crisscrosses in the pattern were Nathan's voice and his story. 
There was the big house with the curving marble staircase, the 
study with all the leather bound law books, some or them with their pages 
\ 
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never cut, and the f'atber, shorter than Nathan, heavier, adamant, 
pragmatic, imposing, unapproachable, cold, he who had broken with the 
ministerial tradition, with his grandfather, the spare, austere, iron 
Nathan, and his f'atp.er, of' sof'ter stuf'f', with his prosperous congregation, 
his diplomatic, intelligent manner which made him seem, until one knew 
him better, almost wise. Ba.t, ·if' you thought of' it, yau had to admire 
the lawy'er (even if' you despised him) f'or his stubbornness (which seemed 
to be the one trait he had inherited f'rom his forebears) in resisting the 
tradition, in breaking so utter~ with the world of' the spirit, in 
renolUlcing it f'or the world of' business. If' you were a small boy and you 
stood there looking at the specious books with their smooth calf' covers, 
and their insides ugly and incomprehensible, you still had to admire the 
:man--because he knew w:hat he wanted and he knew how to get it, and he 
never hesitated to c:lo what he had to do to get it. 
Upstairs, she would be waiting in her room, at the lef't of' the 
marble staircase, when he came home f'rom school. Waiting with the 
blinds halt drawn and the tea things laid out, as alwqs, the ritual; 
leaning back against the chair t looking we and helpless and misunder-
stood until he came in and said "Hello, Mamma." Then she would smile and 
extend her had with a drooping gesture, sqing, "Hello, son. Did you 
have a good dq?" Then in the ritual he must alwqs come to the important, 
vi tal part. "Bow are you f'eeling, todq Mamma," as he watched her pouring 
the tea delicately in a downward curve. "Not so well, !'"11 af'raid. I'm 
so terribcy' tired by afternoon," she who was Ul f'or no discoverable reason, 
unless it was boredom, dissatisfaction, lack of' alV' purpose in lite, except 
her obsession that her son should be an artist, her artist. And downstairs 
every book on the shelf' said, "You will be a law,yer, or a doctor, or a 
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business man. You will be 1113' , son, you will justifY me, you will be me. " 
These pictures came to him now, merged with the pattern, emerged 
again, were added to, changed. Another presence, all pervasive, though 
no longer present, not since Nathan was five yeus old, who said, al-
though he had never said in words, "You are Nathan: you must be a 
prophet, a preacher. You have business to do in lite, God's business." 
This tlae most convincing voice of all, the one he anstrered, that little 
boy, no matter whether at the top or the bottom of the staircase, "Yes 
I will, tt having to resist as long as he could remember, the other two. 
"But," Nathan said, "That had to be modified later. I had to do 
without the element of God. I decided I would become a teacher." Nathan's 
voice was even and quiet, meditative, as if he were interested in his 
own story, as if he might learn something from it. 
"Yes, · he said, to show that he was listening, feeling guilty that 
he was not really, as he should have been. 
"lhat was next best to a preacher." 
It struck him as, somehow, a very young idea, but in the same moment 
he realized that Nathan still held it, and that he was not a teacher was 
due to something very important which would come out in the story, per-
haps. Then he was ashamed ot himself' for thinking it naive. 
Nathan was drinking again; his own glass was full too, but he had 
not seen Nathan pouring them. He looked at the glasses with interest; 
thq seemed at the moment a profound mystery, something worthy of' deep 
attention. And that was not the only mystery, seeing as bow they were 
sitting there, and Moses was home sleeping, and when be woke there would 
be no cat, and the bartender was up there moving among the sof't lights 
and colored liquids, the white bulk of him standing out above the crowd, 
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like the white pyramid shU'ting back and forth, dazzling the lights, 
causing the liquid amber to leap into the glasses. He wished they were 
there, too, at the bar, where he could pour for them, and where there 
would be no possibility or the telling the story, it was so crowded, 
and there was so much talk. 
To be afraid o:r the story was peculiar; it, too, was a cause for 
wonderm.ent, and a question he did not want to answer because it had to 
do with sameness, that they were, after all that he had thought, the 
same. His thoughts were ··like hounds now, on the track of an idea and 
he could not call them back or turn them aside. It had to do with that 
fear--there now, the rabbit was cornered--that was the w;q the story 
was going to tum out, that they were the same, and no matter bow much 
every man wats to triumph over every other, no man wants to drag his 
gods down to his own level, or find them sitting there, suddenly, across 
from him. 
!!!s!5.• he said to the hounds, lOU are wrong, it is all really ver,y 
different from what you think. That is not the rabbit; you have been 
fooled. But they snarled and snapped and knew better. It is ver,y 
different from what you think, be said. When I came home from school 
once, I was jealous. It was an entirely' new feeling. I never knew what 
it was before. When I came up the path she was talking on the telephone, 
grandma, and she did not come out to meet me as she always did after 
school, but kept on talking, so I went and hung around her neck, and 
pulled her hair and . talked· into the· phone, and was so rude that even 
she grew a little angry, and all that while I was in a jealous rage not 
knowing what the new :reeling was, only driven by it, against the old 
lady' on the other end of the line. That is quite different you see, 
he said to them. 
That was one ot the .f'ew unhappy times be could remember attar he 
went to live there; doubtless there were many more, but he could not 
remember them or only without feeling, and they marred not in the least, 
the joy that seemed to be in the very air be breathed into himself, 
becoming part o.f' himselt--ever since be had gone to live there. 
The quarreling, the confusion, the all pervading contusion as to 
what was wrong, and the unhappiness, that was all gone. He could re-
member it only as feelings, not as incidents, except tor one, his mother 
saying to him, although perhaps that was much later, "Thomas, would you 
mind in any way, if' mother were to marry again?" and himself' not able 
to comprehend why she asked bjm, because no one had ever asked him 
aDTthing be.f'ore. But way be.f'ore that he had wanted to stay with his 
grandparents, even when he could not talk he cried when they took him 
home, every time attar a visit, so that once his mother had said: If' you 
don't stop that crying I won't let your rather take you again. 
Between then and his coming .f'inally, there had been an interlude 
which stayed in his memory only as impressions o.f' noise and ~shouting of' 
many cousins, all older, of' his Austrian grandmother, and being .f'ed 
continuously, and always the contusion, this time a new kind. Then, 
miracously, he was home and there was order and peace and sunlight, 
sunlight through all the days. 
To come up the cellar stairs was dit.f'icul. t, especially the second 
step;: it was the highest, and they were o.f' stone so you had to be care-
tul o.f' your knees. You came out o.f' the cool and darkness,: and the musty 
smell or the cellar, where all the jars were in rows, into the sunlight, 
and second step was the hardest, so you had to be careful, and you went 
up where it slanted down lowest. So once he said to his grandmother, 
"Be caretul, this is the hardest," and she said "Wny"? and he, surprised> 
said, "It's the bigg~st one." Then there were the three others, and for 
each one there was a special place to go up, and every stone was always 
the same. Later he heard her s~ on the telephone, "He notices things, 
he hoticed that one of the cellar steps was higher than the other." And 
he thought that very~ since it seemed easy to tell, when you looked 
at it, bllt nevertheless he was proud. 
In the afternoon, when it was warm, she would sometimes come out-
side to soak her feet, because they had callouses, and hurt her. Then 
he would watch. The feet lq still in the warm water in the white 
basin and he tel t very sorry for them because the toes were crooked 
and gnarled, so different from his own with their SDlOOth, straight toes 
that could curl on the wet grass and pick things up. Once when he was 
drying her teet, he had a good idea, which had been that it he were to 
massage them every day the toes would become straight again, and able to 
curl like his own. That had aa.de him very happy. And even when he told 
her and she said, "Oh, they're very old, there's not much you can do with 
them now, that's just the way they get," he had not really believed it, 
because he had faith that it he would rub them every day they would 
become straight again. 
Her hands were verr different trom his own too. He compared them 
sometimes when she sat beside the window with her arm upon the sill. 
The strangest thing about~ was the skin on the backs, it was so thin, 
and not tight to the hand at all. It he took it between his two fingers 
he could pull it gently up awq trom the hand, and it so thin and tine 
and darker than his own which would not come up awq from his hand at 
all. And his grandmother would say, "No, your hand is young. That•• 
why'." Bu.t he did not see why' that was so, and he envied the hand a 
little bit, just as he always envied his uncle's wrist bone, which stuck 
out interestingly from the nat, hard wrist, whereas his own wrist was 
round and with scarcely any bone at all, so that he kept wondering when 
he would grow up enough to have a wrist bone too. 
Nathan's voice was like background music, weaving in and out of' the 
images, crisscrossing like the pattern of' the booth. He was telling, now, 
of' what he had read; he had just named several books, but he had missed 
them. Not that he minded, but it seemed that he should. He had not 
looked at Nathan for a long time; he wondered how long he would be 
able to not look. It was better not to look, just to hear the voice, 
twistA.ng and turning, in and out of' his thoughts, winding serpentine, as 
if' trying to find a way, a straight way, or perhaps just a hi~ifg place, 
like the theme of the hunted fox, played in the violin, in "Fall" of 
Vivaldi's "Seasons," trying to fiald a way. And if you looked out in the 
streets, any morning, you could see the people going back and forth, trying 
to find a way. Perhaps it amounted to the same thing. 
The sensation of' darkness was growing too, not that it was unpleasant, 
but rather curious. Did Nathan notice it toot He would like to ask, but 
he guessed he would not. Perhaps becw.use more people were coming, and 
they shut out the light. For just one moment he wondered, with ~ear• ·if' 
he looked if' Nathan would be there. You could walk through the streets 
at night, and think of all the people sleeping. They were there for 
you, but not for.· themselves. It was a good thing to know that they were 
a1.1 sleeping, even if you could not sleep yourself • 
.Nathan sat up there in the room at night reading the books, when 
he was a boy, one after another, until his mother would knock at the 
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door and s~, "Son, son, it's verr late, and you have to go to school, 
you know," and he would be able to picture her outside the door, trail, 
in a white dressing gown. It al,.s seemed as it she should have a 
candle. 'fhe young Iathan would sq, "Yes, Mamma," wearil)", and not 
have strength, 8rJ:1' more, tor philosopey, tor she had robbed him ot it, 
tor a wbil.e. D\lring the dq he 8CIIIeti.mes locked the door, tor she was 
given to COJiing in, during the dq, ba.t at Dight she neTer came in, 
and· )"OU could read and read until the knock came at the door. 
It was tiring, this constant necessi t)" ot changiDg one's illlages, 
'\his adjustaent now, to the young Iathan, aspiring, enthusiastic, 
rebellious, reading, reading, reading there, with the dark outside the 
windows. No sooner did you know where you stood in relation to soaething 
than it was changed, or you were, and )"OU had to adjust again, or else 
to take )"Our stand and sq, "Bo turther adjustments will be necessary." 
' 
Sometimes you were atra14 ot the dark, and sometimes not, depending, 
ultillately, on how tired )"OU were. Most cb:Udren are atraid ot the dark 
because they are not 7et tired, aDd it threatens them, threatens annih:ll-
ation. Most adul. ts are not atraid ot the dark, except at intervals, 
because th8)" are tired most of the tille, and the7 are glad when the dark 
COJtes and pull it up over their heads. 
Re!l~Y• he said, speaking to the hounds again, there is a great 
difference. Take this matter ot reading. Dog books (one learns, perhaps, 
one's 110ralit)" troll Albert Payson Terhune) and horse books, The Black 
Stallion, Mistr, King ot the Wind, and the veterinarian book, large, 
grq, and official with i t• s black printing, COMMON DISEASES OF LtVESTOCK: 
Their Prevention and CUre, so that to this day he could tell 70u about 
toot and 110uth disease, colic, what to do it the calf was being bom 
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backwards (as some of' them had been, and be had watched or helped until 
they bad . been turned and could be born, and the cows, patient, patient 
and straining, 11l8king no sounds, their eyes, tull of' pain, shining in 
the lantern light, and the warm. thick •ell). Then too there were the 
charts, the parts of' the cow, and the parts of' the horse, each with 
its name: withers, croupe, pastern, fetlock. And there was, or course, 
the Bible, alwqs, every- dq, the Bible, with its wonderful stories, its 
wars, its wisdom, its savage beauties, and all its puzzling contradictions 
that even his grandmother could DOt seea to resolve. 
On the walls there were not pictures of' Philosophers: Socrates, 
Kant, Mill, but pictures ot cows cut from a magazine and caretully 
arranged, five different kinds, Jerseys, Guernsies, qshires, Brown 
Swiss, and Holsteins. Then there was the picture ot Roy Rogers on 
Trigger from the colorphoto section, a mull card with the picture or 
the priest which was given out at his funeral, and the numerous crosses, 
one entwined with the wooden rosary- his father sent him from Belgium, 
trom the ~. That was the cross that had stopped the thunderstorm once 
(or his tear) as the lightening plqed fiercely over the hills and the 
thunder cracked around the bouse so that his window shook more than him-
self'. Finally he took the cross down and held it, cold, beside him in 
bed, and then he had gone to sleep. All that was earlier, ot course, but 
he had never changed the pictures, not even now. 
He had not 7et looked at Nathan, and the voice was going on, persisting 
and persis~ing, telling the story-. And to what purpose. What was going 
to come of' all this. Why' did he have ·to hear the story-. It was senseless. 
"You alwqs do something, don't 7011'1" That was what had started the story. 
His advice was going to be asked, perhaps. That was why' the stor.y was being 
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told. Bat that was not only why'. Iathan was telling the story tor him-
selt. Mqbe it didn't matter it he didn't listen. Maybe the story was 
only tor Nathan, as most tellers tell the story tor themselves, so that 
it will be told. 
He heard a window open, and looked. It was the bartender, standing 
st.Ul, with his hands on the bottom or the sash, as he pushed it up. 
He listened and thought he could hear him saying, "Too damn smoky. Air 
us out a li ttl.e," but he was not sure but what he had made that up him-
self. Nor was he altogether sure that he was not making up part ot 
Nathan's stor,y himself. 
"rhe cool air JI.Ust be blowing over the bartender now, fiowing around 
his white tigure, big, with the hands on the sash, cooling hilll, cooling 
all or them, eventual.ly. 
Helen. In the story now, that name. That was not the wite (he did 
not think). It was not the one Nathan bad seen either. That was Julia. 
He remembered that because it was like Juliet. Helen was someone else. 
Iathan was not yet eighteen, just out or high school, on vacation with 
his father at the Cape. And the mother was dead, now. When had that 
happened in the story'? He had Jlissed that. And probably that was 
illportant. EYer,yone will tell ;you that mothers are important. He had 
not yet looked at Nathan. 
"She was verr beautiful," Nathan was sqing, his voice ditterent 
now, quieter, more intense, more tull or pain, like the cows' eyes in 
the lantern light, "tall and sllJil, like a boy, with short dark hair, 
alwq-s proud, alwqs alone, every dq- on the beach • .__ I knew she was 
older," Nathan said, "bu.t I didn't care, because I was arrogant. I was 
Nathan Marchand. I could do anything, and I would." 
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And now one had to adjust to this Nathan, this one who swam after 
her in the ocean, and said, "I'd like to swim out w1 th you it you don't 
mind," as she turned over in the water to see what he wanted, the salt 
sparkling in her hair. "I don't care," she said, "do as you like," in 
her face an eJq>ression just slightl.y disdaintul, just slightly humorous, 
just slightq surprised. And then they swaa out. He could see them, 
the dark head, and the red one, challenging each other, swimming strongly, 
out to the open sea, both knowing the tide was going out, and it would 
be harder to get back again. SWimming, sw1.a:lng, toward the empty horizon, 
the two small heads, and the arms rising and sinking back into the sea, 
down into the dark green water. UntU finally she turned over throwing 
her hair out ot her eyes, breathing very hard, and said, "Aren't you tired?" 
.And he, his own eyes smarting w1 th the salt, yet able to see the water 
on her eyelashes, s¢ng, "SUre I a. I'm half' dead." Then she laughed 
and said, "We'd better go back," and he knew he had won. 
But the beach was a long wq ott, and the tide was running stronger, 
so that sometimes it seemed to him that they did not make a:ay progress 
at all. His chest began to ache now, and his arms, and he wondered it 
she would be all right, and if they would ever get back at all. He was 
swimming much harder than he had before, and, at first she kept beside 
him. Then it was not sw:haming a:ay more, just struggling with the water, 
so that every other thought was out or his mind, except to get back, 
and it was only sheer will power that kept them struggling, both. Until 
finally, his head pounding so that he could scarcely see, his teet touched 
bottom. She had to swim a tew more feet before she could stand, and the 
moment he knew they were sa:te he, all exhausted in every cell ot his body, 
was f'Uled with rage, because he realized she might well have kUled herself, 
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out of sheer stubbord.ss. And there she was, so weak she could scarcely 
;I. 
stand, still with that alTOgant set to her mouth, that line of will, that 
wed nothing of him, or of azvone else, not even now, when every big 
wave made her head go under. N~t.her spoke, neither could speak, although, 
had he the strength, he would have shaken her, right there, in his rage 
and tenderness. When they got to the beach he said, "I'll be right back," 
and it came out only as a whisper, and while he said it he could taste 
the salt, bitter in his throat. He picked up his blanket and towel, almost 
falling in the attempt, and came back and lq down beside her, totally 
exhausted. 
Now Nathan told of that long SWiller in the sun; how, when he had 
awakened he had tel t the sun on his whole body, taking the ache out of 
him and, he knew, out of her too, and he felt gratef'ul to it, like a 
person; of that whole summer, of her beauty, her pride, her separateness, 
like a skeleton in her that kept her together; of her husband whom she 
had loved, and who lett her for another woman--that husband, that ghost, 
whom she never called by name, whom he hated w1 th a passion so great he 
would have gladly killed, it he could have known who he was, or who (and 
this strangest of all) he would have tried with all his power to make 
love her, that being the measure of how much he loved her himself; and 
of his knowledge that she would never, al tho~h he never adm1 tted it then 
even though he had known from the moment he saw her, love him. Btlt all 
that SWimler there had been the sun and the water, and it had comforted 
them and held them,. and told them that the future did not matter, that 
they were young, that he loved her, that she wanted to love him, needed 
him. 1'he sun said, the water said, "The SW11111er will never end. n The sun 
and the water made him healthy, strong enough to bear the knowledge that 
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she would not love him, and not torment her with i ~· Had he been anJWbere 
but there his love would have dea'troy'ed him. She was the first person 
he had ever loved. The sun said, the water said, "The SUllllller will never 
end." Onl..1' the gulls ~ high, sliding on the wind, cast down their 
mewing, b1 tter CODDII.enta. 
At his own school it had not onl.T been God that had been lost, but 
the sun, and perhaps, alter all, they were the same thing, and it there 
had not been the:)one there would not have been the other. And so it 
was appropriate that both should be lost. It you had classes at eight 
in the morning, and throughout the dq, and then it 70u were a countr,y 
boy and college was ent~ new to you, and you didn't know what to 
e:xpect and ;rou wanted to do well-you had to do well, because that was 
all 70u had there--7ou spent all afternoon in the libr8.1'7. And the 
libr8.1'7 had stained glass windows that never let in the sun. One, the 
nicest one, was a picture or a ship, and whenever 70u got tired, more 
tired tban usual, 70u could look at it, but 7ou could never cease to 
resent it because it did not let the sun in, and it grew, alter a while, 
to be a symbol. All around the old dark library- the students were 
sleeping with their heads on their books, and man;y or them had on red 
v-necked sweaters--that was the 7ear tor them. Everyone had them, so 
they- came, too, to be a symbol. 
When you went home it was dark and all 70ur books were heav,y as 
70u carried them under your arm. The street ran beside you and the 
streetlights bent over you and ,.ou knew you had missed the sun again. 
It got to be that all that 70U saw ot it was in paSSing through the 
peristy-les during classes, or soaetimes coming out on the steps to eat. 
Thq, when you walked home at night, 7ou knew thtre vas no gettilg back 
" 
' 
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to the sun, not 8.llY more, and still the memories would COllle back, as it 
the weight ot ;vour books were not enough, and the knowledge that when 
;vou went down to dinner every single dish would have the college insignia 
and motto, as it that were not enough. 
In his eighth 79ar when he (that was you) had stood, one morning 
on the big .. grq fiagstone betore the house looking around him at the 
greenness and lushness or swaer, at the sky' so shi.n¢1ng and blue it 
hurt him to see it, at the peoll1' bushes, dark green as olives, with their 
heavy, red, multitoliate nowers, tinged now with beads ot dew, at his 
dog, so black now against the green and blue and gold ot the moming, it 
had suddenlY' come to him that if' he could be any age forever he would 
choose to be eight, tor eight, it seemed, was the best age he had eve~ 
been (and in the years atter, every year, until his eighteenth, seemed 
the best age he could ever wish to be). 
Perhaps it was that very S8Jil8 summer, that very same morning, even, 
or perhaps it was before or atter-there was no time in those days, not 
even any years, just the seasons coming one after the other, and he 
watching them, mowing them, expecting them-when he, with his grandfather, 
had peered into the deserted spring house or the neighboring tara, and 
he had smelled the darkness and the wetness and the coldness ot the water 
and heard the plop or tha slim green trogs as they- jumped into the water, 
rippling it against his startled fingers. But his grandta ther had told 
him they' o~ made the water better and not to worry, so he had drunk, 
then, outside, in the sun where the water overfiowed trom the spring 1n 
a bright, glass-clear stream. He drank, kneeling, his tace in the water, 
and it was cold and good, and tasted, somehow, ot those slim, green trogs 
that had surprised him there in the dark. 
In the evenings, as the sun was setting, they would sit out on the 
porch, his grandfather in the chair, and himselt with his back to the 
post, watching the sun set in back ot the hemlocks. That was how they 
tOld the progress ot the SWIIIIler. . In the ~ring it set behind the barn • 
.And everr dq ot the SWIIIIler it set farther and rather into the hemlocks, 
as, they marked its passage, both ot th•. 
AJ.wqs there was the sun, dq after day. And yet it was tun.cy, how, 
one dq, all young as he was, he had known that he would have to leave. 
It was b,y the brook, down under the hill, where he lay-, escaping the heat, 
with nothing to do, lying on his back surrounded b,y the smell ot the cool 
moss, watching the little patches ot sky through the patterns or leaves 
high over his head, listening to the brook. And as he lay- there he was 
very happy", and tor the first tillle he knew he was happy, and simultaneously, 
very surely', he knew he would someda;r have to leave, that there were things 
to be done, al thc?ugh he had no idea what, that he had to go out into the 
world and do them and see them, and even then he .did not want to go, blt 
he knew just as surely ;f.bat he must, as it it had somehow been toreordered. 
And so to know the joy was to know the pain too, and he tel t a little 
nutter ot restlessness as he watched the leaves, and somewhere inSide 
him there was the beginning ot an ache, but he knew also that it was not 
;yet, not tor a long while yet, the time to go. 
And tt was f'u.nr\1 too, that when the time to go really came, when he 
was in the act ot going, he had not realized it, had not known that thP 
was the DlOJilent. He had waved ~ his grandfather as they went down the 
road, the car loaded with all the college things, and his aunt bJ:ew the 
horn. On the porch his grandfather stood, short and solid, with his cap 
on and his arm upraised, and the black dog beside him. And he had tel t 
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only the excitement and the anticipation, and the sense that he would do 
well, would triumph in this new situation, would conquer it also. 
It was only during the vacations that he began to know that he had 
left it, that it was the same, that it was himself beginning to change, 
not loving it less, if anything more, but changing little by little, 
knowing what he would have to do, gradual.ly lalowing that he could not 
come back for good and alwq-s, unless· after many, many years. It seemed 
he owed the world a debt and had to pq it, and could never come back 
untU it was paid, and the funny thing was that he did not know what 
that debt was. Vacation atter vacation he came home. Always it was 
there, his grandfather, the dog, his horse: there was the sun. And 
alwqs it renewed him and gave him strength again, althoUgh he knew his 
sta;r was only temporary. There was the horse and the dog and his grand-
father. 
"Everyone forgets," Nathan said, "that the heart can break at 
eighteen." His voice was the same, and it wove the same patterN again, 
the crisscrosses of yellow against the dark maroon. So she had not loved 
Nathan e1 ther. 
"I suppose that's right," he,heard himself sqing rather hypocritical.ly, 
trying to get out of it, when he should have said, "I know." There were 
the hounds again. One ought not to keep hounds. In the end one• s sympath-
ies were always with the rabbit, as indeed, was only natural, weeing who 
the rabbit usually was. 
"That is usuall.y the t1.me it does break," he said to himself, listening 
to the words in his head. And a good thing it was too. Who could stand 
the pain when they were older and knew more. If the heart breaks only 
once, as in the old sqing (which was not, of course, true since it contused 
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quantity or grief with ~ty), it was because oncy the young could 
attord to have a broken heart, because they lacked the knowledge or so 
much else. But it would be better silllp]3 to restate it al.together, to 
sq: once the heart is whole; then one dq it cracks; and attar that it 
goes on crumbling forever. 
There were devices to take care or that though. 7bere was one, a!V'-
wq, that worked especia.l.l1' well. When you woke up in the morning and 
you !9!!!· again what you ware waking up to, because the morning was al.wqs 
the worst, the time when you were most vulnerable, when you had not yet 
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managed to put on the armor or the activity or the dq, and you lq there 
in bed defenseless, net even opening your eyes, and kno'JQng that there 
waa a whole day ahead to be tilled and nothing to till it with, every 
one ot those hours and minutes bef'6re you could sleep again, then you 
could use the little device. It didn't take much courage; you just began 
to ask yourselt'qlestions, an;r question that came to mind, but it had to 
be about something you ~re seeing, and you had to anwwer it, or else it 
didn't work. For instance, as you lq there and f'elt the pain begin 
in your throat as it al.l the tears had hardened there, "~ do I see 
reddish-;rellow when rq eyes are closed?" Tb.en,vyou were committed to t17 
to answer. It you got ott the track and back where you didn't want to 
be, you could ask another, "Wl\1 is the wall made or plaster? Why is it 
painted blue? Why is there a pattern in the plaster?" that kind or question. 
It alwqs worked if' you would keep at it. There were other things, too, 
that you could do, but they weren't surely effective. two of' them were: 
not to allow aJV' words such as "loss," 'tone," "alone~· to sneak into your 
mind, and not, on a:ny account, to listen to a:ny popular songs, even it 
your roommate plqed the radio. Better to leave the room altogether and 
go to the librar;y. They took on such a horrid relevance to your own 
situation; they seemed to express it, all maudlin and stupid as they 
.. 
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were, and every word seemed to blow up with its own connotations, which 
you supplied especially tor your own case. Much better to leave the 
room. Best ot all to revert continually to the questions, "Why does my 
shoelace come untied, What is a shoelace made ot, What is the tip ot a 
shoelace made ot1" 
So now the pictures were to be shown again. In between them though, 
just before they began, actually, he could see Nathan moving his whiskey 
glass back and forth in a little span ot an inch or so, holding it between 
his thumb and first finger, and not moving his hal¥1 at all. But there 
was no getting away trom it; it was time tor the pictures to be shown 
again, and he would have to look on. When you are older • one day • your 
mother gets out the box and shows you your baby' pictures. "That's you," 
she says, and you look at it, and don't really believe it. She shows you 
another, "That's you too, in your Tom Mix suit," and you don't believe 
in that one either. Oh, you know all right, that it's you. You can 
even remember your Toa Mix suit, even the little boy in it, but is .that 
you1 That was what the pictures were like, like looking at old photo-
graphs, remembering just what you felt like, and it not meaning one 
damn thing now. 
Number one: You and Martha in church, you sitting back, a little 
embarrassed and stitt and angry and stubborn, and she kneeling and 
praying with the snowfiakes melting in her tine hair, and on her 
shoulders, praying to God. ~ you wanted to pick her up and take her 
outside and kiss her (you who had never even held her hand yet) and aq, 
"Stop it. Stop it. You're too beautiful to kneel and p~q that way; 
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even it' I didn't love you, you're too beautitul tor that." And you would 
have liked to shake her and shake her out there in the snow until she had 
Some sense, but there you sat, helpless, your hands like kindling sticks, 
your backbone raging against the back ot the pew, and the minister began 
his usual cant. 
Number two: There you were in the auditorium. with your roommate on 
one side ot you and your "Big Brother" on the other. A series ot announce-
ments were being made, as always, on student government day. Then suddenly 
there she was, making an announcement, the only really beautii'ul girl you 
had ever seen in your lii'e., not beautii'ul in the ordinary way. Beautitul 
because she was untouched by aqthing, separate from all the rest ot them, 
dii'terent. She was in a gr~-blue suit, and her ~ tell forward a little 
as she read the times tor some meeting or other t.rom a tour by' six card. 
Her voice was as clear as the perfect clarit,y ot her features, and it 
made whatever she was s~, even the times ot the meetings, seem important 
and worth consideration. There he (who was you) was turning to his "Big 
Brother" s¢ng, "Who is that girl?" because ot her no one in their right 
minds would have said, leaning across the seat, "Who's .!!!!.?" .And the 
"Big Brother," whose name he could no longer remember, said, "Martha 
Harrison. Haven't you ever seen her betoret She's a seni~r this year--
in one ot those religious groups." Then he added to be ~, "M~be 
it's a rival group to the one that• s always dragging you around, and they 
never let you meet her. Not that there's much to worry about though. 
Rumor has it that she's never gone on a date Since she's been here. No-
body good enough tor her." Then he added again, although now out ot a 
sense ot grudging fairness, "I guess they're all atraid to ask." Then 
she was leaving the stage, and he realized that he had never watched 
8l\J'One walk, just walk, betore in his lif"e. 
"One's heart can break at eighteen," Nathan said. 
Damn YOU, set back, he said to the hounds. 
"People torget that," Nathan said. 
Back, dum it all to Hell. 
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1bere. Number three: There you were, walking down the street ot 
the neighboring city w1 th her, and she seemed tree and happy tor the 
tirst time, but it did not make you happy because her happiness did not 
seem to come trom herselt, as if' she had lett herselt back at school and 
could only be happy that wq. You were with a happy, beautitul girl, 
but it was not she, and you were not toolish enough to want that. 
At dinner it was quite the sae; the linen was pertectly white, and 
the silver glinted in the candle names, and she Sllliled w1 th her hair 
brushing her cheeks, but you were not quite toolish enough to tool 
yourselt, and you caught yourselt wishing that it were time to go back 
to school, that late permission were not quite so late, and that you 
could make her really happy. Bu.t there was the plq to be gone to yet • 
.Number tour (interminable, these pictures, you were as bad as your 
mother): 1here you were by the ocean w1 th her walld ng w1 th you, and 
hardly aD'3' moon, and the breakers rolling up and hissing back, and the 
pertect plq, and even the little sign that said "Beach, Five Miles• with 
its arrow, totally unpreaediatated, and thus pertect also. There the two 
ot you were, walking along quietly to the end ot the beach and back again, 
and then up the sand to the car. You went around to open the door on her 
side and noticed the buds on the trees in their wax cases and pointed 
th• out, holding the .twig in your ~. You put your hand on the door 
to open it and telt how cool it was. Then, just as it began to open, 
the locks clicking, she said, "Bold me, Tom." 
After that, for a tew dqs you willed to tool ,.ourself enough so 
that you did, and you were both foolishly happy, tor a while. 
And you wanted to marry her, but you knew (or you began to know 
that you had alvqs known) you were too young to marry, and that she 
knew you knew you were too young, wbieh was worse. So every dq you 
began to fear a 11 ttle more that she would take it upon herself to 
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make a decision. You didn't make a decision because you kept hoping 
that you'd suddenly get older. You were in a "dilemma" wbich waa a word 
you learned in freshman English, and you kept hoping your tairygodmother 
would cqme along and age you a little so that you wouldn't go and ruin 
both your lives, because you didn't see how you could give her up, 'but 
you began to be atraid, also, that it was going to be the old theme ot 
the granted wish. So every dq you woke up with that tugging-o-war in 
your chest with the tear that she would make a decision, and they l:toth 
pulled with abominable strength. 
lumber five: 'l'b.ere you were in the pitch dark, in the driveway that 
circled the dorm. And the rope in your chest was slack, and the granted 
wish was down, not granted. There were a few things in your head, a 
tew words that rattled around, no pictures, just the words. You had met 
her at the train station atter her weekend home, and what you bad not 
dared to tear had happened, and she bad told you on the wq back. What 
a pititull.y few words to rattle around there in your head, "You know it 
won't work. (And she not even sqing your name aiQ'DlOre). You know we 
have to stop." 
'l'b.ere you were in the drivewq with your empty head, but your chest 
feeling as it it had been pumped .full ot air and could do nothing but 
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burst. There you stood, in the dark, in the driveway throwing gravel 
at her window, trying to get her to come down. You stood there tor two 
and a halt hours, and that was not the only night. 
"You were there the night Moses told that story about his girl 
triend," Nathan said. "She was a carnival girl, remember, and he naaed 
a hen attar her, or something. Do you l'eaember?" 
"Yes," he said. "She told hill her name was Jezebel." 
"EUt his rather made hill name the hen SUe-Ellen," Nathan said,. "You 
remember thatt" 
"Yes," he said, "Because he was a minister." 
"That's right," Nathan said. 
There you stood in the dark, throwing gravel up at the window. 
Atter a while you hit upon the little device or asking yourself the 
questions and you used it until it didn't matter ~more. Because time 
caae. Tim.e kept coming, and after a while it didn't matter ~ more, it 
didn't matter now &IV' more. You looked at the pictures and it wasn't 
even you ant more, and that perhaps, was the worst or all. 
"I didn't listen to the gulls," Nathan said. "All summer long. 
One afternoon when I came to her house she was gone," Nathan said. 
He looked at Nathan now, there was no help tor it. He sat there 
quite the same, with his head bent forward just slightly, but his hand 
lq on the table, now, like an empty glove. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * 
There is an occasion on which you wear gray-purple gloves, eight 
ot you. Afterwards you take them ott and give them back, so that they 
mq be used again, not by you though, probably. 
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Bu.t the bartender was there now and said, "Do you have everything 
you need'l" He had not seen him coming, but there he was in his white 
apron leaning over them, asking his question quietly again, although he 
had heard him the first time. 
"Yes, I guess so," he said. 
"Why don't you drink some gingerale with it," the bartender said, 
"or some water, anyway~" 
"All right," he said, "soae water." 
It was a long while though, before it didn't matter, before enough 
time had come. You might pick up a paper in the lunchroom the next year 
and find out that it was a newsletter, and that our beloved sister Mal:tha 
Harrison in Kenya had caught small pox because the shipment ot vaccine 
had not reached the Village in time, but she was recaovering nicely and 
was not too badly scarred, and ot course, it was all the will ot the 
LORD, who works in wondrous wqs. 
That might have time to happen in the meantime, bet ore enough time 
had come and passed. There might also be time for some religious little 
bastard to corner you in the hall when you came in and tell you that you 
ought to stop whoring around (not that that word ever came euii or ·his mealy, 
pious, mouth, oh, no) because Jesus wouldn't like it, and "They were people 
too." As it you ·could ever, for Christ's sake, forget, not once out ot 
all the damned many times. There might be time tor all that to happen too. 
"Yes," Nathan said, "She was gone." 
.All right, he said to the hounds, all right. There was one ot the 
words again. It was obvious that Nathan had never learned the question 
device. Nathan did not know bow to play- according to the rules. 
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Well, you gave it up after a while, not because it was a sin, but 
because it just didn't work; it didn't do you any good. And the days 
began to go by, one after the other, and you trotted off dutifully to 
class every morning, and you trotted dutifully back every night, and 
did your homework in the evenings, and got back on the dean• s list, and 
didn't have to have any talks with the dean about why you weren' t, and 
didn't have to tell a.ny more lies to your house resident about where you 
were all night, because right there you were, studying Survey of English 
Literature and Introduction to Philosophy, and all the rest of them, and 
you didn't feel anything any more, not one thing, and everybody who had 
been worried about you (purely from a sense of their duty and out of their 
own self-righteousness) was relieved; you were quite normal again. And 
,ou did not not feel one damn thing. 
Every morning you walked to school with all the rest of them, and 
every rtening you walked back, usually by yourself, or with Roger. You 
listened to your footsteps on the sidewalk, and you listened to the cars 
as they went by. The streetlights bent over you and asked, each one as 
you passed, "Where is the sun? What has become of the sun?" 
All right. That would not have been so bad, at least it did not 
seem so, if you could have kept it up. But there you were one night, and 
you had finished all your homework, and it was early yet, too early to 
sleep, and you could not bear the thought of another interminable ping 
pong game, and the room impressed you even more than usually with the 
sterility and emptiness and worthlessness of your eXistence in it and at 
the school, so you made the mistake of picking up your Bible and beginning 
to look through it. The wtight and feel of it was familiar in your hands, 
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and there were all your youthful under linings, and idiotic comments in 
the margins, written in the time when your hand writing was large and 
clear, and not small and almost illegible as it bad inevitably become. 
You kept out or the New Testament. You turned to the prophets; Hosea, 
whose wife became a whore; she stood tor Israel haYing been faithless 
to Jehovah, the commentators said, but a man didn't use that mu.ch metaphor, 
dida' t know that lllUch about it, didn't feel that much pain just tor 
Jehovah's sake, in Jehovah's place; Jeremiah, the morntul prophet, calling 
down doom, and not being heard. Ho one would listen to him. (Later on 
Robert Nathan ll8Jied a rat attar him in one ot the Tapiola books, and there 
were wondertul drawings or the prophet rat, Jeremiah, and the Uttle dog, 
Tapiola, and the canary, Richard, and their journey). Nobody listened 
to the JelUd.ah. Then Isaiah, the poet, in all his richness, prophesYing 
glory to come, in glorious poetry. (And he shall be called wonderful, 
councillor, the king ot kings, the llli.ghty God, the lord or hosts). 
Then there it was, separating itself from the rest or page, under-
lined at a time when you hadn't even known what it meant. 
. r.And ye shall go out with joy and be led tortb w1 th peace 1 
And the mountains and hills shall break forth before. you 
into singing, 
And all the trees. or the fields shall clap their hands .... 
That had been you, and what had happened to it all. You ~ gone 
out w1 th joy and peace (even though you didn • t have· the words to describe 
it then, had only known it with every breath you breathed). The mountains 
and hills !!!!! broke forth into singing; and even the trees had clapped 
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their hands. ETery morning WJilllilt you woke up and wished you hadn't. 
That little bo;y--;you-even it ;you didn't knOw him aey- .Ore--Every 
mol"'ib}g _ the sun hac:l burst in at !!! window, waking him, and the instant 
he woke he was so tull with jo;y he had to kneel at the window to see that 
the Jliraele of the earth and sq, the leaves and the dew-wet grass were 
still there. He had to thrust his bod;y halt wa;r out the window to wor-
ship the warmth of the flat gra;y flagstone basking in the sun before the 
· cellar stairs, and all the other flagstones in the walk leading to the 
barn which :was gray and old and warm themselves. Every morning it was 
the same. The hill rolled up behind the barn, the red road stretched 
~~TSteriousl;y away and lost itself around a turn, inTi ting him. Some-
times the chickens nutted theasel TeS full of dust in the flower bed 
beneath him., and sometiules the kittens, themselves in loTe with the sun, 
curled and twisted on their backs on the fiagstones soaking up heat, pla;y-
ing with opeud mouths and sheathed, batting little paws, in the sun. 
Always in those da;rs the sun shone, so that he could not reaem.ber how 
aan;y ot these mornings there were nor in what ;year the;y had occurred. 
'lh81 were perpetual and the;y were alwa;ys the saae. The;y might have occurred 
in his sixth ;year, or they might as easily have occurred in 'his seventeenth, 
the qual.1 ty of his lite in that time was so uniform.. 
In all ;your maJIOry there were only three storm.s. One, that little 
boy sat by radio staring at the gray drizzle thinking that life was so 
dull he would not mind at all being dead--jttst to see what it was like 
in Heaven. 
The second, when he had been outside and the sky turned magnificently 
gun metal blue, and closed down on the earth like iron walls conTerging 
and the fields stretcbing away to the hill had shone yellow atter the 
hot SU~Uaer, under that hard rmds~ sky, and when the lightning ripped 
i 
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through the clouds lighting whole sections of the sq and earth and 
leaving the others in darkness he was 80 filled with awe and a strange 
terrible jo7 that he could not apeak, and had to run around and round the 
outside of the house 80 as to see ~ the sky' before they' should call him 
in, and suddenl7 with a great roaring wind that tossed the metal clouds 
driving them into each other, suddenl.7 then, while the lightning tore 
the sky' apart in the east, the rain came. 
Then that third storm r••bered, not for itself, bllt as a corollar;r 
to his sorrow and the lesson he had learned, as an object or place becomes 
important because a loved one has touched it or has been there. He, driven 
out into this storm in his raincoat and wide brimmed cowboY' hat, dri Ten 
by' some 70Utb.ful passion whose cause even now he could not remember clearly 
save that it had to do with someone he loved and could not, at that moment, 
be with, someone who perhaps needed him but whom he could not help, because 
in that ~· all forces were bigger than himself, and he was only beginning 
to know it. So he wandered through that SUIIJiler storm, and the wind blew 
the big, warm drops, scarcely less warm than his tears, across his cheeks. 
Up the hill that rolled each dq behind the barn and into the woods where 
the ·blackberries grew and where,soaetimes.the warm secret partridges 
nushed suddenly beneat~ his feet. There in the woods he laid himself 
on the ground, arranging his coat, tu ting the hat on the back of his 
head 80 that the gusty rain should not run down his neck. He pushed his 
face into the damp leaves and •elled the earth as he pressed his body 
tlose to it, hoping to fincUn nature the friend he had thoUght, from the 
books he had read, to find. Bu.t as he lay there, smelling the ground 
and feeling the wet leaves with his cheek, very quietly the realization 
came to him that the earth did not care, and that indifference was the 
' 
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law of nature. And for a 110ment held by this new idea he forgot his 
grief, and sat up puzzling, and the wind blw rain into his face in place 
of tears. He was not bitter or hurt, but quietly and gentq surprised, 
as it some kindly ghost had shaken him. by the shoulder and said, "Wake 
up ll\1 son, you were asleep." "I a m;yaelf," he knew then, "and the earth 
is the earth, and there is not the connection I thought between us." And 
so knowing, he saw his flight now in a different way, and he sm.iled a 
al.ightly sorrowful, but more puzzled little smile, stood up, and straighten-
ing the wide brimmed hat, turned and walked out of the woods, his passion 
and sorrow changed from. passion and sorrow into a feeling or vagueness 
and vacancy' that he could not understand, then. But those were the only 
stoms in his youth that he could remember. Only three, for the sun shone, 
so it seemed, every day. 
In the SUDDiler there was the haying, and he had ridden, half covered 
with hay, his nostrils tickled and the skin of his bare arm.s pricked by 
the yellow, taunting, grasses. He crouched in a ball in the hay, hay-seed 
in his hair, and in his mouth, hay- all around him. poking at him as the 
wagon jounced behind the team and he, helpless to escape from. the slippeey 
bounding, perilous, round-topped sea, snorting through his nose while the 
sun burned the sweat on his brown hayseed £ace--laughing because he knew 
riding in the hq was supposed to be fun, but how no one ever mentioned 
the tickles, nor the pitching orr in the bot dustfilled m.ow, all the dust 
floating in the light coming through the cracks of the walls, so thick 
you could hardly breathe. 
In that same year, or may-be before, or after, he awoke one m.orning 
to see a small strange hand that he knew was his hand lying so dark and 
still against the whiteness of the sheet that it frightened him. a little, 
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and he scarcely' believed it was his own, so strange and unattached it 
seemed, and not connected with him at all. And was it then, that morning, 
when he suddenl7 realized that one day he would die, and that to cease to 
exist was the most tearful thing of all. On what summer morning, during 
what 7ear of his youth did that realization come as he opened his 8)"8S 
and knew death even as the sun poured into the room and the wind with the 
smell of dew and horses blew over his small tanned body, clad only' in the 
light cotton trousers, faded al.most white of his pajamas? Then he had 
known as much about death as he was ever to lmow, and he forgot it, and 
raembered, (but never with such intensity') tor the rest of his lite. 
That was what it had been like. 
Ye shall go out with jo7 and be led forth with peace: 
And the mountains and the hills shall break forth before 
you into singing 
And all the trees of the fields shall clap their hands. 
He knew that he had lost it all,, that bo7, that it was never going 
to be like that again, that, in all the 7ears stretching ahead, there 
would be no jo7 and peace, just emptiness and loss, without any God and 
without the sun, with no place to go and no reason tor going, and that 
things would never get any- better, only worse. 
"Fortunatel)", one forgets, "Nathan said. "Or perhaps that is the 
greatest mistortune of all. Do you know what ve are like?" Nathan said 
looking down at the glass he rotated in little circles now. "LiVing is 
like driVing a car in the dark." 
"Like a car in the dark," the bartender said, puzzled, setting down 
the pitcher of water and the glasses, and waiting to hear, looming up 
over the booth, big and white. 
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That prophecy had been right, for three long years it had been right. 
There was no day when you woke up wishing you hadn't. Oh there were lots 
or interesting things to see and do, to leam, but there was no center, 
no reason behind them, no reasons for learning them, no structure in 
yourself that gave them any order. At night, when you went to sleep, 
there were the dreams. Every night. You got used to them. They were 
part or you. It was interesting to wonder as you went to sleep what new 
horrors your mind would invent to haunt itself with. Its creativity in 
that line was inexhaustible and amazing. "Well, what do you have tor me 
tonight?" It always had something, even it you couldn't remember in the 
morning. It was there, haunting away. 
"Like driving at night." Nathan said, "You can only see within the 
range of your own headlights, and that's not very tar, so you have to 
proceed with caution. If you could see farther you could go ahead with 
more confidence, but you can't. Oo.t ot the sides there are all sorts of 
things rushing by, but you can't see them either. You don't know what's 
out there on the sides. It might be something beautitul and wonderful, 
but you wouldn't know it. You only know that you're inside the car there 
following the headlights, not able to see the rest out there at all, rushing 
ahead into the dark, and the dark closing up behind you again, back there, 
the darkness, the darkness of memory, the vagueness of the past. You mq 
have passed through villages, through moWltains, over turnpikes, over dirt 
roads, but they are all gone; they have shifted one into the other. Even 
what has been seen within the limited range or the headlights, even that, 
is gone or greatly distorted." 
"Huh," the bartender said, "like a car in the dark. I never thought 
or it that way.'' He poured the water for them, and the ice, into the 
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glasses. His band waa ve'r7 stead7 as he poured, and bigger than either 
ot their hands, slightly tat and padded under the skin. "There," he 
said, "that's better." 
"Thank you," Nathan said. 
"Sure," the bartender said, and he was gone again. 
Nathan bad used one ot the forbidden words. Either he did not 
know the rules, bad never learned to use them, or else be deliberately 
ignored them, which would be like Nathan. It made him a litUe ang'r7 to 
think that. Why could not Nathan play according to the rules too. It 
was ditticult enough to get along with all the help you could, but when 
you deliberately would not take it • • • 
Well, you went to school to learn, and you had learned. You learned 
how to be atraid. You started out all right, when your heart was whole. 
Then you began to be destroyed; you learned to be atraid; you round out 
that you needed people, that they were absolutely essential, you who had 
never needed &nTthing before, whose heart had been whole, you needed to 
be with th• and where~hey. You could think ot Dr. Johnson sitting 
up until two and three every morning drinking gallons or tea in the cottee 
shops, and talking and talking and listening. That• s why he liked young 
people. They stayed up so late, and they had not yet learned to be 
atraid. It there had been no cottee shops Dr. Johnson would have perished, 
because he needed people too. There he sat, wasting his time and his genius, 
with a pack or men he knew were tools, but be valued tha too, because he 
had the disease, and you had the disease now, too. 
"Well," Nathan said. 
"What did you do then," he said knowing that the sto'r7 would have to 
go on. He was not interested, really, in the contents ot the atq17, 
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but there had developed in him a certain feeling for the form of it, so 
that he could only wish it to continue to its conclusions. He wished 
he could feel more than that. Certainly', more was owed to Nathan than 
that. .Uter all, most people's souls are not saved. Usually there are 
no second chances, but if Nathan were going to save souls (even uncon .. 
sciouslJr) he ought to do it the right way, he ought not to have stories 
to tell after he had saved your soul, after he had taught you you had one. 
"I didn • t do anything. What was there to do. I caJ.led all her 
friends. Things like that, you know." 
Well, I hope rou are satisfied he said to the hounds. 
"Yes," he said. They were plqing the "mack Hawk Waltz" again, 
He supposed the bartender was humming it too. 
"Then Lois," Nathan said. 
Yes, there was another name. They had all been in the dream. One 
more to go after Lois, the wife. Then tl:lat one that was alive. So Lois 
had bean the next one. And she loved hi111. What more could rou ask, he 
said to the hounds. Pretty and gentle and loving and clinging. 
With hi111self there had been the succession of Lois's. They faded 
one into the other, like the memories of the towns passed through at 
night. They all occurred after ha had changed schools, after he and 
Roger had gone to the city. In the city you learned too; first, in the 
first school, you learned grief and pain, you learned to need and to be 
afraid; then when you went to the city you graduated, you learned despair. 
There it was on every hand. All you had to do was to get on any subwrq 
at any ti111e of day and look at the faces. All you had to do was to look 
at the faces anywhere. You were no longer in the sterile artificial 
atmosphere of a donaitory, this was REAL LIFE all right, there it was. 
" 
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.And there you were, and there were all the people on the subway, and on 
the streets and in the apartments. It was a city in which there were no 
masks, or rather ever.yone saw through them. 
the people trom the despair, nothing at all. 
There was nothing separating 
They lived right in the 
midst or it, and it gave them a peculiar look. They were right down to 
the raw bone, every one or them, and they knew it. They were used to it. 
They could live that way. 
"It is strange," Natlaan said, "That there is so little that belongs 
to us, and so litUe we belong to. You would think atter all these 
thousands or years that things would have worked out ditterently, that 
there would be some connection between things, that each man would not 
be quite so solitary, quite so stuck within his skin, and unconnected with 
everything else. You wouldn't think that would you, just within the natural 
order' or things~· 
"No," he said, listening to the lf.Bl.aok Hawk W.4J. tz" and now to the 
clinking or the ice in his glass, cool and distant and muted. 
"You would not think," Nathan said, "that everyone would be so .alone." 
"No," he said. 
When you walked down the street that attemoon there had been the 
tracks in the new snow, and whoever had made the tracks was not there, 
disappeared, and there was no one at all on the street, except yourself. 
Shaking hands that time two years ago was like that. The wind was blowing. 
He went ott then iii the opposite direction; tor a while you could hear 
his shutfiing steps, but you walked on in your way, and, after a litUe, 
you could not hear them. Then you never saw him again. You carried the 
sketch you had bought rolled up in your hand as you walked and you 
listened to the wind. Arter you got home you put it in the trunk, along 
" 
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with all the other things you did not use. You had onl.y known him a few 
hours. The sketch was still in your trunk. You never saw him again. He 
appeared, like a parable, a lesson, and disappeared, but he wasn't that. 
Would God he were. He was a human ~ing. 
It started ott normal.l.y enough. Yau went to visit Roger and Corinne, 
after they were married, then, in that second year in the city. You did 
not visit them very often, but it had turned out that.. you went that dq. 
From the very first you knew JDU might better not have come. She was not 
home yet trom work, so you and Roger sat in the living room, talking, 
and everything you said sounded to yourself somewhat arrogant and superior, 
as it you were saying he ought never to have married her, when you did 
not mean to ~ive that impression at all. But there waa Roger, just 
slightly on the defensive, and there were the fiowered plastic drapes, 
and the new matching furniture, and Post and Lite and Art Bow on the 
·--
coffee table, and that was enough to make your tone seem arrogant, though 
you did not mean it, and were more puzzled than anything else by the 
whole situation. It was disconcerting, too, to sit there across from the 
stutted toy dog, grq with a pink bow, who stared at you with his celluloid 
eyes, while Roger asked you questions in his cool, precise voice, like 
the recordings you get on the telephone when you dial a wrong auaber. 
Then, like a vision he appeared behind Corinne in the doorwq. True 
enough, Roger had said as you heard the steps on the stairs, "There• s 
someone with her," but that was not enough to prepare you. There he was 
behind her, taller than either of you, with his long carrot-red beard, 
and the tangled red hair, gaunt, emaciated even, swaying there, breathing 
heavily from the climb to the titth fioor, and with the enormous portfolio 
under his arm. Corinne said, as you took the groceries trom her, being 
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nearest the door, "Why hello, Tom. I'm glad to see you. We haven't 
seen you around in a long time," and turning back to him who swqed and 
stared around the room, "Come in Alex, this is Tom Whipple, a friend of 
ours, and this is 1q husband Roger Ashton, Alex Manhout." They shook 
hands, and it was like taking the bones into your hand, completely 
passive bones, with no response but their very being. "I've asked Alex 
to supper with us. I met him in the park. Sit down, why don't you Alex. 
You and Roger can talk, and 10m can help me put awq the groceries." 
Out in the k1 tchen as you reached up to the top shelf, feeling the 
cans smooth and hard in your hands, you listened to their voices, Roger's 
w1 th that complete control, that precision that had earned him so many 
private enemies, and the stranger's muttering, lllUIIlbling, thick and 
incessant. 
"He wanted to sell me a sketch in the park," Corinne said. llfle' s 
starving to death, literally, poor man, and he's sick too. He told me 
so. I think he's a little Ollt of his mind, but he seems harmless. Do 
you think Roger will be angr;y?" 
As you went into the living room the voice broke off, and there 
was perfect silence emept f'or the sound of your walking. Then you saw 
he was asleep on the couch le~ over the arm, and the dog was still 
watching you with his black celluloid eyes. 
"He's asleep." Roger saw. "I think he's a little crazy. He dropped 
off' just like that." 
"Shh," Corinne said. 
"How in hell are we going to get rid of him later on?" Roger said 
"Now that he's here he won't want to go." 
Down the hall a door slammed. "Uhh!" Alex said and 'Woke w1 th a start. 
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"It's just someone leaving," Roger said. 
"I was asleep, I guess, gee, I'm sorry about that, I really am. 
I don't get much sleep. I stay in the park, and what with the cops and 
the fags I don't get much. Too much walking and not enough sleeping. 
I'm sick too you know. Cancer of the intestine. I've had it a long time. 
Oh, yes, but it won't be long now." 
"Mqbe you just don't eat regularly enough," Roger said. 
"I don't, but it's not that. I know what it is. I've had it a 
long time. It's cancer of the intestine." He groaned and stood up 
quickly almost losing his ~ance. "The bathroom?" be said, looking at 
Roger. 
Roger pointed the way and when the door was shut, he said "I hope 
' 
he doesn't steal anything." 
t 
"What could he steal," Corinne said. 
When he came out he was apologetic and looked ashamed, but talked 
about how it "came on him just like that." And you noticed that he bad 
his shirt on inside out, apparentl.y' because it was less grimy that way, 
and that he had no coat even though it was October. 
Roger said, "You are an artist, I take it." 
Then be explained how he had come from the Mid-West to study in 
the Art Students League, and eventually' there was no more money left. 
He had gotten sick, so that now there was not even enough money for 
paints, and he did on13' charcoals and chalks, and someti.Jies watercolors. 
But he seemed to ask no pity, not even for his physical condition. He 
seemed merely to relate the whole story as if he were simply answering 
their questions, in his long, rambling, sometimes incoherent phrases. 
Then he began to sway as if he were about to be sick, but instead he 
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dropped ott to sleep, this time snoring loudly. 
"Let him sleep," Corinne said, "I'll get the supper; I hope he 
doesn't get the couch too dirt,y. 
When she had gone out of the room Roger said "I don't think he's a 
take, which is more than you can say tor a lot of them." 
At supper he ate scarcely anything, taking tiny mouthf'ul.ls at long 
intervals, and talking, talking, always talking, as if' he i'elt himself 
under an obligation to entertain them, as if he :f'elt that was his only' 
way of' paying them :f'or having him there. 
Arter supper he tell asleep again, not sitting up this time, but 
stretched out on the couch. 
"He doesn't show any signs of going, "Roger said. "How in Hell, am 
I going to get him out of' here. We can't be stuck with him all night. 
If' he doesn't go when you go to your night class, maybe you'd better come 
back. He's a big man." 
Bu.t when you got ready to leave he showed no signs of going, so 
you said, "Well, .Alex, it I don't see you when I come back, it was nice 
to meet you." Then you were ashamed. 
Bu.t he said, "Oh, I'll probably be here. 
And when you came back two hours later, there he was, talking, 
talking, welcoming ,eu back, asking you about your class. He watched the 
television. He slept and he talked. He told about a girl friend he had 
once, who had gone to Cali:f'ornia, bat they communicated b,y a kind of' 
"spiritual telephone," and he tried to explain to all oi' you what that 
·was. And you said "Mental telepa~'l" and he said "No, no, spiritual 
telephone." 
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Attar a while Corinne said, *'Why don't you show us your pictures?" 
He tumbled helplessly with the strings of the portfolio, so that all 
you could remember was the feeling ot the bones in your hand. Finally 
he dUDlped them out all at once, in a pile, on the ,floor. 
They were ot three predominant types, almost all in charcoal, there 
was sheet ·after sheet covered with lines ot different thickness, done 
in boxes, and triangles, and diamonds. "That's textures," Alex explained. 
"Lately I've been interested in nothing but textures. Textures are fas-
cinating." 
Then there were sketches of well known streets and buildings about 
the city, obviously designed to be sold to tourists in the park. In the 
third category there were the nudes, drawn in various poses of tantili-
zation, almost caricatures because of the heavily emphasized sexual 
characteristics, the pointed nipples and dark pubic hair. Some of them 
had names: Rose and LuLu, and Bafbette. They were to be sold in the 
bars at night, Alex explained. Sometimes there was a good market in 
~hem, sometimes not. 
You wondered as you looked at them it that was how he really saw 
women, or if that was how be had learned that they sold best, and you 
favored the second interpretation. 
He took no attitude toward his own pictures, simply showed them and 
explained them. He did not even imply that he would like to sell one. 
But )"OU wanted to buy one because you knew he needed the money, and 
you did not know how to go about it without insulting him. So finally 
you picked out one of the street scenes and said "I like this one. Is 
it for sale." 
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He in all his childish ~1mplicity, so strange in such a big and 
ragged,- and bearded man said, "Oh yes, they're all for sale. This one, 
·I guess, is a dollar and a halt, but you can have it for a dollar." So 
you gave him the dollar, wishing he had asked tor more, and Corinne got 
you a rubber band to put around it to keep it rolled up. 
Finally all the pictures were put away, and he slept again for a 
short while. When he woke he began to talk about a party he was supposed 
to attend that night, a big party of one of his friends; he told the 
number and the street. He talked more about the girl and the mental 
telephone, and the cancer he had in his intestine. It grew later. Then 
when you got up to go he said "W$11, I'd better be going too. They'll 
be expecting me at the party. They'll be mad if I don't come. They're 
that kind. I want to thank you for everything though. I've been very 
glad to meet you." 
"Goodnight," Corinne and Roger said, "Goodnight." 
You walked down the stairs slowly, he behind you, so that he would 
not fall. His hand made a fumbling noise on the railing, and he grunted 
softly, "uh," with each step down. "You know," he said, "I'm not very 
keen on going to that party. It'll be pretty wild, I guess. I never 
did care much for big parties, but Jif3' friends'll really be mad if I 
don't come. They're expecting me, so I guess I'll have to go. But I 
never did care much about parties." 
Out in the street the wind was blowing, carrying bits of paper along 
with it, and dirt. "Well," you said, "I go that way. I'm glad to have 
met you. Why don't you come up and visit me sometime." Then you gave 
him the address (that was what you said, but you knew what you ought to 
have said, you ought to have said "come home with me," but you were afraid 
and suspicious.) You put out your hand and he shook it shifting the 
portfolio awkwardly, almost dropping it. "Nice to have met you too," 
he said, "and thank you." 
8.3 
You stood for a moment wanting to say something else, to explain 
yourself. The wind blew through the streets. "Well," he said, "I'd 
better be off. So long now." Then he turned, and you walked off in 
opposite directions, listening to the shuffling of his footsteps and to 
the little voice inside you 1n tune to the wind which said "He was your 
brother, and what did you do, you bought a picture from him." 
She had been short and brown haired, and 1n love with Nathan. A 
sweet, uncomplicated girl, studying to be a nurse, whom he had met, of 
all places, on the streetcar. She babied and comforted him who had had 
very little of that 1n his life. 
New adjustments were to be made now, to the new Nathan who was, he 
persisted in believing, different from this one. How could they even be 
the same P'l!son. The story was the picture of Nathan, just as you saw 
all the pictures of yourself, and didn't know who they were. Well, 
you were seldom what you became. But one would like there to be some 
continuity, in oneself, at least, if not in Nathan. You met a person 
and you began to create an image of that person. After a while you did 
not see the person at all, just the image, and that is what people did 
to you too. It was like being at a carnival, in the hall of mirrors, 
and each mirror gave back a different, grotesque image of you. As for 
yourself, you made up an image of yourself too, a little more complicated 
than the others, true, but an illage nevertheless, so that there would be 
some center, except in your more honest moments when you knew there was 
no center, or one you could not comprehend, and you were not an;rthing in 
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particular. One ot :the Zen Buddhists sqs, "Ff.oa the beginning, nothing 
is." Either you have things, or you have nothing, which is exactly the 
same as everything. Well, here was Nathan and the little brown haired 
girl, the television, the ice creaa. There they were on the sora. For 
some reason hrim.age was like a sott and warm quail with frightened eyes. 
There were all your own Loises too, who, fortunately, blended one 
into the other, like the towns on the road. All the people who loved you 
and whom you did not love, and whom you were too lonely to keep away trom. 
They took their toll though; they haunted you (as they should, as you 
wished they would, so that perhaps you could pq them back, tor the pain 
youc-had caused them so that soaedq you could be tree and would not have 
to listen when Mr. Auden said, "And hearts that we broke long ago have 
long been breaking others~). lbere they were, he and Nathan, IJUI"l'Ounded 
by the quail (and the hounds howling in a circle around them) , and how 
did you get out without stepping on a quail. You stepped, and Nathan stepped. 
"That's bow we learn to love," Nathan said, "Somebody loves us, and 
they make us capable ot loving; they give us what we need to grow up, and 
then we can i2 ga; we go on without thea; we get what we need, and then we 
go on. Our ability' to love is bui1 t out ot the bones ot all the people 
who loved us and whom we didn't love, out ot their bones. We helped 
destroy tbamt do you understand that?" 
"It can't be helped," he said wearily, "That's the wq it works." 
"We ought to have known enough to stop." Nathan said. 
"Well, we didn't, nobody does then, and how else can you learn," 
he said. 
"It your parents loved you enough, loved you in the right way-, maybe 
you wouldn' t have to learn that way. " 
"And if theirs loved th-., and theirs them, • he said, "Maybe." 
"She was a lovely person, a lovely little girl," Nathan said. 
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But not like the first one, not like the first one who left. And 
you never did have sense enough, strength enough to leave the other ones 
alone. You kept hoping you would love them, you kept thinking that you 
would, and hoping and hoping, because you needed them • 
. 
The philosophers were wrong, misguided, to div'de man up into the 
body and the soul. That was not the fundamental dichotomy. He ought 
to be divided up into the heart and the mind. The mind was the masculine 
element, the pioueer, the honest, the fearless; the heart was the female 
element, the stay-at-home, the fear.tul, the clinging. The heart sat by 
the fire and wanted to be aafe; it knew how cold it was outside; it could 
hear, in the hiss or the flames, how the wind blew outside; and the mind 
wanted to walk outside in the wind, and find out what was out there, the 
mind wanted to !!!2!!• no matter what the cost; it felt there was some 
intrinsic value in knowing; it did not really care one little bit what 
it found out, as long as it did find out; it was completely ruthless, 
with itself, with the heart, with everyone else. It wanted to !!!2!!· 
Roger had said something like that once. But Roger was prejudiced. 
He always took the part of the mind. When he argued he ~came passionate. 
It was the only time, because all or Roger's passions were intellectual. 
When he argued his eyes were like flames of ice, like the blue light that 
glints off surgical instruments. That time he had been in DlOre of a 
passion than usual. He had said: "Listen, man is a coward. His mind 
tells him what's right, what he ought to do, but he doesn't have the guts 
to do it. Most or the ideas handed down to us are wrong, and we know 
,!1. but we daren•t say so. We live on a double standard--things as 
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people say they ought to be and things we see ourselves as real. Man 
has set up certain traditional ways of acting, and reacting, and he seeks 
good within~ pattern. But the pattern is arbitrary, and so, false; 
it doesn't correspond to reality. Essentially, then, we're seeking what 
we can never have, what isn't there in the first place. And man will 
keep on seeking for it, just because he can't find it, but he won't evef 
admi't it might not be there in the first place. Everybody's afraid of 
breaking out of the pattern because they're afraid of what they might 
find. They might find nothing at all, but then they would have destroyed 
the old pattern, and wouldn't ever be able to com~ Qack, and they don't 
have the courage to face that." 
''All Western Ci vUization can't have been wrong," you said. 
"Why can't it?" he said. 
"You have to take your feelings along,~· you said, "or else you 
destroy yourself." 
''They just weight you down. They're vestigial remain$)" he said. 
But then there was the soul to be considered too. Nathan always 
spoke for the soul, whether he spoke or not. "The spirit," Nathan said 
(on an entirely different occasion) that is everything a man wants to 
r 
be, everything he feels he could and should be. The spirit seems to 
come from nowhere. It is just there. But the heart, that is everything 
a man is, dark, complicated, confused; it has come out of the past, and 
it is made up of everything that it has ever known. It is a conglomerate 
hodge-podge, not, however, without it's beautiful fragments. 
1'he "Black Hawk Walts" 1topped, and tor a little while there waa 
no music, and it was as if someone had suddenly taken away an object 
that had been with you a long timt, and you were left with an empty 
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space where that object had been. So he waited tor the music. 
"I wanted to lose her," Nathan said, "and finally I did, but when 
I did, it seemed that the world had. come to an end." 
Someone played a blues record, and now it was all right again. So 
she had given up finally, and known that he did not love her, that they 
would not marry, and to punish him married a truck driver. And there was 
Nathan, having got what he wanted, but not quite. There was more pain 
the first time, but you could stand it better, so in a way there was less 
pain then. It waa or a different quality. By the second time you knew 
more, you knew what loss was, you began to see how things were going to 
turn out, and you had learned how to be afraid. The mare you knew tha 
less you could stand. 
The blues record was all right, but the "Black Hawk Waltz" was better. 
It was possible that the man who had played it was gone, and that it would 
not. be played again. And it would be awkward to excuse oneself from the 
story to go play it. 
Up there in the newspaper-cluttered room the plants swayed in the 
night breeze, and the light behind them, he knew, threw their shadow down 
the outside of the building. In the corner the cat lay brooding, his 
yellow eyes open, motirmless, the light gleaming in the dark .fur. And 
Moses was telling the story or the girl who came with the carnival, Jezebel, 
she told bia her name was, with hair yellow like corn silk in the tall. 
"And my hen," Moses said, "I wanted to name her Jezebel too, but Pa 
wouldn' .t allow it, for it was a cursed name. 'Nam~ her Sue-Ellen, • he 
,, 
said. A plymouth rock hen, speckled gray and white. She followed you 
when you went out mowing with the scythe; she picked up the bugs, spying 
them out w1 th her black eyes, sometimes using the eye on one side, some-
times the eye on the other. "Till," Moses said, "she crossed over, one 
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day, into where they were JllOWing with the mules, and a mule stepped on 
her, and we •et her. 'Name her SUe-Ellen,• Pa said, •not Jezebel,* 
because that was the same as putting a curse on her." The carnival: 
the side shows, the halt-~alt-woDWl, the tire-eater, the fat lady, and 
the little midget with the webbed hand. Then ~here was the two headed 
baby, all pickled in a jar, noating and grayish-white, all alone there, 
with his clenched hands and sightless eyes. The rides: loop the loop, 
catapult, the ferris wheel. The shooting gallery where he tried ·to win 
her a prize, a panda bear, (she with her hair like corn silk) , the man 
who guessed your age, the house ot tun where the girls' skirts blew up, 
and the men whistled. The carnival: "Step right up tor your cotton candy, 
chile, they make it outen pink clouds." 
The shadow of the plants thrown out over the windowsill, down the 
face ot the building, writhing jungle-shadow, the wind rustling through 
thf room, rustling the newspapers, the cat brooding with his yellow, 
depthless eyes. On the other side of the wall there was order, clarity, 
continuity, Nathan, and the picture ot ~old man. At home, all those 
miles awq, all those miles through the darkness, was his grandfather, 
and the dog, alone, mqbe asleep by the stove with the television talking 
to no one, and all that darkness outside. 
On the stairs, when they were carrying him up and the taxi driver 
dropped the leg he had a hold ot, there had been the thump that startled 
them and made it suddenly seem darker. Then after that, there had been 
the smell, as he bent over the old man, which was not just the smell of 
an old man. ill the while you carried the box downstairs you knew what 
was in it. 
Well, there had been a lot ot cats, and they had all died. Now this 
one.· There was no getting away, it seemed, from these dying animals. 
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One after another, things got lost. When, after a while, you didn't 
have any more things to lose (or so you were deceived into thinking) then 
you watched it happening to other people, and the loss was not less your 
own. .And as if that were not enough, they told you stories or their 
losses. The losses reached out their arms to embrace you, as if you were 
their proper lover, and as if there was no sense or your resisting. They 
were all the same, the losses, whether they were a cat, or a dog, or a 
' 
horse, or the girl you loved, or he who slept in front ot the television 
with it talking away to itself'. 
There you were, whirling around on a little spit or dust, through 
the darkness into the darkness, and at that ver.y moment millions were 
weeping tor their losses. And all the losses were the same, all the tears 
were the same. Because t.here was only one reason tor grief, tor all the 
different griefs: time waa running out. There was not going to be 
enough time. You were not goini to be loved, and what little you did 
have was being taken away (you could see it as a prophecy) , and you were 
going to be left alone. 
All love, then, was just one feeble effort to correct that state, or 
rather to avoid it, to escape it. In Plato's parable he said that origin-
ally man was complete and whole, in harmony with himself, but the gods, 
to punish him, separated him into two parts, so that he had, ever after, 
to seek completion in another and never be whole and at peace in himself. 
So you were doomed to go around seeking, knowing time was running out, 
and all around you things were dying. Arter a while you began to see it. 
What you got to want more than anything was someone to stay w1 th you all 
night, so that the losses could not reach out and embrace you. 
There was a record changing. It you listened it could be heard in 
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the hum of the voices and the clinking of the ice in the glasses. And 
Nathan's voice could be heard, calm and quiet, a little puzzled, and 
more tired than you had heard it before. Then you knew, just as the 
music began, that it was~ the "mack Hawk Waltz." That surely the 
man was gone who had played it over and over. He had left them, all 
those others at the bar, the bartender, the lights, the warmth, and 
had gone out into the darkness, to the inevitable embrace. 
The problem was you could never get to the center; everything you 
did was so peripheral, all the working, all the studying. Everything 
skirted around the edge, and you couldn't get to the center, where the 
life should be. Like the time when the little boy (you) sat looking out 
the window of his aunt's apartment, when she lived in the apartment, all 
those years ago. There he sat, looking down and seeing all the people 
on the sidewalk, passing by, and down there waa the life, and he was 
up there watching it from the window, and could not get down to it. But 
then even if he did go downstairs nothing was solved. He still was not 
in it. The only difference was that he could not see it from the distance. 
But he had not got to the center of it, and he might as well have been 
waiohing it from the window. (Or, perhaps, as Roger said, there was no 
center to get to, and that was what you had to learn). 
Up front the bartender was like a white vision, passing to and fro 
in front of the lighta, and they nashing out on both sides of him. He 
towered over all the figures huddled at the bar, figures seen in black 
relief, he presided over all of them, pouring, refilling the little 
whiskey glasses, filling the beer steins full with the clear, sparkling 
beer with its white foam. Surely the man ought not to have lett. He 
ought to have stayed as long as he could, and played the "mack Hawk Waltz," 
and not have gone out into the night like that. 
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There were all sorts of stories that his grandfather told, had 
always told, as long as he could remember. They were of the old times, 
the times when he had worked for the Senator, Ward, as caretaker on the 
big farm _tust below their own. Stories of the thousands of angora goats 
imported from the west who perished in the spring snow storm, having been 
sheared too early and turned out in the big pasture, and the ones that 
didn't freeze in the storm itself froze in the enSuing cold, or smothered 
packed on top of each other in great heaps in the shed in an effort to 
keep warm. Stories of the two coach horses, Peachy and Budweiser, brought 
up from New York with a Negro coachman to drive them. Stories of the shet-
land pon;y they took to the blackSIIIi. th on the wagon because he was too 
stubborn and wouldn't go down the road. Innumerable stories, and they 
took a long time to be told, because to the teller all the details were 
of equal importance, and they led one into the other. So sometimes, to 
get him back on the track he would prompt his grandfather saying, "and then 
• • • " while his grandfather sat there short and solid with his thin hair 
and the top button of his pants held together with a string or a rubber 
band, because he had grown fatter as he had grown old•r, rocking in the 
chair with the sheepskin hung over the back, smoking a ciprette or his 
pipe, while he himself sat with his feet propped against the bottom of 
the open oven, feeling the warmth against his soles, holding his coffee 
cup in both hands, prompting the stories, just a little impatient at the 
irrelevant details. 
When the night began to rise up out of the streets, he and Nathan 
had still sat on the stone steps. A thought came to him watching the 
darkness beginning to flood the streets though the sky was still light. 
"Well," he had said, "perhaps the trouble is that loneliness has always 
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been rq Dd.stress, never my wif'e. I have always reserved the right to 
cast her out, to leave her. I have never accepted her tully. I have 
always been waiting f'or ·something else. I want too much. When you want 
too much, sometimes you end up getting nothing. If I made her my wif'e 
I might gain something. There might be some reward in it. She might 
give me something." 
"Maybe she would," Nathan said, "I don't know. But can't you do 
better than that. Can't you f'ind a real wif'e?" And that had seemed 
strange coming f'rom Nathan who had so obviously taken loneliness f'or his 
wife, and who did not want everything and so had gotten something, was 
something, (so it had seemed then), while he himself had no center, could 
never get to the center. 
"Is it still snowing out?" Nathan said. 
He knew then that there had been a pause in the story, as if' it 
were necessary to wait a little before continuing. He stood up to look 
out of the window over the .back or his side or the booth and the move-
ment made him liuddenly dizzy, as if there were ll1B.ey voices in his head. 
Arter a moment he aaid, "Yes, a little," and sat down again. 
Outside, it was snowing. There were tracks in the snow, and a few 
people walking along bent forward against the wind. The sign cast a 
reddish glow for a ways in front of the door. If you looked up at the 
streetlight you could see the snow coming down. The fiakes of snow were 
like the voices, the voices in his head and the lower murmuring voices 
at the bar; each fiake was a voice, coming softly down in the circle 
of light. Sometimes the wind would jumble them up in confusion, but 
mostly they fell softly, inevitably. Surely the man ought to have 
stayed, ought not to have gone out. 
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"I Wonder It I Keer As Much As I Used To Do" that was the new 
record that was playing now. .A. hillbilly song that he had heard long 
ago, on some other juke box, mournful, wondering, plaintive, with the 
plucked banjo, and the twanging hillbilly voice, mourning) Wondering. 
Outside it was snowing and the people were walking bEilt slightly forward, 
leaVing their tracks in the snow. 
So she had married the truck driver. That was not quite what 
Nathan had wanted. You always got a little more than you bargained 
for when you got what you wanted. Well, what did you do then, Nathan. 
You hid in doorways and watched them come out ot the hospital after she 
got out ot work. Was that you, Nathan? No, just one ot those pictures, 
somebody else. Well, since you are dragging the pictures out we might 
as well look at all ot them. You hid in the doorways and watched them 
go up to her apartment. You waited all those hours until he came down 
again, and people who passed by on the street began to look curiously 
at you, and when finally he did come down, attar all that waiting, there 
was nothing at all to be done so you watched him walk off down the street, 
and you went home too. (Howl away, hounds, yes, I stood in that drive-
way throwing up handful atter handful of gravel at her window, hopelessly, 
hour after hour, hoping to make her listen. ) 
Next picture, Nathan. Oh, you went to the wedding too, did you. 
You slipped in the back where no one would see you, and you looked at 
them, her and the truck driver, and the minister, and then you slipped 
out before they turned, and felt like l"U.lULing along the street and never 
stopping, and all the while knowing that if you.,had her you wouldn't love 
her. Was that really you, Nathan, you? No, just another ot the pictures. 
It was not necessary to take account of them, really. If your own pictures 
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were not real, the ones you knew were yourself, wey blame Nathan for his. 
After all, you had even climbed a fire escape once, over one of the 
Loises, climbed it in the darkness, trembling at its every metallic clang, 
.tearing someone would call the police, ashamed, humiliated, but compelled, 
driven on by having to know if she was there with him. And then how 
cautiously you crept to the window, the rusty metal cold, and rough on 
your bare hands, crawling along on your knees. How rear:1'ully you looked 
in, moving your head inch by inch, fearing you would faint with the strain 
and then they would find you out there. 
He was there, you. could hear them laughing quietly together. You 
could not see them, for they were behind the angle or the window but 
you could see her sweater lying on the noor. Then, like Nathan, there 
was nothing to do except creep back down and walk away with your legs. 
shaking and your whole body numb, knowing your trousers and your hands 
were full or rust. 
~tside it was snowing in the dark, the fiakes, like the voices, 
falling softly, and the people bent forward leaving their tracks behind 
them for you to see. 
"You know," Nathan said, and his voice was very far away, like the 
falling snow, and tired and lonely, but as if there were no way now but 
to keep·· on, to try to explain, "the wri tars or: Senesis eJq>lained many 
things; they were very wise men. They asked all the questions, and they 
set themselves to answer them, for themselves, tor all the people. In 
the garden, you know; there were ]!2 trees, not just the one: the tree 
of the knowledge of good and evil, and the tree of eteraal life. Adam 
and Eve ate o:r the first one, because they wanted to know, they saw that 
it was "a tree to be desired to make one wise." They had to find out, 
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you see, that was part ot the search, but there's another part too, the 
other tree, the one they never got to because God put them out ot the 
garden before they could. Do you know what He said? He said, "Behold 
the man is become as one ot us, to know good and evil; and now, lest he 
put forth his hand, and take also of the tree of life, and eat and live 
forever" I will cast him out of paradise. So there we are, half gods, 
knowing good and evil, but we never did get the eternal life, and we've 
been crying and shouting, begging and demanding it ever since, that other 
half that would make us complete, but we're stuck with just the knowing; 
we never get past the cherubim .with the fiaming sword "which turned every 
wa:y to keep the tree of life." 
He looked at Nathan. He was leaning forward on his elbows, with his 
head between his hands, the white bandage glowing, and with his fingers 
in his hair. It was still the same song, "I W9nder If I Keer As Much." 
Perhaps it had been played over and he hadn't noticed it. The voice 
and the plucked banjo mourned and wondered. oUtside it would still be 
snowing. 
All the losses would come up and haunt you at night. They would 
whisper, as they held you in their arms hour after hour, "There will not 
be time enough. Time is running out, and things are not going to get 
better." 
That morning, it was snowing a little, and bitter cold with the 
wind whistling around the buildings, and blowing hard down the open 
stretches of the avenues. And it was one of the .. gray days too, gray 
and cold, with the stinging snow blowing in his (your) face and numbing 
his hands so that he had to keep shifiing his books from one arm to the 
other so as to keep one hand, at least, in his pocket. Everything was 
gray, the sky, the buUdings, the streets, the faces of the people. 
The despair was even more apparent than usual that morning, as the wind 
stung their faces. The despair looked out like hunger from their eyes, 
squinting a little against the wind. When he got to the park the wind 
was blowing even stronger. It gathered momentum across the barren stretch 
of grass with the few bare trees. It came whistling down the paths driving 
the fine snow into his face, as he trudged along bending against the wind. 
Then up ahead there had been a stray dog, a gaunt, pointy-nosed, long-
legged hound, once white and black·and tan, but now colored uniformly 
gray with the dirt of the city. He was moving slowly along, limping a 
little, sniffing the hard ground listlessly, his tail between his legs 
and his back humped against the cold. He looked so thin it seemed the 
wind would blow him away, but with each blast he only humped his back 
more, al\d tucked his tail tighter between his legs. He crossed one of 
the sidewalks on to the patch of bare ground that had been reseeded in 
the fallJ and his progress over the frozen ruts was even more halting 
and sh~. When he reached the single tree in the midst of the reseeded 
area he stopped, swinging his head a little into the wind. Then he 
simply lay down on the frozen ground and curled up as best he could, 
there in the middle of the empty park, and the wind whistled and howled, 
driVing the snow across the park. 
Inside his head it was snowing faster and faster now, and all the 
voices had become one, crying out like the wind, through the wind, "I 
want to go home. I want to go home." 
The stories had been unending with all their irrelevant details. 
You tuted back in your chair with your feet on the bottom edge of the 
open oven. The stories want on and on. He told them, rocking a little 
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in the chair with the sheepskin, dirty now and old, hung over the back. 
The cigarette smoke rose up blue and twisting to the ceiling. You made 
coffee for you both, and the stories were interrupted for a while, and 
mqbe he read the paper, reading what he thought was of interest out 
loud, not being able to make out some of the words, spelling them to 
you !or 7011 to pronounce, for he took great interest in the paper, 
especially if it was about anyone he knew, even a minor point--"Elvira 
Cox spent the weekend visiting her daughter in Houghton.'' The cigarette 
smoke rose up blue and tangled while he rustled the paper, and you held 
·your co!!ee cup in both hands feeling its warmth. 
Nathan's voice was like the crisscross pattern on the booth again, 
the story, that man who had stopped plqing the record and had gone out 
into the night, that old man with a dead cat, a cat called Cain. All 
the cats died, every one of them, and that dog just lay down the~on 
the bare ground in the empty park with the snow blasting across it. 
"But that was not the worst of it," Nathan said. "It was bad enough 
to marry Margot, but then there was the baby. I have a son, you know." 
"Be still!" he said to the snow and the crying voices in his head. 
"Just be still!" Bu.t they clamored on and he felt he would have to 
shout above them to be heard. When his voice came out he was surprised 
that it was so quiet. "You have a son?" he said. 
"Yes," Nathan said, "11-is name is Paul. He's four years old now." 
He did not know what to say. In the silence the voices contended 
with each other and the snow whirled in a crazy dance. 
"Would you like to see his picture?" Nathan said. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * 
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As he looked at the picture he heard Nathan saying, "He lives at 
my !ather's. The cook and her husband take care o! him. I go to see 
him every week. " 
The voices had begun to grow quieter now, more orderly, and the snow 
no longer whirled but !ell so!tly again. The picture in his hand felt 
sti.!!, as if it were new, and its edges were still sharp. He could feel 
them on the thumb and heel o! his hand. The child looked startlingly 
like Nathan, a miniature Nathan, the way Nathan must have looked himself 
the day he went to the park with his great grand! ather. The boy had 
the same dark reddish curling hair, the same high forehead, and the deep 
eyes, and the bones o! the !ace, although still plump and babyish, easily 
foreshadowed the clarity and strength o! !eature that characterized the 
!ather and great grandfather and set them apart !rom anyone else he had 
ever seen, like anachronisms out of some nobler and more heroic time. 
The resemblance between them was uncanny, the old man, the young man, and 
the boy. It waa like being given a glimpse o! the ages of one man; what 
had gone be!ore, what was now, and what was to come. So now this little 
boy, Nathan's son, came into the story. And what bad they bequeathed to 
him, his ancestors, other than the almost frightening similarity of 
appearance, what was it they passed on to each other? How much of the 
tangled past o! his father ran in the boy' s blood. You could not see it 
yet, you could not 1aU yet. Maybe it would never be there at all. But 
what was obvious was that Nathan himself was a!raid of the heritage he 
had passed on to this replica of himself, this miniature Nathan yet to 
become. 
"He was two months old when my wi!e died," Nathan said. 
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"She was in an accident?" he said, absorbed in the picture so 
totally that the voice or Nathan no longer had any relevance to reality. 
But as soon as be had said it he was sorry. 
"She drove into the side or an underpass;" Nathan said, "it m~ 
have been an accident, or it m~ have been deliberate. She had been 
drinking, and it was snowing out." Nathan's voice had not changed. 
This was part or the story too, just as inevitable, so the voice seemed 
to s~, and therefore no more important than the very first step, the 
very first Willful step toward disaster. 
He thought that, if be listened very carefully, he might be able 
to hear it snowing outside, especially since now, for the moment, the 
juke box was quiet. Surely, outside it was still snowing, with the 
flakes falling quieUy, setUing on top of all the other flakes, filling 
in the tracks or the people who were no longer there, and surely, if 
one listened intenUy, one would be able to hear that. 
When his uncle, his grandfather's brother, had died it was in the 
winter, and they had to bring him out strapped on a sled because the 
snow was so deep. It had not been out of drink, as everyone supposed he 
would die somedq (not so soon though, because he was still young, only 
fifty-six) but of a heart attack. It was three days before he was found, 
lying frozen on his kitchen floor because all the fires had gone out. 
They had to strap him on the big sled and haul him out, like wood, until 
they came to where the plow had been. Once he had said, "She's gone on 
a trip," and he had said, "No, she's dead, you killed her. I know you 
f 
did," because he was angry at him. But his uncle had merely repeated, 
chopping the wood with great swinging strokes of the double bitted axe, 
standing there with his legs apart, in his red checked woolen shirt, "Bo, 
she's gone on a trip." 
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The news came one night in a special delivery letter from his 
aunt. She told of the snow and of the sled. She said when the funeral 
was to be, but that if he were bus,y in school he should not feel obligated 
to come, since nothing was to be done anyway. 
He had not gone home, because of the tests, and because the bus up 
from the city cost so much. After he read the letter he sat and thought 
a while, and said, "There is nothing I can do now by going home." And 
besides he did not really believe he was dead. Even if he went, he would 
not believe it. Perhaps he, too, had gone on a trip. 
"You see, I met her at a cocktail party. Jtr father had insisted 
that I go. But I had known her before, at dancing school when we were 
children. If I had moved in the circles that my father had wanted me 
to move in I would have known her all my life. 
This, then, was the mother of the boy. It did not show, though, 
but perhaps her heritage would be asserted in the blood and triumph over 
the old man and the father, the generations of Nathans. Or, perhaps it 
would be as she bad not been. Perhaps the blood of the Nathans was so 
strong that the mother did not matter. She was tall, Nathan was saying, 
had said. She reminded him of Helen, but only by' contrast because she 
was platinum blond, naturally platinum blond, so blond that she gave off 
coldness. She had fine, aristocratic features, very clearly drawn, but 
not what you would call delicate. When he met her he kept wondering where 
he bad seen her before until she mentioned the dancing class. Her conver-
sation was like her appearance: pertect, and formal, and cold. She 
could talk about aeything and was not the least bit interested in any 
topic. When she talked or listened she looked directly at you without 
the slightest embarrassment. She was like a work or art in enamel and 
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gold, exquisite and wholly artificial. But it was not only her beauty 
that attracted Nathan, it was his inability to comprehend her personality. 
She took all the accoutrements or her social position and way or life 
seriously, yet they seemed, essentially, to mean nothing to her. She 
had gone to Dana Hall and then to Smith, from which she had only recently 
graduated. In her conversation she seemed always to be saying "This is 
thew~ one should live, as I do." The conscious part or herself was 
totally convinced of this. But more than anything else she gave the 
impression of being two people, the one who did the talking and the one 
who looked on totally uninterested. She said nothing out or the ordinary, 
and expressed herself exac~ as all the other girls of her type that 
Nathan had ever ,known. It was not that she consciously knew she wasn't 
interested. She always consciously believed in her w~ of life, but there 
' was something tucked away in the hidden drawer or her personality that 
kept calling out "Nothing is real, all is worthless," but she was so 
totally unaware or the little voice that it gave the effect or calling 
more loudly to those with whom she talked than to herself. 
That was the mother, then, that was the inheritance or the little 
boy, another taint in the blood, because Nathan had set himself, totally 
without love to solving that puzzle, to finding out its component elements. 
Why? Because she was beautiful, because she was strange, because he did 
not love her and knew he never would, and because he had lost twice before, 
and for reasons which he never knew, and never would, prol>,ably. 
This Nathan, the one who told the story, was he the real one, or 
was he just one or the pictures too? Now he was going on, saying that 
she was not artificial, in the sense of having deliberately cultivated 
manners, but that her whole personality was naturally artificial, so that 
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everything she did was completely natural to her. After he had married 
it had come to him that she was like a person mentally Ul, like 'a 
catatonic schizophrenic, cut off from everything, but with one difference--
part of her personality didn't know that she was cut off at all. 
"But the strangest thing was," Nathan said, "that, although I knew 
she had a completely unoriginal mind, not in the least except:\.'tal or 
'' 
sensitive, I could never totally believe it. She fascinated me because 
it was impossible to conceive that so unusual a face and so beautiful a 
body wouldn • t have a correspondingly strange and beautiful mind to go 
with them. She had a completely ordinary little female mind, but one 
kept expecting. You would look at her and feel that impression of' a 
double personality and think to yourself, "If only she would, what could 
she not say. What labyrintbian passages of the mind she could describe." 
But then, while you were waiting, she would say something like "Oh, it 
looks like it's going to squall; we'd better take the boat in," and there 
you'd be as if your thought had been a taut rope suddenly sliced in two, 
and you were watching one end noat, frayed, away." 
In the picture of the boy there was nothing of that, but who knew 
when the heritage would claim its own, when the blood of' the past would 
say "you are mine," when the blood of all your ancestors, those shrouded 
figures you never even heard of' in the stories, would claim you. Or per-
haps they would lie still in their graves and rest. You never knew. 
In his trunk there was a picture of himself taken when he was young. 
Every so often he took it out and looked at it, puzzling over it. It was 
a beautifUl picture. In it was the face of' a little boy which almost 
seemed to' shine as he looked at it. Not just the eyes, but the whole 
f'ace. There was a kind of' radiance about it, as if' it were transfigured. 
,.,.,. 
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He could remember the day the picture was taken, or rather he could 
remember one detail about the day. He could remember insisting on 
wearing the little oblong, striped, &r'l1f1' pin that his father had given 
him the last time he was home, and there it was on the little boy' s 
sweater in the picture. His grandmother had said "No, you shouldn't 
wear that when you're going to have your picture taken," but she had let 
him anyway, and she had also let him wear the old maroon checked sweater 
that buttoned down the front that he always wore. The sweater, with the 
army pin pinned on crooked, was there in the picture. 
So, every so often he took it out and looked at it, and could not 
really remember ever looking like that. Now, when he looked in the mirror 
at hi.Daself it seemed to him that all his features had become coarsened, 
"gross," was the word that came to him. It seemed that his race had 
changed as he had changed, and now, in his race, tor everyone to see if 
they looked closely enough, was the weakness and evil. But he had never 
intended it to happen that way, had never really known that it was happen-
ing until the one day he woke up and knew he was evil and did not under-
stand how he had got that way. 
Things kept changing so that you could not keep up with them. Maybe 
it was because he had lived too long where nothing changed, where all the 
days had been the same, so that when things started to change, he wasn't 
used to it, and had never got used to it. Things kept changing, he kept 
changing, so that he co.bld not get back the old things, so that he had 
had to let them slip 111tlay time atter time. For instance the vacations. 
Many or the vacations he had spent w1 th his new friends, because that 
seemed illlportant then. And •very summer he had worked, at different jobs, 
at different places, but always a long way- from home, as if he had to 
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keep living the new lite. The SUDIIJlers had gone by, one by one, and tor 
each one he promised hiaselt that the next one he would spend at home, 
and the two or them would be together t and he would gather up the loose 
encts or himself and come to tel'Dls with it all. But that summer had not 
come. No. He had waited too long. 
Then he had had to go home in the tall, to interrupt school even; 
'even that was not more important then. At home the hq stood up yellow 
and uncut over the fields. because they had not as yet made arrangements 
tor anyone to mow it. And as it came out, it did not get mowed that tall 
but turned brown and dead standing up, but that was later. When he came 
home that tall he noticed again the progress that the trees and the 
brush had made along the stone walls, because no one had cut them out 
with the scythe that summer, and he could see even by that, how much they 
would grow now that they would be lett to themselves with no one to cut 
them. He saw again, too, how the pastures were all grown up, and all 
the paths he had once gone down attar the cows were obscured and tangled 
with blackberry briars. That had been going on tor a long time, ever 
since the cows were gone, but that tall he had noticed it most, because, 
now he knew no one was going to put a stop to the brush and briars; they 
would creep up gradually, year by year, over the open meadows where they 
had cut the hq, and there was not going to .be anyone home to stop them, 
not anyone, because there were other things he had to do. You could •t 
pq tor it to be done either, because people mowed with ~ractors now and 
did not bother about the walls. 
As tor the dog, they decided to leave him there until winter because 
that was his home and he was very old and would not reel right in town. 
His aunt said she did not mind going up every dq to teed him. In the 
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winter, it got too cold for him to stay in the house, she would take 
him down w1 th her. 
After it was all over, finally, he was ready to go back to school, 
he locked the dog in the house and put the key up on top of' one of the 
porch beams where his aunt could get it easily. By the time he was ready 
to go, the dog, even as old as he was, had climbed up on the couch and 
was watching him out the window. 
Now they were playing a new record. Even the records kept changing, 
this time to a song he did not know, had never heard before. Nathan too, 
had changed, .from the young Nathan, but not only from that, he had changed 
from what he had thought him in the first place. In each o.:r the pictures 
he was t changed. Now he w~s telling o.:r the wedding, o.:r why he had 
married her without loving her. Indeed that was a big part of it, so it 
seemed, she had fascinated him as any puzzle will .fascinate and challenge 
when you cannot solve it easil)", and as any beautiful thing which is not 
wholly beautiful will .fascinate. .And he had wanted her with a kind of 
perversity", and had determined to get her. But throtlgh it all ran the 
.tact that he did not love her, and she did not love him, and so nothing 
was required o.:r either of them, and that made the match seem eminently 
desirable of both. Nothing was required, and so there was no .tear o.:r 
failure because there was nothing to .taU, so neither bride nor groom 
were nervous in the slightest at the ceremony that bound them to each 
other tor lite, and he was, as one paper said, "distinguished and hand-
some," and she was "distinguished and beaut1f1tl." 
Nathan's voice went on like the crisscross pattern, interfering, 
sometimes, with his own, and he knew he was missing a good deal o.:r the 
story and its significance because he did not care. Nathan had not cared 
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either. He had told, but that was a while back, how he had felt the 
first time he kissed her there as they walked on the beach after haVing 
a drink with his father, all three of them together in the living room 
with his father proposing a toast "to Margot" which really meant lll:o 
beauty and money and position," and behind his father's pleased smile 
he could see visions of merging wealth. 
As they walked along, not even holding hands, the tide was coming 
in, and it seemed that they were lions all along the beach stationed 
behind the rocks, and they roared, sometimes one way down the beach, 
and sometimes one near at hand. In the moonlight her bare arms were 
perfectly smooth and white and alluring, and so, when they stopped for 
a moment to hear what each other was saying over the roaring he had 
kissed her, and she had returned the kiss, moving against him so that 
he felt the length of her body. In the midst of the kiss, he was conscious 
that she kissed very well, with a certain professionalism, and that he 
ought not to be thinking qUite so much whUe he kissed. But it was after 
they had stopped slightly apart that he noticed the really curious thing 
which was that he had nothing at all to s:q to her, not "I love you," 
or even "DIY' darling,"· nothing whatsoever. When the kiss was finished, 
there was nothing left but the desire to kiss her again, to repeat the 
sensation. That was how it always was, and after a time he got used to 
it and didn't eJq>ect anything else, and as for her, she seemed te·-never 
have expected aqything else. She had even asked him in that brief moment 
he stood there puzzling, "W~ll, didn't you like it?" to which he could 
think of no reply except "Couldn't you tell?" 
When they were married, then, he had no fears or doubts because his 
reactions to her were all purely physical and intellectual; on the one 
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hand he could not figure her out, she was eternally and somewhat per-
versely fascinating, but on the other hand she was a kind of machine that 
he knew, from the way she acted when he kissed her, be could run perfectly. 
So there was no reason .tor worry or doubt at all, and they had been married 
by a benigb old minister, as handsome in his own way as themselves, and 
equally perfect, but who nevertheless intoned the service with the accents 
on the wrong words, but nobody really minded. After each had made the 
appropriate response, they kissed, and then they were married. 
That Nathan too, that picture? When did the pictures stop being 
just pictures and start being yourself. Maybe the pictures were as much 
yourself as anything else, maybe they were what was real, mqbe they 
were the center. Just because you felt you knew something else about 
what you could be was no criterion, maybe it was what you did that counted. 
Maybe all the pictures were you, and maybe all the pictures of Nathan were 
him, the real him. Things kept changing, you could not hold on to them. 
One by' one they slipped away, like the cats, always dying, and there was 
no reason to think- that th~ would be any exceptions. No reason to 
think there would be any exemption .tor Nathan. Wanting a thing did 
not make it so, or, as his grandmother had s8id, "If wishes were horses, 
beggars would ride." Well there was very little riding and a good many 
beggars. And if one·~ s gods were going to tumble down to a level with 
oneself all that one was obligated to do was to avoid being buried in 
the rubble, i.t possible, or; if the god was not too badly broken up, to 
stick it back together and set it up again, if it happened to be a person, 
for its own sake, jf not for yours. But there your obligation ended. 
Nothing more could be required of you. 
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Cain was dead, and the old· man slept snoring w1 th Corinne watching 
over him., probably, but the morning would come. Maybe not to Moses any 
more. Maybe he would forget, or would never remember. But usually you 
woke up after a while, and then you discovered that all the while things 
had been slippihg away, first the chickens and the pigs, then the cows, 
one by one, and the horses, and of course the cats, the cats had been 
going all that while with ,w>u unsuspecting. Then you began to realize 
what was happening, and you began to think that it was a process that was 
bound to continue, that one by' one things were going to be taken from 
• you until finally, you would be left with nothing at all, stripped 
completely bare. Because someone wanted to see wb&t you would do then. 
And it was no use fighting the process, although you couldn't help it, 
and you bad to. So even though there was no reason at all to have sus-
pected that Nathan would be exempted from the process, would be left to 
you, if no~ else, you kept hoping, because that, too, was part of 
t4,e rules of the game you played with fate. And then the idols fell, 
it was decreed that you get out of the way of the rubble, because your 
time had not yet come, and you were not to be allowed to be buried in 
the ruins, even if you thought they were worthy ruins to be buried in. 
You were not even to be allowed that. That was not the way the game went. 
So tell on your story, Nathan, because it was necessary that it all 
be heard, because it was decreed that it be told and that you hear, 
because it was decreed that a cat die and be brought to Nathan, and a 
story be told to be heard by' you. And up in front, the bartender shifted 
with the lights, and the.y kept changing the records, and the men kept 
coming and going because the.y had not the sense to stay as long as the.y 
could. They kept stubbornly thinking that somehow when the.y went out 
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things would be different. So, Nathan's marriage with no requireaents 
did not work out. Something was required or him, first b.1 himself whom 
he thought he had successfull1 escaped, or rather whom he had forgotten 
existed, rut second bf her also, though not b.1 anyconscious part or her. 
No, all those parts were completely satisfied b.1 the forms, she would 
never ask for anything else, indeed it was questionable if .she knew 
aD1 other state existed. But some unconscious part or her asked its 
due, demanded its human right to be loved which he had denied to it. 
Not getting its rights it showed itself in little dissatisfactions, 
restlessnesses, in the desire to visit friends, to go shopping, to buy', 
to have. But he did not really rdnd that, Nathan, since there was plenty' 
or money to buy with, and plenty or friends to visit, and when she was 
out or the house he had more time to study'. 
But one morning Nathan woke up early, hearing it rain. The luminous 
dial or his watch told him it was 4 a.m. and although the room was still 
dark the light was beginning to push in at the windows, and if he looked 
very very caretully he could see the little pathways or water running 
down the outside surface or the window, blending and separating. Then 
he turned to look at his sleeping wife who was beautiful, with her pale 
hair fallen partially across her race, and one cool arm lying out on the 
covers. As be looked at her he began to realize, at first only just a 
very little, like one raindrop striking the window, but then the rain-
drop .gathered momentum and joined others and began its deVious, ineVitable 
journey. He knew she was beautiful, sleeping there beside him. He 
admired her, rut the first raindrop pattered lightly, and he began to 
realize that his appreciation or her beaut, was completely cold, completely 
aesthetic, that had she been a statue in marble, which indeed, she resembled, 
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he would have admired her in precisely the same way, that he thought or 
her not at all as a creature, a being, a fiesh and blood woman, his wite, 
in bed beside him. Then the raindrops came faster and he was like the 
trees out there in the gusty wind. He knew he did not love her, he knew 
what that meant, he knew what he had done, and suddenly he was not amoral 
8J'l1DlOre, bllt iaoral, now that he lmew, and unless he wanted to damn his 
soul forever, and hers, and destroy them both he could not act the part 
ot her husband anymore. Without ~ warning he was Nathan again, as it 
his grandfather's voice down through the years had suddenly called him 
and his grandfather's hand had presented him with the rod. And now it 
rained steadily and without cessation. 
So, Nathan, (and this was 110re like Nathan) you took the rod from 
the outstretched hand, reaching down all those years, and you began to 
ask yourself what could be done, what had to be done, not to expiate 
tor what was alrea~ done, but to prevent further destruction. Between 
the sense that something must be done, and the actual thing to be done 
there was an immeasurable gulf. The first was the only honorable way 
lett to act now, but the only solution that suggested itself to you was 
divorce, a sullied, not an honorable word. And a situation that meant 
only more destruction to her whom you had never once seen as a human being, 
because, although she did net love you and knew you did not love her, she 
needed the security or the position ot marriage. Divorce would mean 
failure, and it was you that was asking, meaning, to her, that you didn't 
want her, that she had failed, because no amount ot reason would stand 
up to the tact that it was you who first asked tor the divorce. That 
was how people were made, and it would have been just the same if she 
had asked you, even if you knew it was the only ftF• It was a sorlid 
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and ugly word, but there was onl.7 one alternative: to actually love 
her, and that, you knew from the start, was futile, although ,you tried 
it out in your mind as best you could because it was the ideal solution. 
It was impossible even to conceive tor she was not even a human being 
to you ~. only an idea. 
Atter a few days he knew he would have to tell her. Arter all, one 
could not keep making the excuse that one had to stay up every night to 
study. There was nothing else to be done, sordid and ugly as it was, and 
he began to be sustained by' the delusion that it only they were honest, 
\)oth or them, everything in the end, would work out all right. He knew 
better, but he had to have something to hang on to. He knew that there 
was no getting out or it that way, that one boyscoutish idea wasn't 
going to compensate tor what he had done to her, that any way he looked 
at it, divorce was an ugly and sordid affair, and she was not going to 
come out ot it unscathed simply because he put on shining armor or 
"Truth." The sword he used was not the less rusty and crusted with the 
blood or former Victims, not the less foul. It was simply the case or 
the lesser ot two eVils, one dittering from the other onlY in the 
quantity, not the quality ot its poisoning powers. But he had to hang 
on to something. 
Well, one was always waking up, and most ot the time, when you woke 
up, you wished ;you hadn't. Not that you necessarily thought or it that 
way, but you didn't want to get up, and ;you always went back to sleep 
tor a tew minutes, and when ;you did get up it was an ettort, not as it 
;you had been sleeping all night. How was it that things got to change 
as they did, as it all growing up was just a process or becoming aware 
ot the pain and loneliness ot the world, and aware ot the portion that 
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had been allotted to you. It was impossible to comprehend how it had 
turned out that way. Arter all the sun shone often, and every year the 
spring came, and the snow mel ted away, and after every night there was 
morning; but inside you, inside everybody it was always night, with 
just a few little candles lit here and there, and they had a tandancy to 
sputter and go out. In nature the light was equal to the darkness) the 
spring not less real than the winter, but inside you the essential 
realit,y was the darkness, and everybody got to know it after a while, 
although not everybody admitted it. Then you groped around, everybody 
did, and tried to b~ a few candles. One kind of candle was called 
"position," It was not too difficult to acquire that one; another was 
"religion" one ot the old standard brands. But everybody knew they 
were just candles, nobody was really deluded into believing that their 
light was real and lasting. Everybody said they believed in Heaven, but 
everybody, when come right down to it, was afraid to die because they 
knew. Nobody really believed in those candles azvw,ore. There was one 
kind though that was very ditficul t to come by, but which everybody still 
believed in. Brandname: "Love" It was a very strange thing, the people's 
still belieVing in it, because even if you did manage to get a candle of 
that kind it always proved faulty. It was the same for everybody else 
too, yet everybody persisted in believing in that kind ot candle, even 
the people who had had the faulty ones. They kept believing there was 
a foolproof candle, even though there was scarcely any evidence at all 
tor believing it. Maybe their instincts were right after all, or, on 
the other hand, mqbe they were just born with the beliaving faculty, 
because it was one ot the things that kept them alive. In the process 
ot evolution all the non-belieYers died out, so that now everybody was 
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a believer although there was no evidence that there was a:ny such candle 
to believe in. 
As you grew up you learned those things. You had to get an alarm 
clock. Some people even had two so that they could go back to sleep 
tor a while. But when you were young it wasn't that way. Then when you 
woke up the sun was shining. When you woke up you were f'Uled with joy, 
and the sun was all over you on the bed, and you got up and hung out the 
window and there was all the dew on the grass, and the kittens sunning 
themselves on the big stone under your window, and behind the barn the 
hill rolled up to the woods and the woods up to the sky, and maybe 
you'd see your grandfather walking out to the barn along the flagstone 
path with all the cats in a row behind hia waving their tails, and there 
it would all be, morning after morning. 
"She had been doing a strange thing for about a week past;1 Nathan 
said. "She had been watching me through an upstairs window as I came 
home from school. I could alwqs see her standing there with one hand 
on the drapery, when I came up the garden path. I would wave and she 
would nod back, and then come downstairs to meet me and tell me what 
she had done during the dq'. I couldn't imagine why' she was watching 
me that way since she had never done it before. Then, one evening, just 
two dqs before the day I had decided I would talk to her about the 
di voroe, she came into the stud,y' and sat down in the chair precisely 
as a student does tor a conference." 
Nathan's wife came in on the eTe or the divorce announcement and 
sat down in the chair and folded her hands in her lap like a nervofls 
and sulky student with a blank face. He said, "Hello." He said he was 
glad she had come in, he was tired of' studying. There she sat, his wife, 
" 
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looking at her hands, and he began to know that something serious was 
wrong. 
"There's something I have to tell you," she said. 
"Yes?" Nathan said, beginning to feel numb, preparing himself for 
whatever it was that was to come. 
"I'm going to have a baby. I've been to the doctor and he's sure. 
He sqs I'm going to have one." 
Nathan hadn't prepared himself enough. He could think of nothing 
to sq. they had always been careful to avoid children, ostensibly until 
he was further along with his education, but real.ly', although he did not 
admit it to himself until later, because he did not want. her to have his 
children. So there was nothing he could think of to say. 
"You know I don't want it. It wasn't rq fault we're having it. 
I don't want it," she kept saying. 
He was struck by the phenomenal iroD¥ ot it all. that she should 
be going to have a baby !!2!• that she had decided to tell him that night, 
as it the gods were making sport ot him, plqing a kind ot horrible joke; 
first waking him up and parading horrors before his eyes, showing him 
what had to be done, and then shakiDg with laughter, roaring out "Too 
late, too late, now you're stuck. We've sent you a baby:" 
"I don't want it. You know I don't. But the doctor said he wouldn't 
do aD1'thing about it. I offered him all kinds of money, but he wouldn't 
take it." 
She had asked the doctor that. Inside her at that very moment the 
baby was growing, striving for lite, and neither ot them wanted it, and 
she would have it killed it she could. Poor litUe thing, not even a 
human being yet, striving for its lite all alone there in the dark. They 
had brought it into being. 
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He tried to take her in his arms. "Don't say that, don't talk 
like that, Margot, I do want it. We'll love it when it comes. You'll 
see. Don't talk like that aqymore." 
"I won't love it," she said. "I'll hate it. I hate it already." 
"In a few days you'll feel different," he said. "We'll love it 
when it comes." 
"No~ b.1 God, I won't." 
So then she had locked herself into her room and would not let 
him in. Later he let himself in with the servants' key. She was asleep 
and had been crying. When he tried to put his arms around her she awoke 
and pulled bitterly awq from him. He lay there beside her, not knowing 
what to do, hoping that now that they were going to have a child he could 
love her, that,the child would bring them together, that there would be 
no need for the divorce at all. But all the while he hoped he knew it 
was futile. He knew that the divorce would have to come, that the only 
thing to do now was to wait until the baby was born. Bu.t nevertheless 
he kept hoping and hoping. 
But it did not do ~ good to hope, did it Nathan, aocl things did 
not work out ~ better. J;ound her mouth there came to be little lines 
of bitterness, marring the perfect smoothness of ner features, and her 
eyes became abstracted more than ever. At first he could not understand 
the excessiveness of her hatred for the child. True, sne had never liked 
children, but neither had she disliked them. She had simply been indif.ter-
ent. So that now he cou.la not understand her feeling. 
The night he took her to the hospitaJ., wnue he waited in the c:ii.mly 
lit room, he oegan to comprehend the Violence of her reaction. And it 
all seemed so simple that he wondered that it had. not occurrea to him. before. 
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She was afraid because she knew (not consciously, but with some part of 
her mind, surely), that she could not love a child. Somewhere inside 
her there was a secret door, and the baby was knocking, demanding entrance. 
He demanded to be let into the room where love was, but she knew there 
was no love behind the door, that was the secret, there was only' the 
knowledge that she could not love. And the baby threatened to make her 
know it. She had not had to love her husband, that had been part of the 
bargain, part of the conditions of their marriage. As he waited he began 
to understand that now, and he began to understand what he had deprived 
her of by not loving her, and by marrying her, by letting her marry him 
on those conditions. As he waited all those thoughts came to him, and 
WW'lt away again, and the room began to feel very cold. 
When the dog died it was out in the garage in the winter--during 
the Christmas vacation. His aunt had made up a bed for the dog out 
there when it got too cold to leave him any longer on the hill. It was 
ditticul t for the old dog to get used to a new house. In all his fifteen 
years he had never spent the night away from• home except that night during 
the storm when he had been caught in the trap. So it was diffioul t for 
him to get used to the new way of living. And when he was let out he 
could no longer go where he pleased but must stay in the fenced in yard 
that had been built especially for his aunt• s dogs. These two, both 
boxers, were the reaeon he stayed in the garage and not the house. When-
ever he went out in the yard he would raise up his old, graying head and 
sniff and peer, as it in the hope of finding himself at home again, where 
he had lived all his lite. Then puzzled at the change, he would totter 
listlessly around the yard and come in again. 
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When he came home from school that Christmas the dog was qying. 
He lay out in his box very thin and blear-eyed, and his coat was rough 
and harsh to the touch. But the dog wagged his tail and tried to lift 
his head when he bent down beside him. His aunt brought out some soup 
and ground-up meat she had made for the dog, and they tried to feed it 
to him, but he would not eat. 
"He doesn't get up any more," his aunt said, "but he doesn't seem 
to be in any pain. He's just old. I t-hought," she said, "of having 
him put to sleep, but I didn't think you would want to, and I didn't 
want to either. He's used to it here now. I didn't want to move him 
again. Don't you think it's better that way?" 
"Yes," he said, "he doesn't seem to be suffering, does he?" 
"No, I thought it was best for him to die a natural death. You've 
had him so long. He waa a good old dog." 
"Yes," he said, "I think it's better. If it were summer I would 
take him. up on the hill." 
''Well," she said, "I'll make some lunch. Did I tell you, I got a 
letter from your father. He said to tell you he'll write soon. He's 
been busy. They're on field maneuvers again. I'll call you when 
lunch is ready." 
Then she went in, and he could hear her in the kitchen setting 
the table and getting things out of the refrigerator. He petted the 
dog, and it wagged its tail feebly, but did not seem very interested. 
He covered it up with the piece of blanket because, although the garage 
was heated, it seemed cold out there. 
He wondered, if he got up and looked out the window again, if it 
would still be snowing. He wondered, also, what time it was, but he 
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did not really want to know. Nathan had stopped talking again, and he 
did not know where the story had lett ott, nor how much he had missed, 
but he did not really care except that the story should finish eventually, 
and they could go home, because all ·you were obligated to do was to keep 
out or the rubble. 
At the bar, suddenly, an argument fiared up, and two voices came 
louder than all the others, although he could not distinguish just what 
they were saying. One or the men stood up and made his way toward the 
other, but the bartender was betwean them. He was talking too, and 
finally the man sat back down again, and the bartender himself play-ed 
a record. Neither of the men got up and lett, as he had expected would 
happen. He was glad tor that. 
Now Nathan was telling about the birth of the baby, how he had 
held it in the hospital, his son. He marvelled that so frail fa creature had 
not been poisoned by the hatred, and had persisted in growing, in coming 
to lite, despite its not being wanted, and now was completely dependent 
on them tor its existence. He held it out in the hall by the baby ward 
because he had not wanted to anger his wife or upset her when he was in 
the room. The nurse had shown it to him, and Margot had held it tor a 
little while, her face expressionless. When the nurse carried it away 
he had felt a sudden possessive alarm tor its safety, so that when he 
left her room he went to look at it through the glass window to see that 
it was all right, and if it was sleeping or not. The nurse recognized 
him and brought it out, and gave it to him to hold. It was so small he 
was afraid of dropping it, but it seemed to have no fear itself and was 
quite content and eventually went to sleep. He loved it. He wondered 
it it had any awareness or not having been wanted, ot the monsters who 
" 
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were its parents. He thought of how different things should have been, 
how they should have waited for it with love, how proud they should have 
been, and happy. how the three or them should have been together. But 
it slept on as if oblivious. As if the struggle tor birth having been 
accomplished it rested and could not trouble itself with anything else. 
He wondered how it would grow, what sort of a man it would become, and 
if all the past that was behind it would shape it and harm it. But for 
all that, as he held it, he could not be entirely sorry that it was born. 
Nathan had shown him the picture or the little boy, the young Nathan, 
and there was no telling what the picture would change into, because the 
pictures did change. In his trunk he had a picture, too. It had been 
a mistake to invent the camera, and its wide popularity was a form or 
aasochism. But it did not matter, really, because there were all the 
old pictures in your head, and they were more real than the ones on 
paper, and it was impossible to burn ~· 
Now, in the story, Nathan was creating new pictures. Your head got 
so stuffed with them sometimes, you wished you could clean them all out 
like so much rubbish and start over again. Now, he was telling, how 
almost as soon as she got home she began drinking, and at first he had 
not known about it, until the cook, Minnie, whom he had known all his 
life, with great embarrasSIIlent had finally hinted at it. Now he was 
telling of how her parents, and his father, and all her friends kept the 
house filled with fiowers in honor of the baby, because she had always 
said she liked fiowers. For a long time, when he came home from school 
every afternoon, there were new ones. They seemed all over the house. 
Somehow he had felt that they vaguely threatened the baby. But he had 
hired a good nurse. He had picked her from over twenty applicants. 
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Margot saw the baby as litUe as possible, and when she had it with her 
the little lines setUed in around her mouth. He was pleased with the 
nurse. She seemed genuinely fond or the baby. She had had many children 
or her own, all grown up now, and with their own children. Nevertheless, 
there were a great many flowers. 
One spring, when be had come home on vacation, he had been amazed 
as he walked along the road from the driveway at all the different kinds 
or flowers. There were so many, all field flowers. The thought came to 
him in those words as he walked along from the driveway to the house: 
"I did not remember there were so many flowers." Even in the fall there 
were flowers growing over the fields, goldenrod, and ironweed, and devil's 
paintbrushes. 
That fall, previous to the day she was to leave, one or the Loises 
who had visited him and his grandfather in the few days he had at home at 
the end or the summer's work, it had rained all night. So that, in the 
morning, when he was to say good-bye to her, it was very misty. He had 
ridden down the road a way with her, and now stood outside the car in 
the mist, listening to the silence, and smelling the. pungent odor or the 
goldenrod and the sweeter smell or the wet grass before the sun came up. 
Her voice rose up at him from the window, and he bent down a litUe. 
"Goodbye, Tom. Don't forget, you register the fifteenth." She smiled 
her small sad smile. 
"No, I won't forget." He was conscious more or the fog than or her 
presence. 
"I' 11 see you than 1" 
"Yes." 
"Not before?" 
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"No." He took her hand and bent in to kiss her on the head, "I 
don't think so." 
The polyphony ot their voices had lingered in the air about him 
as the big car descended the hill, vanished into the hollow, and reappeared, 
climbing slowly. It reached the crest, hesitated, then disappeared into 
the mist. 
He dropped his hand to his side and began walking home, still listen-
ing to the hush of the air before the sun came up. He stopped and took 
ott his sneakers and walked on bar~t. The tog flowed around him as 
he walked, stripping awtq any need to have an identity; a breeze blew 
his loose shirt against his body, and the dirt was cool and red under 
his teet. He passed the big rock in the lower meadow, glad to be .finally 
alone. Six days remained now before he must return to school. 
He counted them softly to himselt like a child who has saved up money 
tor the purchase of some precious object. W]J;h these six days he hoped 
to regain something. Vaguely he knew that things had been going too 
.fast .for him, that all unexpectedly he had lett that September tour 
years ago and had never been able to come back, really. 
He walked slowly, and the mist flowed around him. On his lett the 
new grass was springing up between the dried stubble of the lately mown 
hq; on the right the pasture sloped down to the dark woods, scarcely 
visible, now, mysterious, in the tog. As he walked he put first one 
toot then the other into the water of the ditch running beside the road. 
He stopped and bent down and could see the small pebbles and bent graas 
blades at its bottom. He touched the tips ot his fingers to the water 
and then to his lips. 
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Once, in the city, in the spring, he had heard the water rushing into 
a grate as he passed, and it had brought back all those springs when the 
ditches ran full and red with the melting snow, and the dirt from the 
road. 
He walked on, eventually coming to the point in the road, where he 
. knew, if he were racing the other way, it would seem that the road had 
come to an end, and that there was only' space, like the end or the world 
when the world was flat. Nearing the house he made out its stark out-
lines through the mist. The darker bulk or the barn loomed more distinct, 
the sag or its roor silhouetted against the sky. He knew by the rectan-
gular patch or blackness that the barn door was open. The dog heard him 
and barked tentatively. His grandtather appeared in the middle or the 
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black rectangle and stood, ror a moment, on the threshold before he saw 
him turning in at the driveway. His heavy voice came muted through the 
air. "Tom, come here a minute. • 
The fog soaxea in toe woras. He knew from the tone what had 
happened, but he walked slowly up the drive, prolonging the moments 
before intuition would hllcome certainty. 
They stood together in the doorway, himself a head taller than 
the old man, looking down at the horse stretched on the floor, its 
rib-cage grotesquely out or proportion to its thin, wasted neck. The 
horse raised its head and looked at them with bright e,yes. He wondered 
how the neck could support the weight or the boey head. The old man's 
presence was round and solid beside him. 
"He must have gone down in the night." 
"Yes." 
"I thought he wouldn't last much longer. He never would • a wintered." 
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"I suppose not." 
"He couldn't eat anymore, I fed him plenty. He's got no teeth; 
they-'re all worn down. The grass just balls up in his mouth and falls 
out." 
"res." He was a little shocked, as he had been every so often in 
his lite with the old man, at his callousness. He had never been able 
to decide if it was a natural insensitivity or a necessary indifference 
built up through the long years of' seeing animals die, of accepting the 
cycle of' birth and death. Surely he must know he was old himself. How 
many more years, five, two'l But it had not turned out to be even that. 
"She used to take her car out in the afternoons, too," Nathan said. 
"Henry finally told me, because he was worried about the drinking, you 
know." Nathan's voice was still the story-teller's voice, separate from 
the story, interested in it, wondering at it. "It was that that made me 
decide to talk to her about the divorce sooner than I had actually planned. 
I thought she would be relieved and glad to get rid of the baby." 
Together they- had sawed out the bar that separated the two stalls 
so that the horse, if' he tried, would have more room to get up and would 
not get stuck under the bar. Neither of them really thought that the 
horse had strength enough left but neither would take the responsibility 
of s~g so, and after all there was always a chance. The bar was 
thick and of hard wood, actually the trunk of a young tree, still with 
its bark on, almost eight inches in diameter. They rested often as they 
sawed, the old man breathing heavily, He could see the round drops of 
perspiration collect on the old un• s pale forehead, tb.e section of his 
face untanned by the sun, protected by the ever present visored cap. 
His own hands began to feel hot. ·Finally the bar was cut through, and 
" 
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t~ pulled the horse into a betper position. Once he almost snapped 
at his grandfather for his roughness, but he restrained himself. When 
the jo)J was done the old man went to the house, walking with his short, 
heavy, shuttling steps, followed by the dog. 
He went out and mowed grass behind the barn where the second 
growth alwqs sprang up thick and green. The dew was cold on his teet, 
and he listened abstractly to the slow whispering of the long , treacherous 
sc,ythe as it slipped effortlessly through the grass. He thought ot the 
times he had not bothered to visit the horse, unwilling to see him growing 
old, unwilling to summon up the emotions necessary to face the facts, 
preferring rather not to know and not to be bothered. 
Inside the barn again he felt, with annoyance, the dirt and straw: 
clinging to the bottoms ot his teet. He fed the horse handful by handful, 
and the horse ate greedily, as alwqs, snatching it from his hand with a 
kind ot mock teroci ty, bllt chewing laboriously. When there was yet half 
of the pile lett the horse dropped his head to the fioor with a slight 
thump. The boy folded a feedbag and put it under his head so that the 
eye would not be cut on the boards. That being done, there was nothing 
left to do. Looking sheepish, he sat down on the fioor, his back to the 
wall, and began to sing the old cowboy songs he had sung as a child to 
keep the horse company as he rode along. 
As he sang he remembered how he had promised the horse that when 
he was grown they would go West, because tor the horse that would be 
going home. The words of the songs were so familiar he did not have to 
think of them. They drifted through the darkness ot the horsebarn, losing 
th81tlselves in the masses of cobwebs ot the low, slanted root and among 
the dust covered old harness and boxes that had accumulated in the third 
and never used stall. 
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He avoided looking at the horse, as he sang, not wishing to see 
the extreme~ thinness and unnatural position, the neck stretched back 
so that he could breath more easilY. Occasionally he looked at the head 
which seemed somehow to belie the weakness and helplessness of the body. 
The strong, heavy bones of the head had not changed very much. The eyes 
were bright and clear, alert. They watched him with interest. Seeing 
the strength and life of the head he began to wonder what would make the 
horse die. Just what process within that large body would stop first. 
He wondered as he sang quietly looking out the door, aware that the sun 
was rising, but that it would be a rainy day, if the horse was afraid, 
confused, not because he was dying, but because he was forced to lie in 
such an unnatural position and could not get up, he who had always been 
stubborn and proud. He wondered if the horse was suffering. It did 
not seem so except once or twice he pawed feebly with his front feet 
or kicked out with his bind legs, stiffly, groaning a little. His 
breath came heaVilY, his nostrils distending into round o• s and the 
shaggy brown flank jerking at every breath, but he took into consideration 
that the horse had had heaves for years and always breathed heavily'. But 
the prone position must make it even harder to breathe. He began to fear, 
19oking at the bright head, that the horse would live a long while yet, 
and would not be able to get up--that he would begin to suffer more. 
He heard the door ot the kitchen close and his grandfather's shuffling 
steps along the path. He stopped singing and waited. 
"Come on to the house, there's nothing you can do." 
"Do you think he'll live longT" 
"I don't know. He might go a couple ot days like that. It he 
doesn't die by tomorrow morning we'll have to get somebody to shoot him." 
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He did not answer, being forced to admit to himself what he had 
managaq untU then to exclude from his mind. Mistaking the silence the 
old man became angry. 
"You can't just leave him there. He'll only get worse and tear 
himself all to hell as he starts to thrash around. I tell you he'll 
have to be shot, it he don't die." 
"Yes." 
"Well, god damn it, you can't just leave him there. You'll have 
the board or health up here. Don't be so damn stubbom." 
"I'm not. I know. I mean, I know he'll have to be shot. I just 
wish he'd die, that's all." 
"Maybe he will, you can't tell." The silence flowed between them 
again. 
"What if they miss? What it one shot doesn't kill him?" He was 
looking at the long heavy bones and the bright eyes or the head. 
"They just shoot again, god damn it, and why should they miss?" 
He did not think he could do it, and he knew it aeyone had to do 
it it should be himself. He did not even know if he could be there. 
He had not known he could stand so little. 
"Come on," the old man's voice was quieter now, "let's go to the 
house. There's nothing you can do right now. Maybe he'll die himself." 
He followed his grandfather out or the bam, ashamed. For the first 
time in his lite he doubted if he could make himself do what might have 
to be done. He had not known he was such a coward. 
"Here," Nathan said, "I've got one." He reached across the table, 
the match flaring up, first red, then yellow, in his hand. He held it 
in the tips of the fingers of his bandaged hand and the bandage was lit 
up in the tiny glare. 
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"Thanks," he said, feeling the smoke in his mouth now, just for a 
moment, before swallowing it. Nathan shook his hand. Suddenly the match 
went out. The fingers that held it were cast into momentary obscurity. 
Then they dropped the dead match into the ashtray. Its head made a tiny 
tinkling sound as it struck the glass. 
Periodically, throughout the morning, driven by his gull t, he 
visited the horse but was unable to force himself to stay. Inside the 
barn he could not avoid looking at the animal, and in time a kind or 
nameless terror rose up within him, like the terror or a man on the 
battlefield. What would the horse ~1 What if he began to die right 
then. The rear was so strong that 1 t was almost physical. He had to 
struggle with himself to keep from running each timethe horse made a 
-
slight movement. S~ronger and stronger grew the wish that it would be 
soon. 
During the morning there was not much change except that the 
horse refused to eat and seemed no longer able to raise his head. The 
eyes remained clear and bright and each time the boy entered the barn 
the eyes followed him. 
When the horse lay quietly the boy forced himself to look. The 
sheer bulk or the animal made his helplessness all the more terrifying. 
A small animal, a cat, a dog, would die lying down, but for a horse this 
nat position was unnatural. A small animal you could surround with your 
s,ympathy, care, but the life or a horse was big, separate. If he kicked, 
if he jumped he could crush you. He was alone and the very bigness or 
his lite made it seem all the harder for him to give it up. Looking at 
the clear, intelligent eyes, he wondered again what would stop first 
within the horse. 
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Toward late afternoon the horse had begun to swell. The ribs 
arched up from his belly and the skin pulled tight over them with each 
breath. The hind leg stuck out stiffly. He knew then that the horse 
would never try to get up again. Somehow, all day, he had waited for the 
struggle, waited and feared because of the inevitable consequences, but 
now he knew that the horse would not try, and this realization shook him. 
It was not like the horse. He had always been so proud and stubborn 
and insistent on his own way. Only two years before he had thrown the 
boy who had been showing off by kicking him with his heels. The incident 
had delighted his aunt and grandfather who had laughed at him sitting 
there in the spring mud, the' horse beside him looking down inquisitively. 
But now the horse was acquiescing to death. He seemed to be changing. 
He was not the horse he had known. In some subtle, surrealistic way he 
became in his helplessness and his acquiescence identified with the girl, 
with all the Loises, and it was this that shook him. He felt as if the 
old familiar horse had failed him and as if he had failed this new horse. 
He desperately wanted to keep his feelings separate. He wanted the horse 
, to be Blaze, to feel for him in the old pure way, but more and more the 
ideal mingled. He could not keep the past and the present separate, 
and the horse's eyes seemed, like the girls', to demand of him what he 
could never give, accusing in that helpless way. 
Outside the fog had not lifted. It was raining slightly as he made 
his way to the house, feeling the cold drizzle on his face, wishing that 
the horse would die soon. 
By five that afternoon the horse had begun to sweat. As soon as he 
opened the door he saw that the f17es no longer followed him, but were 
glazed, turned inward, as if to watch the faltering processes within his 
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body. The neck was stretched back in an even more awkward, strained 
position; the nostrils dilated until the pink showed. Soon his whole body, 
even his head, was wet and dark with the sweat. Tiny drops of it clung 
to the ends of the long belly hairs. The distended belly, arched by" 
the ribs, rose grotesquely out of the gaunt, hollowed neck. The hip 
bone stuck up rawly, the sld.nt lying loosely over it emphasizing the 
wasted rump. The tail was matted and dirty. Little rivulets of sweat 
began to run down between the great heaVing ribs. The horse steamed 
sligh~ in the cooling evening air. He brought a quilt from the house 
and covered the horse tucking it down in back and attempting to pull it 
up along the neck. It was too short. 
Feeling that he should do something he sat down beside the horse 
and attempted to take the head into his lap, but it was heavy and rigid, 
and tearing that he would only make it more difficult for the horse to 
breathe, he laid it back on the burlap bag. His hands were wet with the 
sweat, and a few short brown hairs stuck to them. Still the horse's 
nostrils worked in and out and the noise of his violent breathing filled 
the darkening barn. His neck was strained back farther than ever. 
He stared at his wet hands and then wiped them ott on his thighs. 
He rose to go. "ID.aze!" he whispered, but the horse did not turn his 
eyes. He bent to pull the blanket up on the horse's neck, and stepped 
into the fog, closing the door carefully behind him. 
At seven that night the horse was still alive. He lay in the same 
position breathing in long harsh gasps, the quilt now completely soaked 
through and the fioor around it damp and black with the sweat. He .stood 
in the doorway but did not go in. He tel t ~'bl&ing but the one wish that 
death would come soon. 
" 
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An hour later the horse was dead. He knew by the silence when he 
opened the door. The body was perfectly still, steaming in the light of 
the fiashlight. The eyes were open, looking intensely inward, and the 
lips were drawn slightly back. Unable to stop himself, he reached out 
and touched the nose. He recoiled. It was like old rubber. Instantly 
he remembered the sun-filled aftemoon in the lower pasture when he, rich 
with an apple, had called the horse tq·him. The horse was a giant, 
towering over him. Then quite by accident the nose brushed his hand, 
and he had been startled by its velvet softness. "There is nothing in 
the world as soft as a horse's nose," he had thought in that instant. 
" • • • home yet?" he heard Nathan say, one yellow diamond popping 
out of the crisscross pattern. 
"What?" he said. 
"Was Roger home yet when you took Moses?" 
"No," and then, realizing something more was being asked, "Corinne 
said he was due soon though." 
"I thought he was coming earlier. Maybe you should have stayed with 
her." 
"No, she was all right. She didn't mind." The blues record was 
playing again. The same one as before. He was glad to hear it. 
He stepped out of the barn, turning off the fiashlight, and in the 
dark closed the door, propping it carefully shut. He walked along the 
stone path to the house, his feet familiar from long habit with each 
turn and depression or rise of the stones. The night was starless and 
pressed heavily around him. He did not wish to see the light from the 
house and only looked up whan his feet crossed the line from the darkness 
into the yellow square thrown out on the lawn. 
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He told the old man, and they talked or what was to be done with 
the body. He made coffee and then sat with his feet propped against 
the bottom edge or the open oven, his chair tilted back on two legs, 
holding his cup in both hands. The old man sat in the crooked rocker 
with the matted sheepskin at its back. 
The boy waited comfortably now for the inevitable comment, glad 
for the warmth or the cup between his hands. 
"Sit down, you're cutting the linoleum." 
"0, the hell with it, we'll get a new one." 
"No, by God, we won't. This one cost enough." 
"It doesn't hurt it." 
"It sure as hell does. Just look at all the holes you've got 
in it already. Sit down." 
He knew it was true. The linoleum which they had had since his 
high :SChool days was pocked with semi-circular cuts from the chair 
legs. He alway-s read sitting there, the bottoms or his shoes hot from 
the oven. 
"0, all right." 
They sat quietly a few minutes, he watching the steam from the 
teakettle, vaguely trying to remember which inventor had been inspired 
by watching a teakettle and what it was he had invented. The dog began 
to snore and twitch in his sleep. 
';'God damn fool," his grandfather said, "Must be dreaming. Do you 
think they dream?" 
"I guess so. They seem to aqyway." He thought a moment then added, 
"I don't think they see any images though." 
"Any ~1" 
.. 
"Images--pictures." 
"Oh." 
They were quiet again. An owl hooted mournfully in the woods 
under the hill. "Hear the owl?" 
"The~?" 
"The owl." 
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"No, is there one? This god damn weather, I ~an't hear a thing." 
"I'll get you a Little Hear All," he laughed momentarily. 
They went on the porch to l~sten for a few minutes, staring into 
the dark. Back in the kitchen again the old man said, "I'll call Johnny 
in the morning. He'll drag him right out. You don't think he'll upset 
the tractor on the side-hill do you?" 
"No, I suppose not, not if he's careful. Isn't there anybody with 
a wagon though?" 
"Now, how in hell would you get him on a wagon anyway, and even if 
you did its so grown up over back that you couldn't get a wagon through." 
"I guess not. It really is that grown up, isn't it?" 
"I don't think he'll have an;y trouble. He can use the big rope or 
maybe he's got a chain. If the damn fool just don't turn the tractor 
over." 
He thought of the heavy rigid body jolting over the stones, through 
the briars. "Yes, well I'm going to bed." 
The old man looked at him then, "It'll be done by the time you get 
back from town." 
"Yes." 
"What time shall I call you?" 
"Aey'time. Eight-thirty, I guess. When's Jen coming?" 
"Nine. You better get up earlier." 
"All right, anytime." 
"Goodnight, Tom." 
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"Goodnight." For a moment he felt the old man's hand clumsy on 
his shoulder. 
The fiight of stairs to his bedroom seemed very long. As he 
mounted them one by one he thought, in time to the plodding of each 
step, of that long procession of animals that had died or been sold as 
both he and his grandfather grew older. They had slipped away quietly 
the way one loses one's childish possessions, without pain, until one day 
one wakes to ask "Where is my snakeskin belt, my hunting cap?" First the 
pigs had gone, then the cows, somewhere along the line the chickens. 
Lastly the horses--they had always been a horse-loving family--the old 
work-horses first. He saw them disappearing into the truck and the 
tailboard shut and the empty halters in the barn. Then only the saddle 
horses left, his and his aunt's, Slllley Jim, who had died the winter 
before. He had received the letter at school, a comfortable distance 
away. Now his horse, and always, all through his life, the cats and 
kittens dying. 
He sat on the bed in the dark, glad to have the excuse of going 
to town in the morning. When the tractor came he would be saying 
perhaps "A carton of Luckies, please," or he might be having an ice 
cream soda with his aunt, chocolate with coffee ice cream. They woul!d 
drag the horse to the woods; he would not even know where. Someday when 
he was walking there he might find the bones, gray with specks of dirt 
in them, but that would be something altogether different from the 
horse. They would contain no hint of skin tom over rocks or of a rope 
mark around his neck. He had not known he could take so little. 
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Looking around his room, familiar even in the dark, he felt only 
a shallow emptiness as if he had drunk too much water on an empty 
stomach and was still~ hungry. Gradually the emptiness was filled by 
a deep ache of inevitability, a pain he realized that seemed sharper 
now because new, but which would eventually subside into an accompanying 
ground bass, almost unnoticed, ever present. In the dark he went to 
the window, opened it and listened for the brook. He saw in the distance 
the outlines of the hills, solid, unchanging, but in the silence he felt 
the woods creeping over the fields and unused pastures; the young trees 
springing up by the untended walls where hired tractors could not mow and 
where he was not home enough to keep them back, and where he would never 
be home enough. 
He lay down on the bed in the dark and closed his eyes. Downstairs 
he heard his grandfather putting wood in the stove for the night and 
talking to :the dog. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * 
"Are you all right?" Nathan said. 
"Yes. I think I will play a song," he said. "Excuse me a minute." 
"All right," Nathan said. 
When he came back he slid into the booth without looking at Nathan. 
He felt the embarrassment creeping along the back of his neck, but 
Nathan simply offered him a cigarette and continued the story as if 
anxious, now, to get to the end. The song came on. It was the "Black 
Hawk Waltz." He had known it for a long time, but he could never remember 
just when he had first heard it. Perhaps it had been at a party one of 
his classes, a smaJ.l:.one, had had to celebrate the end of the term. 
They had been drinking a little, and the professor sat down at the piano 
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and played the "Black Hawk Waltz" which made them all have to adjust 
their images so that a little quiet ripple of wonder and pleased surprise 
had gone around the room. But perhaps that was not the first time. He 
could never really remember. 
Nathan and his wife sat in the library, the same one where he had 
met his grandfather that day when he had had to push with all his strength 
at one leaf of the door to open it. She had been drinking just enough so 
that she did not care whether he knew or not. They sat half facing each 
other looking into the fire. Nathan said they had not been getting along 
very well, that something was bothering her, that perhaps it would be 
better to be apart for a while. 
She asked sarcastically if it was the drinking. He said that was 
only part of it, more a symptom than a cause. 
She looked at him and said, "Is it a divorce you want?" 
He said, "I think that might be the only solution. Things don't 
seem to be getting any better." 
She looked into the fire and laughed. He got up and stood b,y the 
window. It was the same window his great grandfather had stood before 
that morning waiting for him. 
She stopped laughing and was silent. Then she said, "I won't let 
you have the bab,y, you know. You'll have to take it to court." 
He didn't turn around. He kept looking out the window. It was a 
lowering January d~ with thick, colorless snow clouds. The bare 
branches of the trees stretched upward striving for the last vestiges 
of light from the sun that was fast being paled and obscured b,y the clouds. 
On the ground at the foot of one of the trees, the one nearest the house, 
four chickadees were picking in the snow. "Why not7" he aaid. 
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She did not bother to answer but got up and left the room. He stood 
at the window convincing himself that she was only trying to punish him 
and that she had not meant what she had said. 
For two days he did not see her. Henry, Minnie's husband and butler 
for his father, told him that the lawyers had come on both days while 
he was at school. On the morning of the third day she came to break-
fast. She acted much the same as ever, commented on the bad weather and 
said his father had asked them for cocktails in the afternoon. She was 
dressed in her blue dressing gown, that she often wore, one of his presents 
to her. He was struck afresh by her peculiar beauty, and it puzzled and 
angered him that he could not love her. It all seemed such a waste. 
Arter they had drunk the juice she poured the coffee from the carate 
and said, "When do you want the divorce?" 
"Whenever you think its best. Whenever you reel like it," he said. 
"I feel well enough. I feel fine," she said. 
"Whenever you think then." 
"I have to use the grounds of 'mental cruelty,' of course. Unless 
you have affairs. Do you? Purely for the lawyers information, of 
course." 
"You know I haven•t" he said. 
"All right, it'll have to be mental cruelty then. That• s a good 
broad area." 
"Margot," he said, ''You know I didn't want this to happen, don't 
you? If I thought there were anything else we could do, but I can't 
see anything else. " 
"Oh well," she said and made a vague circular motion in the air. 
., 
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"It hasn't been your fault," he said, "it's been mine. I should 
have realized that I wouldn't be a good husband for you. I should have 
thought ahead a little. I'm sorry," he said, "really I am.'' 
"Oh, you were all right," she said. 
Minnie brought the cereal. ''You be careful driving to school, Mr. 
Nathan," she said, "It's storming bad out. Why don't you just stay home 
today." 
After she was gone Margot said, "Well then, shall I make arrange-
ments for you to see the lawyers over the weekend, or would you rather 
some afternoon?" 
"The weekend would be better, I guess." 
"All right. Aren't you going to eat your cereal?" 
"No. Well, I'd better be going." He stood up. "I am sorry, Margot." 
"That's all right,• she said. 
The driving had been bad. It was one of the worst sto:nns of the 
winter, so bad in fact that th~ closed school at noon because the 
streetcars were expecting they would have to stop service on some lines. 
It was not so much snow as freezing sleet. Under the car wheels it 
hardened immediately into ice. It took him over two hours to get home. 
When the garage door opened he saw that her car was gone, but for a 
moment it made no impression on him. What did surprise him was that 
Henry came running out or the house.door. He slipped on the steps and 
almost fell but caught himself by the railing. He wondered why Henry 
did not meet him at the inner door connecting the garage to the house. 
It greatly puzzled him. But soon Henry was explaining that she had 
taken the car, that she had been drinking, that she had said she was 
going to buy a cocktail dress, that she would not let him drive her. 
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They had told her the stores would probably be closed because of the 
storm, but she had said she would go and see anyw~. 
He went inside and called the police. When he had hung up there 
was nothing to do. He went into the smaller livingroom and turned on 
the television but only got children's programs and cartoons. He went 
into the library and stood before the window. Suddenly· a strange thing 
happened. It was as if he were a small boy again coming into the 
library and seeing the figure of his grandfather at the window. The 
figure turned toward him and said, "Good morning, Nathan." Then he 
was the figure by the window and a voice behind him said "I won't give 
up the baby." 
Outside the snow was coming fast. He walked back and forth through 
the library. As he walked his comprehension of the problem changed. 
It seemed no longer serious, it seemed that he had acted in haste to 
call the police, that it had been a foolish thing to do. Probably she 
was perfectly all right. He became annoyed then that she was causing so 
much trouble for ever.yone else. It seemed only self-indulgence on her 
part. She had no right to worr.y them in that way. She was just punishing 
him in one of her obscure little ways. As he walked he became more annoyed. 
The phone rang and so startled him momentarily that he did not move. 
It rang a second time, and he picked it up thinking, as he did so that 
he could not remember walld.ng from the window to where he was. 
"Hello, , Marchand speaking." 
"Hello, Marchand, this is the police. We found your wife. She had 
an accident on River Drive.'' 
"Where have you taken her?" he said, eavisioning the ambulance and 
the hospital and Margot lying pale in the bed with her blond hair fanned 
aero ss the pillow. " 
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There was a long pause on the phone, and the buzzing of its works 
seemed to grow louder in his ear. "We haven't taken her nowhere yet. 
She's dead, ya see. It was instantaneous. She ran into the side of 
an underpass." 
"Oh," Nathan said, "I see." He was about to hang ~p when the 
voice interrupted him, "If you want there'll be a car around in a few 
minutes to pick you up. n 
"All right," he said. He hung the receiver up conscious of the 
little muffied click it made as it fell into the cradle. He looked at 
it for a while, trying to comprehend, until he became aware of Minnie 
and Henry standing in the door. He tested out the words to see if they 
had any meaning for them, "She's dead," he said, "She had an accident 
on River Drive. The police are going to come and pick me up." 
"Oh, God," Minnie said and crossed herself. Henry tumed away 
saying nothing. "Was anyone else hurt?" Minnie asked after a minute. 
"I don't know, he didn't say. I don't think so." 
"Oh, God, poor beautiful girl,'' she said holding her apron and 
beginning to cry in it. 
So Minnie knew what death was. It was easier for her to know. 
She had seen it many times in her life. She had a reaction for it. He 
understood that she was weeping now not so much for Margot as for the 
fact of death. 
Henry reappeared in the doorway with the coat in his arm. "The 
police are here, Mr. Nathan. They just drove in. They're waiting for 
you." 
"Wear your muffier, child," Minnie said. "Get it for him, He~~ry." 
He waited until his scarf was brought. When he went out they walked behind 
him to the door. 
" 
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"I'll be home soon," Nathan said. The steps were slippery as he 
went down. He remembered that Henry had almost fallen. The police car 
had on chains. "That's good," he thought to himself. He sat in the back. 
There were two policemen in the front, and the radio was on. Occasionally 
one ot them spoke into it but he could not make out what they were saying • 
.Attar the horse died there was new material tor the dreams to work 
on. They always turned everything around. They would let nothing alone. 
They drew all kinds ot connections so that nothing was ever the same 
atter he had dreamed the dreams. He did not dream that the horse was 
dead, but that there was a man lying in the stall, thin, almost trans-
pare~t and white, and very, very clean. He reminded him ot Christ and 
also ot the old man who had lived further beyond them, over the hill, all 
alone and a little crazy in a log house that was falling down around them. 
Sometimes he did not even have enough to eat but always made long distance 
calls on their phone. His grandfather did not like him and would lie 
about the tobacco, saying he did not have any himself, and had not been 
able to get to town. He would Sa'3 that about the bread too. In the 
stall was the figure that reminded him ot Christ and ot Al, the old man, 
thin and dirty, and also, this worst ot all, ot the girl, who was blond. 
Whoever it was, there was an implication that it was somehow his fault. 
That he had not done what was required ot him, that they were asking 
him tor something he could not give them, something he would not. So 
the dreams drew their own connections. Now since he had lmown him the 
dreams drew connections between Moses and his grandfather, completely 
disregarding all the differences. In his mind all the old men be had 
known became one, the fruit seller in the city, the elevator operator 
in school, with his mouth that sagged on one side, Moses, his grandfather, 
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even the picture of Nathan's great grandfather, so different from the 
rest of them, and all the others. So that he could not think of one 
without all the others, like ghosts pushing behind him demanding 
recognition, staring at him, like symbols of what might happen, of 
what did happen. 
At the accident, the 'front of the car was accordicmed back. It 
had rebounded from the wall w1 th its doors sprung open. Nathan followed 
the policemen through the crowd of people to the center. His wife lay 
there on an army blanket, very still, and it seemed that there was a 
tiny expression of fear about her mouth. One of the policemen said, 
"This is her husband." There was a rustle and stir in the crowd, and, 
for a moment, a soft sympathetic almost inaudible "Ohing" sound. 
"It was instantaneous," another policeman said. He seemed to be 
the one in charge. "She broke her neck. The doctor's already examined 
her. He'll write out the certificate.- What do you want done with the 
., 
car?" 
They talked. It was like conducting any other business, only this 
business was conducted around, and because of, some inexp.Licab.Le factor. 
lveryone felt it to be there, it had even been given a name, "Death." 
They looked on it's manifestations, they knew its force, they knew 
everything was changed, yet nothing seemed changed, except that there 
was that inexplicable factor around which, and because of which it was 
necessary to conduct some business, to put things in order that had 
temporarily become disordered. 
At home Henry and Minnie were very good to Nathan. So good, in 
fact that they made him feel guU ty for not feeling more. They knew 
how to act in the presence of death, but it was a new role for Nathan, 
and he had no idea how to play it, being without stage directions. 
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Before he went to bed his father came and talked to him. At the 
end of the talk he said, "Don't take this too hard, son. It was no 
one's fault. If it's your time you have to go. There're other girls. 
You may not think so now, but you'll find others. They're not al.l as 
beautiful as she is, but that doesn't matter so much. So don't take it 
too hard." 
"No." Nathan was almost forced to smile at the supreme irony and 
ridiculousness of his father's speech. It seemed that he too knew how 
to act in the presence of death. 
In the city he and Roger had met a man, at a party given in 1be 
apartment across the hall, who didn't even talk to them, except to 
say "How do you do," and shake their hands and ask their names. He was 
an editor of a magazine dealing with airplanes, although he had actually 
studied literature in school. He did not seem shy, nor did he seem to 
think them beneath notice, being the youngest at the party, but he acted 
the same way with everyone, sitting and drinking and saying only a few 
words now and then if someone asked him a question, only enough words 
to answer, no more. Roger predictably began slowly to develop one of 
his passions of curiosity. As the night progressed he asked more and 
more questions, and it was obvious that he was becoming steadily angrier 
at the indifference, which, by now, seemed to amount almost to contempt, 
of the stranger. His eyes began to Jb,ke on that implacable blue gleam, 
but he was persuaded to come home because of the lateness of the hour. 
Inside the door he sat down immediately, saying, ttWhat do you suppose 
is the matter with him? Why the hell wouldn't he talk to us? Who does 
he think he is?" From across the hall they could hear the music of the 
record player, and the voices. Roger continued to sit in the chair. 
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He himself, went into the bathroom to bru.sh his teeth in an effort to 
get the taste of the scotch out of his mouth. He avoided looking at 
himself in the mirror. Roger began calling questions in to him through 
the bathroom door. "I can't hear you. I'm bru.shing my teeth," he said. 
When he came out he said "I don't know what's the matter with him. A 
man doesn't have to talk if he doesn't want to." 
"I think he's a phony," Roger said, "I think he's nothing but a 
fake. I think he does it just to impress people, to make them think he's 
superior." 
"Maybe he's afraid of people. How do I know. Maybe he doesn't know 
how to act round them, and that's his way of solving the problem. I 
don't know," he said, and went back in the bathroom to put on his 
pajamas. When he got into bed Roger was still sitting in the chair. He 
was awakened by noise out in the hall. It was the party breaking up. 
He heard the girls giggling about waking up the old lady upstairs, saying 
that she would swear at them in Italian and .pour hot water down on them 
from the landing. He heard Roger getting up out of the chair. "Where 
are you going?" he said. 
"I'm going over and ask him," Roger said. He heard the door shut 
behind Roger and fell asleep again. 
When he woke the second time Roger was about to get into bed. He 
could see him vaguely across the room in the darkness. 
"Wll, what did he say?" 
"Sorr,y I woke you up," Roger said. 
"That's all right. What did he s~? Did you ask him?" 
'"Yes," Roger said, in bed now. "We had a long talk. He said you 
have to be vulnerable, that unless you're vulnerable you don't get anything 
out of life. You have to be able to be hurt." 
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It was only later, when-he bad read a poem by Emily Dickinson, that 
he understood the relation between what the man had said and how the man 
had acted. The poem began: 
Success is counted sweetest 
By those who ne'er succeed 
To comprehend a nectar 
Requires the sorest need. 
As to the man himself, they had seen him several times afterward, 
and he had always acted the same, as if he were in a cage and felt it 
futile to get out. He was a man who did not even bother anymore to 
talk. What had become or him? 
"At the funeral," Nathan said, "there were a great many flowers. 
More, I think, even than at my mother's." 
At the funeral too, it was hard to know how to act. People came 
and knelt at the casket. They came up to Nathan, dressed all in black, 
the women in chic black veils, and said ''I'm sorry old man," or the 
equivalent. The women watched to see if he were grief stricken. They 
talked in hushed voices. Some or them even pr~ed. Presently the 
music began, and the minister came out. He preached or God and salvation 
and comfort. He· told Nathan to find comfort in ~d, to rejoice that the 
beloved had gone to a better life, to weep for himself but not for her. 
But Nathan did not weep at all. Several women wept. He could hear 
them in the background. 
Finally the curtains were drawn. The immediate family was allowed 
to see her for the last time before the coffin was closed. Her parents 
kissed her. They watched to see if Nathan did, thus forcing him. He 
bent over but did not put his lips to hers. He had meant to, but a 
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coldness emmanated from her. He could reel it against his race and he 
drew back. 
They went out then and got in the ears. .All the mourners had been 
arranged according to their relation to her. It was a hierarchy or 
importance. When arranging them the undertaker had asked him innumerable 
questions. He did not want to insult anyone. He asked "That's the 
cousin, eh? and that's the maternal uncle. .Ah, I see, but that does 
complicate things doesn't it." He never asked, "Which one was it that 
loved her most?" He knew too well the rules. He knew everything about 
it. He spoke of coffins, the different types, and of vaults--what a 
comfort it was to know that one had taken a vault. He knew when the 
music was to start and stop. Who was to file out first, how much 
crying was to be allowed. He arranged for the black flags on the 
antennas. Everyone deterred to him. He was the director of the show. 
At the cemetery they put the casket into the frame that held it 
up out of the ground. It was not lowered into the grave. That would 
come later when everyone had gone home. The gravediggers would see to 
that. They were used to such things. For them it was routine. 
The minister spoke over the coffin. .And then they were to leave. 
He wanted to s~ and see it all, but the undertaker discreetly directed 
him back to the ear. 
Arter the funeral the people came to the house and ate. He was not 
really prepared for that. There were a great many people who stayed. 
He could not see why. They could have as easily gone home. The people 
seemed to bring into the house with them the smell of flowers. In 
· school, in the ei ty, there had been a boy whom he had wanted vaguely 
get to know. He saw the boy several times with a friend of his and had 
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thought that would be a good opportunity' to meet him. About the boy 
there was a tattered, haunted look. He wore very old clothes and a 
woolen muffler, a brown one, and no hat, but what distinguished him 
particularly was his eyes. They were deepset and blue-gray and very 
intense, but they seemed to be looking only inward, as they eyes of 
portraits do, and they seemed to take in nothing of what was outside, 
only to watch With that great intensity' some inner procession. Along 
With this intense interest perhaps because of it, in his eyes there was 
a profound resignation. Whatever he waa watching was of great, even 
horrifying interest to him, but he seemed to have long since learned 
that, whatever it was, he was powerless to do anything about it except 
watch. 
He first saw the boy at a poetry reading where the boy stood apart 
and spoke to no one. If Roger had not been With him he would have sat 
beside the boy and could have talked with him, perhaps, but he did not. 
Later he saw the boy many times in the hall. Each time he thought, 
"Someday I will meet him." After the Christmas vacation he spoke to 
the friend he had seen the boy with. His friend told him that the 
boy had committed suicide over the vacation, that for many years now the 
boy had been convinced that the communists were hunting him down because 
his father was a spy for the government. He had been in Europe during 
the second war, and he and his mother had had to go into hiding because 
of some mixup in trains that left them stranded in a remote country 
village. They boy had been very young then and had not known what they 
were hiding from, but he had known that they were in danger, that some-
one whom he did not know, wanted to kill them. Later he had learned of 
the communists, and suddenly it all had meaning for him, and he under-
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stood why he was afraid, why he felt people were following him, why 
he felt sometimes, as if the counter men in the drugstore were waiting 
to poison him if he did not watch them closely. He had lived all those 
years with that. When he came to school they found out about it and 
sent him up to the hospital, but he understood that they were also 
communists, so he did not tell his story, and they released him. When 
he went home over the vacation he took one of his father's pistols from 
the case, went out into the field and shot himself. The friend had known 
all this because he had been coming up to visit. He arrived on the train 
only a few hours after the shooting, and the mother, as if to vindicate , 
herself, made him stay and told him over and over the story, saying that 
~ had been in the kitchen making a roast for supper. 
She had seen him going out with the gun but thought he was going to 
target practice, as he often did, although he had only shot one animal 
in his life, a rabbit, and that had made him sick. When he had gone down 
the path she had called to him saying "Have a good time, dear, and come 
back by five." And he had said, "Yes, I will," and waved as he walked 
slowly away carrying the gun in his left hand. 
When he had heard the story from his friend there was only one thing 
he could not understand, one thing that bothered him more than the rest: 
It was that now he would never get to meet the boy, and he had e:xpected 
tor such a long time that he would. 
After a while, the boy came connected in his mind with the dog in 
the park. He knew that he should have turned around and taken the dog 
back to the apartment, but he had not. He had gone on to school because 
he had not wanted to miss the class. When he came out the dog was gone. 
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When they had all gone Nathan sat in the library watching the fire. 
He wanted to go up and see his son, bu.t he was afraid that the odor of 
the nowers would frighten him. He took o£'£' his jacket, bu.t still it 
seemed as i£' his shirt was permeated with the thick heavy scent o£' the 
flowers, as i£' the odor surrounded him and was part o£' him. He did not 
want to take that in to the baby, so he sat back down again watching the 
£'ire and thinking o£' nothing. Very soon he £'ell asleep. It was only 
when he woke up, a £'ew minutes later, that he began to understand what had 
' 
happened and what his own connection to it was. While he was asleep he 
must have had a dream, and although he could not remember it, he awoke 
for the first time understanding that she was dead, and that he was 
partially the cause, and that upstairs was a child whose father he was, 
and who someday would ask about his mother, what she was like, and why 
she had died. It came to him then that he was not £'it to be father, that 
he was not £'it to tell anyone anything and that he had not only played 
with his own lite but with hers, with all the others, and now here he was 
with a son. It was not he who had paid, but the girl he had so thoughtlessly 
made his wi£'e, and not himself only that would pay, but his son. Finally 
he undersu.>od, and there was nothing now he could do, nothing at all to 
change what had happened, to take it on himself. It was~ who lay dead. 
Now it remained only to see that it did not happen again, to meddle no 
further. Now time must be taken to think, that should have been taken 
before. Now penance was to be done, not in the hope o£' pardon or 
absolvement, bu.t in the effort to atone. Now he knew he could no longer, 
having done what he had done, stand talking before a class o£' young people, 
than his great grandfather could have preached to his congregation if there 
had been sin in his heart. It was a long way back to where his great 
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grandfather was, to what he had been, and to what he must be, but he knew 
that it was the only way unless he wanted to be damned wholly, to stand 
before his son condemned not only or having taken no thought, or deliber-
ately and willfully having taken no thought, but of being also a coward 
and a weakling. 
It was then that he had decided to leave school at the end of the 
term and to get some kind or work that would not involve all his time 
so that he would have time to think and to study and to get his thoughts 
into some form and to try to do something with them. 
"For you see," Nathan said, and now he was listening to him because 
this was the old Nathan speaking, "every sin is intini te, and one never 
finishes paying for them and one never starts again as if without the 
sin, but that does not in the least release you from the obligation not 
to sin again. We are obligated to be human," Nathan said. 
"Yes," he said, beginning to understand what Nathan was saying, who 
Nathan was. This, now, was the old Nathan, not the pictures, not the 
Nathan who came to the bar to drink and told the story. Yet he was 
beginning to understand that the pictures were real, every one or them, 
and that this Nathan, who was the center, had grown out of them. Because 
the.y had been real he was real, and the achievement was all the more 
remarkable. He felt unworthy to sit across from him, this man who had 
become Nathan, who was still becoming Nathan, and who had broken a 
glass in his hand and who was telling a long story now because it was 
not easy to become Nathan, not simple and pure and certain. 
He felt himself filled with thanks for Nathan, and with shame for 
his own self-pi tying pride and presumption that had tel t that only the 
pictures were the real Nathan, that they negated the one whom he had 
" 
known. But most of all he rejoiced at Nathan and felt filled with 
wonder and awe that such a being should exist, great joy that there 
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should be even one so heal thy. man. Because if there was one it proved 
that there could be more. 
He would have liked to take Nathan in his arms and to be s¢ng 
to him "See, see, ~ at yourself and rejoice." But instead, knowing 
that the story was not yet finished, and wanting now to hear the rest, 
he said gently "And after that, what happened then?" Now outside it 
did not matter that ii was snowing, and it did not matter inside what 
song they played. He would have liked to say to them all "Look! Look!" 
Up front the bartender moved among the ~ling colors and lights in his 
white apron, presiding over the bar, keeping the peace. Perhaps he did 
not need to be told; in his own way he understood already but he would 
have been glad to see nevertheless, even though he did not need to be 
shown. 
"After that," Nathan said, "I rented an apartment, the first one 
I had before I moved to Sparrow Street, and I got the job I have now. 
I thought, and I read, and I worked, and after a while I began to feel 
that I was getting somewhere. I no longer felt the same guilt when I 
visited my son. I began to feel that someday he need not be ashamed of 
me, although I could not undo what I had done." 
But then, after three long years, a year ago, there was Nathan 
walking through the park, and a little puppy tangled itself between his 
legs, and when he stood up from untangling it, holding it squirming and 
grinning between his hands, there was the girl. He was astonished at the 
beauty and serenity of her face, and when she spoke her complete lack of 
affectation came to him as a kind of shock. His first impulse was to 
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say "Why you're beautiful." She thanked him for catching the puppy. It 
was not hers. She was just keeping it for her friends who had gone on 
vacation. They talked for a few moments before parting. The next day 
at the same time he walked through the park again in only the half 
conscious hope of seeing her again. There she was, b,y the duck pond. 
She turned, recognized him and waved. 
For the next three days he· saw her for a few minutes every day in 
the park. They walked about with the puppy and looked at the flowers. 
She told him that she was from England but was studying in .America 
because she had originally come from America and had gone to Europe 
when a little girl, but now, since her father was here, she was not 
quite sure which country she wished to stay in. Their relationship was 
open, easy and unembarrassed. They were simply people who met on a 
SUill\Y' day in the park, and talked for a little while. 
But tnen, on the evening of the fourth day, it suddenly came to 
him that he was railing in love with her, and the whole structure of 
three years, so carefully and painfully buU t came crashing down around 
him, and he stood bewildered in the rubble and rising dust. He had not 
bargained on falling in love. It had been his fundamental assumption that 
he was finished with that because he was unfit for any hUlllan relationships. 
;:so now, realizJ.ng w.ha:c nau nappenea ne was horrified. The thoughts charged 
crazily in his mind like horses back into a bur¢ng barn. He ached and 
thrilled like a schoollxJy, and despised himself, and did not care that 
he despised himself all at the same time. He did not know what to do. 
He wanted to love her but he felt he had no right. Would she love him? 
Did she love aeyone else? The thought pitched him into despair, yet he 
had no right to love. In him there was a black voice saying "You have 
" 
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done enough, you ought to let other people alone. You should have learned 
by now." Yet there were other voices clamoring too, contending against 
the black voice sqing, "It you can love her, it might be for the best. 
It might mean life for you, for her. To turn away now is not strength, 
but cowardice. You are only taking the easy way out. To live alone, 
without people, is the easy way, the path or least resistance. It was 
necessary ror a while, but now you are only trying to avoid responsibility." 
All the voices shouted and clamored in his head, and he did not 
lmow what to do. For two days he did not go to the park, but on the 
third day the black voice was silenced and he went. As he waited he 
began to rear that she would not come, that the puppy's owners had returned--
it was almost a week since he had first met her--that he would not see her 
again. Then he hated himself for having stayed away for the two days. 
But finally she did come, saying that they had missed him, that there 
was a new bird on the duck pond, that had come two nights aga, apparently, 
as easy and unembarrassed as ever. She did not know he loved her. 
Finally be got up courage enough to ask her to go to the movies, and 
she accepted. As they walked aJ.ong behind the puppy, down to the duck 
pond, she told him that the next week she was returning to England. Her 
Uncle had found her a job he thought she might like, and she was going 
hime now to see how England looked alter America. 
It waa as it the gods had spoktJil, not in riddles this time, but 
making quite plain their will, and then he was lett with nothing, 
utterly desolate, with no hope lett. He had been given a glimpse o£ 
lite, made .to want it, to be willing to try tor it, made to take the 
perilous first step that cut him orr from everything he had worked tor 
three years, and then told that he could not have it. So he was lett 
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in the middle,now, Without hope and without the structure he had built 
£or himself. All that sustained him was the black voice which repeated 
over and over "It's better, it's better, at least you can't hurt her 
this way." 
They had gone to the movie, and on three other dates after that, 
and every time he saw her she seemed to him more lovable, more beautiful. 
But not once did he so much as take her hand. Because the gods, this 
time, had plainly spoken. 
The night before she was to go on the boat he had seen her £or the 
last time, and despite the black voice, and the voice -o£ the gods, he 
could not resist asking, just before he left, i£ he would see her again 
i£ she came back to .America. And when she said "Why, o£ course," he had 
given her his address while the black voice cried out "Unfair, unfair, 
you are not playing according to the rules." But he could not stand to 
think that he should never see her again. 
Now, at the bar two men were singing, their arms around each others 
shoulders. The rest o£ the men came in at the chorus, and the bartender 
sang too. 
"That was over a year and a hal£ ago. In the meantime I moved to 
Sparrow Street," Nathan said. "Then today, when I came out o£ the 
museum I saw her again, but she didn't see me. I came home and had 
that dream. Then Moses came with the cat." 
Now the story was finished, and Nathan leaned back, his voice 
ceasing, both hands, the bandaged and the free, holding to the edge o£ 
the table as i£ to gather his strength again. Telling the story had 
exhausted him. His eyes were utterly worn out, still he held the table, 
gathering his strength, while at the bar the men sang, sometimes beautifully, 
sometimes o££ key. 
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"Well," Nathan said, "what do you make of that? Perhaps you can 
make something of it, because, Tom, you always do something." 
"No," he said, "that's not right. Things happen to me. I let 
them. It's you who acts. I'm only the apprentice. I'm just learning. 
But I've got a good teacher." "Look," he wanted to say, "Look at your-
self, Nathan," because this was the real Nathan, who had come from all 
the other Nathans, who was even now in the process of becoming Nathan. 
This was Nathan who had smashed the glass in his hand, and who had told 
the long story because it was not easy to become Nathan, not simple or 
certain, or sure. Nathan had changed, and he had changed, and all the 
things had happened that no one had meant to happen, or wanted to happen • 
.All the t.hings got lost that you couldn't get back, and one day you woke 
up and didn't know how you had got to be what you were. But you got 
there by letting things happen to you and by not doing anything. But 
that was not the way. That was the coward's wa:y, the adolescent's way. 
Nathan sat with his hands on the ~ge of the table gathering his 
strength, and he sat in awe. and wonder of him. and in deep thankfulness. 
He put out his hand to Nathan's bandaged one. "Let• s go home," he said. 
The bartender came and stood over them. He was a long time getting 
out the change, digging under his apron into his pocket. He wanted to 
say something. He knew ~t the bartender wanted to say. He wanted to 
say "I love you," but instead, when they stood, he patted them each on 
the back, one with each hand, and said, "Take care of that hand now." 
By the time they had their coats on he was in back of the bar. As 
they ~ent out the door he waved and called "~ke care of that hand." 
oUtside it was still snowing. They walked home slowly, passing 
under , the lights, leaving tracks behind them in the new whiteness. 
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There were only a few people out, and none at all on their side of the 
street. When they passed under a light it threw out their shadows in 
front of them. Nathan's a little taller than his own. They stopped to 
light cigarettes, huddled together for a moment, their backs to the 
wind. Then they walked on. 
"By the time we're grown up," Nathan said, his voice soft through 
the snow, "we're just a patchwork of sin and guilt, held together by 
the few good things we may have done or been." 
"The pieces that hold us tegether," he said, "I guess you could call 
them the will to perfection.'' 
"I guess you could," Nathan said. 
"Or maybe you could call them the 'obligation to be human.'" 
"I· guess you cauld call them that too," Nathan said and smiled a 
little. ·:~ 
They crossed the park through the darkness and then came down Sparrow 
Street. All the windows of the buildingl.1Bre dark except f'or the windows 
of the stairwell, one tall row of yellow rectangles. He held the door 
open for Nathan because of his hand. They stood for a moment in silence. 
Then he said, "I don't mean to give you advice, I couldn't,a:eyway, but 
let me speak for the other voices, if you really love her. " . . . 
"Do you actually think that's so?" Nathan said. 
"Yes, I think so. I don't lqlow f'or sure. We do what we can." 
"Thank you," Nathan said, reaching out his hand. 
"No," he said, "thank you." Then Nathan was going up the stairs. 
He shut the door behind him. Outside he looked for a moment at the 
darkened windows. They were all asleep, Corinne, Roger, Moses. He began 
walking home, alone now, through the snow, leaving his own tracks behind 
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him. He remembered Moses's window as 1 t had been that night in the 
summer, with the shadows of the plants cascading over the window sill 
and down the building. .And upstairs in the apartment the old man, not 
even knowing who he was, because things changed, had told the stories, 
and the wind blew through the apartment swaying the plants, and the 
light gleamed in the cat' s fur and on the old man's shiny, big-veined 
hands. Now they were all asleep, Roger, Corinne, Moses, and by now even 
Nathan's light would be out, and all the windows would be dark because 
they were sleeping, Roger and Corinne turned perhaps toward each other, 
Nathan lying awake in the dark for a little while, Moses asleep with all 
his memories, perhaps remembering that other story he had told, that 
other person he had been: 
A. sunburned, dirty little boy, barefoot in an old straw hat, a pair 
of torn blue jeans, with thin, bony, scratched legs sticking out of them, 
astride a mule behind his Pa riding off in the mist of early morning, 
waving back at the shack where no one bothers to even look out at you, 
let alone wave. 
The world is very big and mysterious. The cold mist rises up from 
the swamps on both sides of the road and blows up and down the road 
swirling about you and your father and the mule. The mist hides every-
thing until you are almost on top of it. Then an old sow will loom up 
in front of you, her mouth open, chewing--you can see her teeth--little 
Moses Blackburn. And the mist is very cold and strange. You can almost 
feel it on your bare legs, but the insides of your legs, the inside of 
your thighs and your calves are warm from the mule. You hold them tight 
to get the heat, and you feel her ribs. You kick her a little in the 
ribs just to feel your legs move, and her hair tickles your heels and your 
ankles. 
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Your Pa is big and silent in .front of you. The mule's hooves kick up a 
little dust as she shutnes along and you can hear her toes--poor, poo.f--
in the dust. The mist is ver.y cold, little Moses Blackburn, and the 
world is very big and mysterious. Moccasins and alligators, maybe, come 
up out of the swamp in the mist to grab you by the leg and bite it o.f.f 
clear to the bone. But your Pa is a preacher and he'll curse all the 
'gators and moccasins to Hell, but that won't help your leg. Later on 
your Pa will stand up before the people and open his mouth and yell, and 
damn the people to Hell, where they will all .fry, wriggling like eels in 
a pan, and smoking like hams in a too hot .fire, and smelling like the 
horses that burned up in Duncan's Stables. And some of the people will 
howl like dogs and some will cry like babies. Maybe one will lie down 
and eat the dirt and stuff it in his ears like you saw once, and you will 
want to howl like a dog too, when you see your Pa open his mouth, and 
you see his broken and black teeth and his thick tongue moving, when 
you see his hair .falling over his .face, and when he lifts up his hands 
to Heaven to get the lightning cause he could grab it and tear it out of 
the sky. Then you '11 .feel the Spirit of God, and you'll want to howl 
like a dog, little Moses Blackburn. What's that in the road? Is it an 
alligator, you squeeze the mule tighter with your lege. But it's just 
a box some darkie had there .for when he goes .fishing with a long stick 
and string--fishing jn the swamp. And the mist is cold and thick around 
you, little Moses Blackburn, and you get a chill there in your old white 
shirt. But the sun is coming up now, coming up on the other side of 
the swamp, and now it's shining through the mist like it did through 
the windows of the big stone church you saw in the calendar picture, 
with long shining rays. The sun is up now, glowing big and yellow, 
" 
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coming through the mist to rest on your leg. The mule's feet go poof-poof 
in the dust, and the sun comes through the cold mist and rests on your 
race, and you bow your head and pray, little Moses m.ackburn. 
<, 
* * * * * * * * * * * * 
On the sixth day after that night he was driving his aunt's car 
up the hill to the farm. The road, although recently plowed, was slippel'J' 
because it was still snowing. There had been a bad storm the day he came 
on the train, three days ago. All the way down he had watched it snowing 
out the windows of the train, the snow fiying past him, white and sound-
less, blurring the landscape, and really, it had not stopped snowing 
altogether since then, which was why he had not gone on the hill sooner. 
The train had been late, and he had had to call his aunt ahead not 
to meet him, telling her that he could easily walk to her house since 
the time of arrival was uncertain, and, having lost his schedule, he did 
not know what bus he could catch. He had got in late in the afternoon, 
tired and stiff from the long train-and bus rides. He walked through 
town carr.ying the one suitcase and his briefcase. He tried to decide on 
which side or the street he would be apt to meet fewer. people. that he 
had known, but he could not really decide, so he walked on the left side 
because that was the on~-the bus let him orr on. He had met three people 
anyway, twa.~ -.omen and a man, and had had to stop to talk with each. 
They asked him what he was doing and what he was going to do and said 
how he had grown, and how bad the storm was. On his part, he Hid not 
know what to say to them because they were not talking to him but to the 
boy that had left tive years ago. Finally, with relief, he turned in 
the driveway. His ~t saw him from the window, and came out to meet him 
" 
and kissed his cheek as he bent down to her. She was glad to see him, 
as she always was. 
" 
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"Your uncle's not home," she said. "He's gone ice fishing for a 
few days up at the lake. He said tor you to come up if you want. I 
don't remember if I told you in the letter or not. And you've gotten 
thinner again." 
"Now, how can you tell," he said, "when I've got rrry coat on." 
He had int~ed to stay with her the first night and the, to stay 
at the farm for the rest of the week's vacation, but for the next two 
days it kept snowil'lg and he knew he would never be able to make the hill 
with his aunt's oar. So he stayed there and read and watched it snow, 
and talked with his aunt. 
She said, "It's silly tor you to think of staying up there. Why 
the water is all disconnected for the winter, and you'll have to keep the 
fire going all the whUe, Why you might even get snowed in." 
On the second day after he got home he had sat by the window in 
the living room reading and watching it snow. It came steadily and 
softly covering the ground, buUding up over everything. After a while 
he got up and closed the curtain, and turned on the light. While he 
was sitting there like that she came back from town and brought him 
an ail'JI1ail letter. It was from Nathan, written the night of the day 
he had left: 
"Dear Tom, 
Moses is dead now, and by the time you get this he 
wUl be buried. He died sometime this morning, asleep in 
his chair. Roger found him at noon, and Corinne called 
me at the office. I knew you had taken the early train 
and that there was no way, or reason, actually, to oatoh 
you. 
" 
When I came home we all went to see Moses for the 
last time. Corinne insis1;ed on it. (It seems that 
Moses had been giving her a little money all along 
to save for his funeral) • The undertaker who "laid 
him out" was a strange, oily, little man, a bit like 
the traditional caricature of a Chinaman bowing at 
the waist and saying "Ah, so." 
I wish you could have sean Moses. He was trans-
formed, and lay there looking benignly partriarchal 
and very wise, and, although quite unlike our enig-
matic Moses, the transfonnation was not altogether 
unfitting. 
When I came home I went into his room and felt, 
of course, as if I were an intruder. !'don't know 
what I was looking for, Moses; I suppose. The 
furniture, .too, was all there waiting. There are 
so manJ things that will have to be cleaned out 
before a new tenant comes. 
I do not think it was the loss of the cat. He 
seemed to have forgotten what happened to it. In 
fact, he told me that God had come down and taken 
Cain up to Heaven in his hand. Whether he believed 
it or not I don't know, but I ihink he did. 
I did not tr,y to call you at ho~e because I did not 
want you to feel obliged to--return, since there was 
nothing you could do, yet I thought you would like 
to know before you came back. When you do that, you 
know where I live. 
Nathan 
P.S. Two things that ought to please you: 
I am to take care of Moses's plants (they are 
like pets in the house already), and I have seen 
Julia once since you left." 
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So Moses was dead and all his secrets buried with him, and that 
chapter, too, closed. "There are so many things that will have to be 
cleaned out before a new tenant comes." Clean out this old apartment, 
clean out a life. But it was good, anyhow, that Nathan was to have the 
plants. He was glad or that. Moses was dead, and Nathan had the plants 
and~.had seen the girl. 
On the last hill the back or the car began to whip, and he· had to 
concentrate all his attention, cursing softly under his breath, to. keep 
it from going into the ditch. When he reached the top or the hill he 
·could see the house through the lightly falling snow, its outlines bleak 
and austere against the storm clouds, its windows with their drawn shades 
looking like blinded eyes. He pulled the car to the side or the road 
since the drivew~ wasn't plowed. As he waded through the snow up the 
path he could feel the ~ight flakes on his face. The snow was almost 
over his boots. On the porch he stomped him feet and brushed them orr 
with the old broom that had been left in the corner. When he opened the 
door the dampness and cold struck him in the face and flowed out around 
him to the fresher air outside. He pulled up the shades or the kitchen 
windows shivering in the motionless cold that was penetrating through . 
his jacket. 
He opened the door to the li vingroom. In the middle of the floor 
was a big box with the saddles in it packed in mothballs to keep out 
the mice. The room.was very neat and, except for the furniture, empty. 
His aunt had cleaned the house before closing it up. He stood for a 
moment breathing the musty air and feeling the cold on his race and 
through his jacket. Then be went upstairs. In his room the green 
wallpaper wa.a bulging and, in some spots, falling from the wall because 
of the dampness. He stepped to the window to look out, but could not 
see very far because of the grayness of the day. He sat on the bed and 
looked around at the crosses and the pictures of the cows. On the wall 
opposite him was the handwritten copy of a poem" he had hung there years 
ago. It was called "Sleeveless Errand." 
Through time and space I roam 
Seeking these two alone: 
The savor of- the strange, 
The solace of the known. 
The middle stanza was unintelligible from his distance, and he could not 
remember it, but the last said: 
Fool, shall midnight and noon 
Consent to fuse in one 
The magic of the moon 
The healing of the sun. 
He coul!i not remember where be had found the poem, probably in the 
Saturday Evening Post, nor what, that young, had prompted ~s response 
to it so that he had bung it on the wall. He stood at the window again, 
looking out at the snow, and then went downstairs. 
In the kitchen the rocking chair with the matted sheepskin hanging 
over the back was waiting, as Nathan had said the furniture waited for 
Moses. He sat down in it for a minute and rocked. On the window sill 
lay his grandfather's pipe, the one with the carved, roguish face he had 
brought him once from a trip to Montreal. 
He stood at the kitchen window looking out toward the hemlocks 
where the pigpen had once been and where he had seen the big bird fly 
over and the next day understood that it had been the stork because in 
the morning the little pigs were there, small and pinky-white, lying in a 
row, nursing from their mother, under the shed. 
There, not far from the house was the little plum tree that had 
blossomed every spring, and now was decked in snow. One morning his 
grandfather had called him out, and there were the little plums, ready 
to be picked, only as big around as quarters, with their clear, red skins 
dappled with yellow, so clear and thin you could see through to the fruit 
if you looked at them in the sun. There was still dew on some or them, 
and when you bit into them they were cool and sweet, with hard, perfect 
pits at the center. 
"There's a lot or them, this year," his grandfather said, looking 
at one in his hand. There it lay, smooth and round with the dew on it, 
and the sun shining on it, in the Wrinkled and cracked hand. "The tree 
is loaded with 'em," his grandfather said. nNice, ain't they?'' 
He turned back into the gray light and the chill of the room. There 
was no sense making a fire. It would be just as well to go back down 
to his aunt's to stay. 
Out on the porch the air was fresher and seemed not so cold. He 
locked the door behind him, fumbling with the old lock and the ke,y like 
a skeleton key. Finally the lock caught, and he turned to go. 
He stood, for a moment, on the edge or the porch, looking out 
through the snow toward the barn, out across the fields to the wooda, 
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and then on up to the horizon, but it was only the ouUine of the hills 
that remained the same. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * 
